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Abstract
Small metal clusters have properties that are distinct from the bulk and are therefore
investigated rather intensely for both fundamental and technological reasons. In partic-
ular much attention has been focused on the small clusters of the ferromagnetic metals,
Fe, Co and Ni, in the context of developing novel magnetic materials with high mag-
netization densities for use as storage media. Due to the high surface-to-volume ratio,
the electronic and magnetic properties, and therefore functionality, of these clusters are
extremely sensitive to their immediate environment. For the purposes of device appli-
cation, these clusters have to be in the condensed phase and are either embedded within
a matrix or adsorbed on a substrate. The recent isolation of graphene has sparked many
to investigate a myriad of possible applications given the rich physics associated with
this two-dimensional material. As a substrate for these clusters, graphene might there-
fore allow for an integration of technologies (e.g. spintronics). In this work, I report
the results of plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the homonu-
clear and heteronuclear Fe, Co, Ni and Pt adatoms, dimers, trimers and tetramers ad-
sorbed on graphene. All calculations in this work were performed using the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional for the wavefunction with energy cutoffs of 40Ry
and 480Ry for the wavefunction and density respectively. Brillouin Zone sampling was
performed with a Monkhorst-Pack grid of (8×8×1). There are two main aims in this
work. The first aim of this work involves investigating the suitability of graphene as a
support material for the small (up to the tetramer) homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni clusters.
This suitability is determined by the extent to which the cluster-graphene interaction
affects the magnetic moment of these clusters relative to their respective gaseous states.
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The adsorption site configuration and relative stabilities, and the projected electronic
configurations and magnetic moments of these clusters are studied. The second aim
of this work involves investigating if enhanced binding and projected magnetic mo-
ments can be achieved by adsorbing the heteronuclear Fe, Co, Ni and Pt dimers, and
selected heteronuclear trimers and tetramers on graphene. The most stable dimer and
trimer configurations are those where the dimer bond axis and the trimer plane are ori-
ented perpendicular to the graphene plane, and the most stable tetramer configuration
is one where the tetramer is adsorbed in the 3+1 configuration (i.e. three atoms close
to graphene and one atom farther away). The total magnetic moments of the adsorbed
homo- and hetero-nuclear dimers are very similar compared to their respective gaseous
states. On the other hand, the total magnetic moments of the adsorbed trimers and
tetramers are reduced compared to their respective gaseous states. Further to this, the
projected magnetic moments of adsorbed atoms close to the graphene plane are re-
duced while the projected magnetic moments of the atoms farther from graphene are
enhanced, both compared to their respective projected magnetic moments of the clus-
ters in the gaseous state. For the adsorbed heteronuclear dimers, the projected magnetic
moments of Fe, Ni and Pt are most enhanced when bonded with Co. The total mag-
netic moments of the Fe-Pt and Co-Pt trimers and tetramers are enhanced relative to
the sum of the total magnetic moments of the homonuclear clusters that form them,
while they are reduced in the cases of the Fe-Co and Ni-Pt trimers and tetramers. The
stabilities of the adsorbed clusters are intricately dependent on the energy needed for
an electronic interconfigurational change that accompanies the desorption of these clus-
ters from graphene, geometry constraints (if any) and the amount of cluster-to-graphene
charge transfer. The accuracy of the binding energies thus calculated would therefore
be particularly dependent on how well the exchange-correlation functional used in these
calculations treats the interconfigurational energy and the associated electronegativities
of the metals studied in this work. Based on previous theoretical and experimental
work, the magnetic moments calculated here are accurate.
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Transition metal clusters have been investigated rather intensely for both technolog-
ical and fundamental reasons. In general, clusters have interesting properties that are
distinct and differ considerably compared to the bulk phase and is mainly attributed to
the high surface-to-volume ratio of these clusters. This feature results in a large propor-
tion of the atoms in a cluster to have reduced coordination numbers compared to atoms
in the bulk phase. The breaking of bond symmetry at the surface results in a substantial
modification of the electronic structure of the cluster compared to the bulk phase and
often leads to an enhancement in several physical and chemical properties which are
desired and advantaged in novel device application. The physical properties of these
clusters do not vary monotonically with cluster size and offers the intriguing possibility
to use clusters of various sizes for a variety of technologies. This also presents a fun-
damental challenge, both experimentally and theoretically, in context of studying and
characterizing the ground state properties of these clusters.
Two main applications of transition metal clusters are in the fields of catalysis and
advanced magnetic materials. For example, Ni, Pt and bimetallic Ni/Pt clusters have
been investigated as alternatives to oxygen electroreduction catalysts for the develop-
ment and improvement of fuel cell technology [3, 4, 5]. Fe clusters and Fe-COn clusters
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have attracted much attention as catalysts for the growth of single- and multi-walled car-
bon nanotubes [6, 7, 8, 9]. In context of advanced magnetic materials, transition metal
clusters and nanocomposites, particularly those of and/or containing the ferromagnetic
metals Fe, Co and Ni, have found particular use in the design of magnetic materials
for use in magneto-optical recording, magnetic sensors, high-density magnetic mem-
ory, optically transparent materials, soft ferrites, nanocomposite magnets, spintronic
devices, magnetic refrigerants, high-TC superconductors, ferrofluids and for biological
applications (e.g. in cancer thermal ablation treatment) [10]. Of particular interest in
recent years is the design of magnetic materials with large magnetic anisotropies, high
coercivities and high magnetization densities for use as magnetic media in high-density
magnetic data storage. To surpass the 10 Gbit in−2 density limit in the areal density in
longitudinal recording, a reduction in grain or cluster size and control of inter-grain ex-
change coupling is desired [10]. However, an associated problem with decreasing grain
or cluster size is the fact that these clusters become superparamagnetic. This means that
the clusters, should they have low blocking temperatures (Curie or Neel), do not retain
their magnetization upon the turning off of the externally applied magnetic field. This
poses a problem in context of their use and much research effort is spent on studying
and understanding the fundamental physics of these clusters.
The transition metal clusters are studied both experimentally and theoretically in
both the gas and condensed phases. There are two main classes in context of the latter:
adsorbed clusters on various substrates and clusters embedded in a matrix of another
material. Due to the reduction of bond density, particularly at the surface, these clusters
are extremely sensitive to their environments. Therefore, we expect that the substrates
or matrices that support or embed the clusters are of considerable importance in con-
text of achieving specific electronic and magnetic properties (e.g. high magnetization
densities) and are therefore investigated rather intensely. Many materials have been in-
vestigated, some proving to be particularly suited for magnetic application. Less than 5
years ago, a ‘new’ material was isolated. Since then, this material has not failed to sur-
prise the scientific community with its rich physics and possible myriad applications.
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Nothing more than two-dimensional array of carbon atoms arrange in a honey-comb
lattice, graphene has taken the fore in materials research. A natural question to then ask
is if graphene might be a suitable substrate, particularly for transition metal clusters to
carry out both catalytic and magnetic work. Aside from the functionality of the tran-
sition metal clusters themselves, their presence could sufficiently alter the electronic
properties of graphene itself and might thereby allow for an integration of technologies.
In this chapter, I will review some of the work that has been done in investigating the
small clusters of the paramagnetic metals, Fe, Co and Ni. These include the homonu-
clear and heteronuclear clusters containing these elements which have been studied in
both the gas and condensed phases. As I am interested in the interaction of these clus-
ters with graphene, I will give a review of this recently isolated allotrope of carbon and
some of its interesting properties, which in itself motivates this study. Given the size
regime that is studied in this work, theoretical calculations have to be carried out in or-
der to get a handle of the phenomena that occur at the atomic and even electronic scale.
In particular, density functional theory calculations are used. It is therefore important
that I point out the limitations associated with such calculations in context of the system
studied in this work. Finally, I will end this chapter by outlining the structure of this
thesis, viz. the particular questions that I wish to address and how I resolve to answer
them.
1.2 Cluster studies: Gas phase
Bulk Fe, Co and Ni are known to be ferromagnetic with magnetization values of
2.25, 1.67 and 0.67 µB/atom respectively. Although most elements (except the noble
gases) are paramagnetic in their atomic or small cluster state, these ferromagnetic met-
als are suitable materials for the development of novel magnetic materials since they
offer the potential of having amongst the largest magnetization values as small clusters.
For example, theoretical calculations have concluded that gaseous Fe2, Co2 and Ni2
dimers have magnetization values 3µB/atom [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], 2µB/atom [12, 17]
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and 1µB/atom [12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] respectively. In the case of the trimers, al-
though higher-than-bulk magnetization values are predicted in general, there is little
consensus in context of determining the ground-state electronic state, and therefore the
ground-state magnetization value. For the Fe trimer, Papas et. al [24], and Gutsev et. al
[25], calculated an average magnetic moment of 3.33µB/atom while Ko¨hler et. al [14]
and Castro et. al [11, 12] calculated an average magnetic moment of 2.67µB/atom. For
the Co trimer, Fan et al. [26] calculated an average magnetic moment of 2.33µB/atom
while Papas et. al [24] and Jamorski et. al [12, 17] calculated an average magnetic mo-
ment of 1.67µB/atom. For the Ni trimer, most calculations [12, 20, 21] conclude that the
average magnetic moment is 0.67µB/atom. Conclusively determining the ground-state
geometry and electronic state for the small Fe, Co and Ni clusters is still a fundamental
problem and one that is extremely difficult to resolve theoretically given the limits of
the current levels of theory employed in most calculations. These limitations, which
I refer to in explaining some of the results that I have obtained in this work, will be
elaborated on later in this chapter.
With increasing cluster size, the average magnetic moment decreases albeit non-
monotonically. As the average bond density of the cluster tends towards that of the
bond density found in the bulk, a sufficiently large cluster would have the same magne-
tization value as that of the bulk phase. It has been also shown that for certain cluster
sizes, or clusters with a “magic number” of atoms, the magnetization value can be much
higher and lower than expected. These “jumps” in an already non-monotonic trend are
interesting not just from an application point of view, but also in context of under-
standing the electronic structure of clusters and how these evolve as a function of the
cluster size. The phase space of the small homonuclear clusters, even in considering the
“magic clusters”, is still limited in context of pushing the boundaries of higher magneti-
zation values. The Slater-Pauling curve shows that bulk alloying can result in enhanced
and reduced magnetization values depending on the species involved and the respective
stoichiometries employed. In similar vein, heteronuclear clusters may be the key in
unlocking the door behind which lies materials with enhanced chemical and physical
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properties.
Little work has been done to investigate the ground-state properties of the heteronu-
clear clusters of Fe, Co and Ni (e.g. FeCo, FeNi, CoNi). An important piece of work in
context of assigning the ground state properties of heteronuclear dimers was carried out
by Gutsev et al. [27]. They calculated the ground-state bond lengths, projected elec-
tronic configurations and magnetic moments, vibrational frequencies and ionization po-
tentials for the mixed 3d-metal dimers using density functional theory, with a 6-311+G*
basis set and the BPW91 [28, 29] exchange-correlation functional. We would expect
that for 3d transition metal atoms with less than five d-state electrons, the magnetic mo-
ment for the more electronegative species involved in the dimer pair would be enhanced
while that of the less electronegative species would be reduced. On the other hand, for
3d transition metal atoms with five or more d-state electrons, the magnetic moment for
the more electronegative species would be reduced while that of the less electronegative
species would be enhanced. Gutsev et al. found this to be the case and they established
the extent to which magnetic moment enhancement and reduction occurs for a variety
of mixed dimers.
Andriotis et al. [30, 31] went a step further in trying to understand the basis for
magnetic enhancement and reduction in a small magnetic cluster, and the disagreement
between experimentally measured and theoretically calculated magnetic moments of
these clusters. They found, using tight-binding molecular dynamics calculations, that it
is not always the case that high orbital states are energetically favored; the true ground-
state of the cluster of interest would therefore be lower than expected. Allowing these
high orbital states to be energetically favored would involve cluster-substrate interaction
which would then give rise to higher overall magnetic moments. Apart from the above
mentioned studies, little else has been done to investigate small heteronuclear clusters
in the gas phase, let alone their interactions with various substrate materials.
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1.3 Cluster studies: Condensed phase
Clusters are of little use when they are in the gas phase. Potential application of
these clusters requires them to be in the condensed phase: either adsorbed on a sub-
strate or embedded within a matrix. As the bond density of these cluster is considerably
reduced relative to its bulk phase, these clusters are extremely sensitive to their imme-
diate environment which could potentially alter the electronic state of these clusters.
Significant substrate-cluster interactions may or may not be advantageous: magnetic
moments may be enhanced in some cases but reduced in other cases. A large variety of
studies have been therefore done to investigate how the Fe, Co and Ni clusters interact
with a host of materials.
Several studies have been done to investigate the interaction, and effect on cluster
magnetization that metal substrates have on the Fe, Co and Ni clusters. Lazarovits et
al. [32] studied the small Fe, Co and Ni clusters on the Ag(100) surface. They found
that for the Fe and Co adatoms, the overall magnetic moment is enhanced relative to the
free atom state, a large proportion of this enhancement being due to orbital magnetic
enhancement. For the Ni adatom however, they found that the magnetic moment was
completely quenched. In context of magnetization anisotropies, they showed that the
Fe and Co adatoms have a strong tendency to perpendicular magnetism. On the Fe
clusters retained this property; the Co, and Ni, clusters preferred a magnetic orientation
that was in-plane with the cluster itself. Stepanyuk et al. [33] calculated the magnetic
moments of the 3d, 4d and 5d transition metal atoms adsorbed on Pd(001) and Pt(001).
They found that compared to being adsorbed on Cu(001) and Ag(001), the magnetic
moment for the Fe, Co and Ni adatoms is most enhanced when adsorbed on Pd(001).
The magnetic moments on these adatoms do not change significantly when adsorbed
on Pt(001) as compared to when adsorbed on Pd(001). These studies indicate that the
electron affinity and ionization potential of the substrate, as well as the extent to which
it can induce spin-orbit interaction with the cluster, are critical in context of enhancing
the magnetization of the adsorbed cluster.
Carbon nanotubes can be used to “tune” the magnetic moment of an adsorbed cluster
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based on their curvature. As mentioned, the electron affinity and ionization potential are
critical in context of determining the magnetic moment of an adsorbed cluster. Just as
the metallicity of the carbon nanotube varies with its curvature, so too does its electron
affinity and ionization potential. Menon et al. [34] showed, using tight-binding, spin-
unrestricted molecular dynamics calculations, that electron transfer from an adsorbed
cluster to substrate occurs for carbon nanotubes with high curvature (i.e. nanotubes
with small radii). As the curvature of the nanotube decreases (i.e. as it tends towards
a more flat, graphene-like surface), this electron transfer process reverses. Depending
on the species adsorbed, the electron transfer process can either enhance or reduce the
magnetization of the cluster. For example, they found that the magnetic moment of
Ni2 adsorbed on graphite is higher than in the case where the dimer is adsorbed on a
carbon nanotube since the latter transfers charge to the cluster while the former draws
charge away from the cluster. Some four years later, Yagi et al. [35] further validated
this point by calculating the adsorption site binding energies and magnetic moments
for the Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers adsorbed on a (4,4) carbon nanotube. They
too found that for certain adsorption sites on this nanotube, the magnetic moments of
the Fe, Co and Ni dimers are enhanced compared to the respective magnetic moments
when adsorbed on graphene. Doped carbon nanotubes might therefore be particularly
useful for magnetic device and spintronics application. In recent years, it is the building
block of all carbon allotropes, including that of carbon nanotubes, that has attracted
much attention in many areas of research, including that of support materials research.
Graphene, a single layer of graphite, has been shown to be suitable as a support
material for Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers. Duffy and Blackman [36] and Yagi et
al. [35] investigated the binding site adsorption energies and magnetic moments for the
Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers adsorbed on graphene. Both groups found that the
magnetic moment of the adatom when adsorbed above a hole site (i.e. in the middle
of a hexagon of carbon atoms; more will be said about this in Chapter 3) decreases by
2µB. When adsorbed above a atom site (i.e. directly atop a carbon atom in graphene),
the Fe and Co adatoms have magnetic moments of 4µB and 3µB respectively, while the
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magnetic moment of the Ni adatom at the same site is still reduced by 2µB. They also
found that the Fe and Co dimers have magnetic moments that are the same as their
respective gas phase moments even when adsorbed on graphene. The main difference
in their work lies in the calculated values for the binding energies which is a result
of different computational methodologies being employed for each calculation. Chan,
Neaton and Cohen [37] also studied the adsorption site binding energy for the Fe adatom
on graphene and found an energy that was lower than that calculated by both Duffy and
Blackman, and Yagi et al.. Mao et al. [38] also calculated the binding site adsorption
energies for the Fe and Co adatoms on graphene, and they too found energies that
differ from the previous mentioned groups. The lack of conclusiveness in context of
determining the binding energies for these systems is a fundamental problem and stems
primarily from the level of approximation used in these calculations. The other major
factor that contributes to this inconsistency is the different calculation parameters used.
Nonetheless, all of these groups are in agreement in terms of the calculated values of
the magnetic moments of these clusters when adsorbed on graphene.
Clusters embedded within a matrix of another material have been shown to exhibit
enhanced and reduced magnetic moments depending on the cluster species and matrix
material. Given that the maximum of the Slater-Pauling curve [39] occurs for bulk
Fe0.7Co0.3, a natural starting point in designing a material with enhanced magnetization
density would be to consider small Fe clusters embedded within a Co matrix or vice
versa. In 2002, Xie and Blackman [40] showed using tight-binding calculations that the
magnetic moment of Fe clusters within a size range of 100-600 atoms within a Co ma-
trix is comparable to the magnetic moment of the free clusters. They attributed this to
the effective exchange splitting on Fe due to the presence of the surrounding Co atoms.
Interestingly enough, they found that the moment on these Fe clusters was reduced
when surrounded by a Cu matrix. In 2004, Bergman et al. [41] further investigated
this phenomenon by increasing the cluster size range to 700 atoms, and also probed
the projected magnetic moments of the Fe and Co atoms at the Fe/Co interface, as well
as the Fe and Co atoms that were farther form that interface. Their density functional
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theory calculations showed that it is the Fe atoms at the interface that have their mag-
netic moments enhanced, while those embedded deep within the Fe cluster itself have
moments that are closer to the bulk magnetization value of Fe; the Co atoms displayed
bulk magnetization values regardless of whether the atoms were at the interface or not.
On the same topic, Mpourmpakis et al. [42] showed in 2005 that the enhanced magnetic
moments on the Fe atoms stem from structural changes induced by the Co atoms. These
results would point us to consider three points in context of how the magnetic moments
on clusters are enhanced or reduced. First, the extent to which the cluster couples with
the surround material will have a bearing on the geometry of the cluster and therefore
its localized electronic state and magnetic moment. Second, heteronuclear clusters con-
taining Co in particular might exhibit enhanced magnetic moments. Third, cluster size
as well as its coverage in or on the substrate are important in context of cluster-cluster
interactions and therefore magnetic coupling.
1.4 Graphene
Graphite and diamond, and more recently fullerene (in 1985) and carbon nanotubes
(in 1991) were the only known allotropes of carbon. Just 4 years ago, in 2004, Novoselov
et al. from Manchester University managed to isolate just a single layer of graphite.
They first did this by mechanically exfoliating small mesas of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite [43]. Soon after, Walt de Heer and Claire Berger found that graphene can also
be grown epitaxially, which would be more suited for mass production [44]. Graphene
can be regarded as the basic building block of all graphitic forms, but there is much
more to graphene than just its structural elegance.
Ever since its isolation in 2004, there have been numerous publications on graphene
and its rich physics. Novoselov et al. [43] found electron and hole concentrations of
up to 1013 per square centimeter and room temperature mobilities of approximately
10000 square centimeters per volt-second can be induced by applying a gate voltage
across graphene, which is approximately ten times higher than the mobilities observed
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in commercial silicon wafers [45]. Higher mobilities, which also implies higher drift ve-
locities, would allow for the development of more efficient electronic devices. Another
interesting phenomenon associated with graphene is that one can observe the quantum
Hall effect even at room temperature. In the classical Hall effect, an electric field, also
called the Hall field, is developed across two faces of a conductor when a current flows
across a magnetic field [46]. This Hall potential scales linearly with the current that
flows and the applied magnetic field. In the quantum Hall effect however, the Hall po-
tential is quantized. When electrons are subjected to a magnetic field, they take the path
of least resistance and maintain circular cyclotron orbits, with which is associated a
cyclotron frequency. Each frequency or state is called a Landau Level (similar to the or-
bitals that are used to describe the electronic structure of an atom). When the magnetic
field is sufficiently strong and the electrons in the system occupy just a few Landau lev-
els, the quantum Hall effect is observed. To achieve the latter would nominally require
low operating temperatures since this effect is dependent upon the effective mass of the
electron, which itself is a property that is dependent on temperature. Graphene on the
other hand exhibits the quantum Hall phenomenon even at room temperatures. Heer-
she et al. also found that graphene can be used in making a superconducting transistor
[47]. Graphene itself is not superconducting. However, it can relay a superconduct-
ing current because it does not destroy the quantum coherence between the electrons
that form the Cooper pairs that are intrinsic to a superconducting current. Therefore,
what Heershe et al. did was to bridge two superconducting electrodes with a film of
graphene, thus creating a Josephson junction. At the interface between the graphene
sheet and the superconducting electrode, Andreev reflections occurs, in which an inci-
dent electron (hole) is retroreflected as a hole (electron) of opposite spin and momentum
to the incident particle, thereby creating a Cooper pair in the superconductor [47]. Such
devices are particularly useful as magnetometers, single-electron transistors and are a
basic component of quantum computers.
The above novel phenomena, and others that are continually being discovered, are
attributed to the two-dimensionality of graphene and the resulting peculiar nature of its
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electrons. The band structure of graphene, shown in Figure 1.1, shows that it is a zero-
gap semiconductor or a semi-metal [46]. In a usual semiconductor, there is a finite gap
between valence and conducting bands, while in a metal, the valence and conducting
bands overlap. In the case of graphene, these bands just touch each other at points in
momentum- or Fourier- space known as Dirac points. At these points, the electrons
behave as relativistic quasiparticles called Dirac fermions [48]. Dirac fermions move at
velocities that are independent of their energy and direction, similar to photons albeit
being fermions rather than bosons. As such, the electrons in graphene behave as though
they were massless and thus gives rise to the above mentioned phenomena [45].
Figure 1.1: Representation of a zoomed-in image of the band structure of graphene,
centered at the wavevector K at which the pi (below the Fermi level or the wavevec-
tor axis) and pi∗ (above the Fermi level or the wavevector axis) bands just touch. At
this point, where the two bands just touch, the electrons behave relativistically and are
referred to as Dirac fermions.
An important question to then ask is if graphene can be coupled with other materi-
als such that novel technologies may arise or be integrated. One aspect that has been
explored thus far is the breaking of symmetry of the Bloch waves in graphene. This
symmetry breaking can be done by making use of an underlying support such as SiC
[49], by introducing adsorbates onto graphene (e.g. H adsorption on graphene [50]) or
by introducing defects in graphene (e.g. Stoner-Wales defect [50]). The most impor-
tant outcome of the above is that the band structure symmetry of graphene is broken
and does allow for the possibility of engineering band gaps that may find use in the
electronics industry. More importantly, if a magnetic moment should be induced as a
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result of breaking the symmetry of the band structure, the different band gap energies
associated with each spin may be advantaged in spintronic based devices such as the
generation of spin-polarized current for use in mass-storage devices, spin-valves and in
LEDs.
1.5 Theoretical studies: accuracy and problems
Experimental methods are severely limited in context of studying various physical
properties at the atomic scale. With advanced hardware, more sophisticated algorithms
and ever-improving theoretical methods, computational modeling is almost necessary
when it comes to studying materials at the nanometer scale. In fact, experimentalists
often couple or back their findings with theoretical calculations. There are a host of the-
oretical methods available today and the choice depends on what issues or questions are
to be answered. In dealing with problems to do with geometry, electronic structure and
magnetism, density functional theory is perhaps the most efficient and computationally
economical tool available to the scientist today.
There are quite a few limitations associated with density functional theory calcu-
lations, some of which are particular pertinent to this work. I will elaborate on these
here. As a theory, DFT is perfect and complete; all aspects of the fermionic interac-
tions associated with electrons are succinctly contained within its equations (which I
will elaborate later in this thesis). One such aspect is the electron exchange and cor-
relation interactions and this is where DFT begins to falter. While the equations in
DFT explicitly state that the exchange-correlation energy can be expressed as a func-
tional of the electron density, the problem lies in establishing the functional form for
these interactions, which today we only have one approximation after another. For
certain systems, especially where the electronic energy states have energies that are
sufficiently wide apart, this is not a pressing problem. When dealing with transition
metals however, where the 3d and 4s energy levels are close, accurate treatment of the
exchange-correlation interactions is paramount in establishing any conclusions derived
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from the theoretical calculation. If the level of approximation used in determining the
form of the exchange-correlational functional is inaccurate, the true ground state prop-
erties, viz. geometry, electronic configuration, magnetic moments, dipole moments, can
never be commensurate with experiment.
There are two main approaches to approximating the exchange-correlation func-
tional: the local density approach, which is dependent only on the electron density at
any given point in space, and the gradient-corrected approach, which is dependent not
just on the electron density at some point in space, but also on the change in electron
density, the curvature of the electron density function at that point in space and so on
(i.e. higher orders in the Taylor series expansion). Calculations that make use of the lo-
cal density approximation are usually notorious for poorly estimating binding energies
and electronic interconfigurational energies; gradient corrected exchange-correlation
functionals take non-locality into account and this is particularly important in context
of chemical bonding [51, 52]. One would then expect that the latter would be a better
choice for almost all types calculations since non-locality is taken into account. This is
not true, especially when dealing with 5d (and perhaps 4d) transition metals. In fact, for
these metals, the local density approximation gives better calculated results (when com-
pared to experimental data) than if the gradient corrected approximation is used [53].
When studying clusters and molecules, errors can cancel out and one approximation
might be better suited than another. Within a certain level of approximation, there are
also several different functionals that one might use, some proving to estimate certain
energies a little better than others [51]. The menu at times spoils one for choice and
much calibration has to be done in order to validate the choice made.
1.6 Aims and organization of this work
There are two aims in this work. First, I am interested in investigating the suitability
of using graphene as a support material for small Fe, Co and Ni homonuclear clusters
and small Fe, Co, Ni and Pt heteronuclear clusters. The binding energies of these
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clusters in various adsorbed configurations are calculated to estimate how well these
clusters bind to graphene and to understand what factors contribute to the stability of
the adsorbed cluster. Further to this and perhaps more importantly, the projected and
total magnetic moments of the adsorbed clusters are calculated and compared to those
of the free clusters. In light of the latter, enhancement or retainment of the magnetic
moment when bound to graphene does point to the suitability of using graphene in
the development of novel magnetic materials. Second, it is important to question if
graphene might allow for the magnetic moments, or at the least the projected moments
of the atoms in the cluster, to be enhanced based on the interactions with graphene. It is
therefore important to consider how a mixed cluster, based on the conclusions arrived
at from the first aim of this work, would allow for both enhanced binding as well as
enhanced magnetic moments.
This work is organized as follows. In chapter 2, I will review the basic theory that is
involved in carrying out the calculations in this work. While much of what is found in
chapter 2 may be found in standard quantum physics or quantum chemistry textbooks,
I have chosen to review its contents mainly for my own purpose but also to present
a reader who is unfamiliar with quantum mechanical based calculations the necessary
knowledge that lends support to the results that follow. As no results are presented
in chapter 2, the reader may choose to skip this chapter. In chapter 3, I will present
the results of my calculations on homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers on
graphene. This includes a discussion on the adatoms and dimers binding site adsorption
energies, and projected electronic configurations and magnetic moments. I will also dis-
cuss the band structures and density of states for the adatom-graphene systems. For the
adsorbed dimers, two configurations that have not been previously considered in previ-
ous studies are presented. The gaseous and adsorbed states for each of the adatoms and
dimers are compared in the context of understanding the interaction of graphene with
these clusters and its suitability as a support material. In chapter 4, I go on to discuss
the heteronuclear dimers. Aside from mixing the ferromagnetic metals Fe, Co and Ni,
it would be interesting to consider how a metal that is nonmagnetic in the bulk phase
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affects the projected magnetic moments when mixed with the aforementioned metals
in a dimer. In this work, I have chosen to consider Pt given the fact that this material
is often mixed with Fe and/or Co in data storage devices or recording media. There-
fore, the FeCo, FeNi, CoNi, FePt, CoPt and NiPt mixed dimers are studied in both the
gaseous and adsorbed states. Again, the adsorption site binding energies, and projected
electronic configurations and magnetic moments are calculated. The aim in this chapter
is to investigate magnetic enhancement and reduction in heteronuclear dimers and how
these are affected when the dimers are adsorbed on graphene. A further question to be
raised is if these dimers can be configured to bind strongly to graphene while at the same
time allowing for further magnetic enhancement. Some of the conclusions derived from
the calculations presented in Chapter 3 will be used in setting up the experiments in this
chapter. Based on the results of both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the free and adsorbed
homonuclear and heteronuclear trimers and tetramers (Fe, Co, Ni and Pt) are studied
and the results of these calculations are presented in Chapter 5. Particular attention
is paid to the projected magnetic moments of the adsorbed clusters and if mixing of
these clusters can result in a net increase in the total magnetic moment of the adsorbed
cluster, and if mixing is energetically favorable when adsorbed on graphene. I point
out to the reader here that the kinetics of mixing is not studied in this work. Finally, I
will conclude this thesis in Chapter 6 by summarizing the key findings from the results
chapters, as well as discuss further work that can be done to progress our understanding
of the systems studied here.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Foundations
In this chapter, I will review the theory involved in determining the ground state
electronic structure of a system of interacting electrons. Specifically, I am interested
in solving for the ground state electronic structure of a periodic system using density
functional theory (DFT). A few fundamental aspects are involved in developing and
attaining this solution. These are: (1) the Schro¨dinger equation and Dirac notation,
(2) the variational principle, (3) the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, (4) Hartree-Fock the-
ory, (5) density matrices, (6) the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model, (7) the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorems, (8) the Kohn-Sham method, (9) approximations to the exchange-correlation
functional, (10) pseudopotentials, (11) plane waves, Fourier space and k-point sam-
pling, (12) fractional occupancies (Janak’s theorem) and the method of smearing and
finally (13) the practical solution of the eigenvalue problem. At this point, I point
out to the reader that material for this chapter was taken from a variety of sources
[1, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] ; no single section is exclusive to just one source.
2.1 The Schro¨dinger equation and Dirac notation
I begin with the usual introduction to the quantum mechanics: the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. The non-relativisitic, time-independent Schro¨dinger equation is written as follows:
Hˆψ = Eψ (2.1)
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where ψ is a function of spatial and spin coordinates. Every physical aspect associated
with a system described by ψ is contained within the wavefunction itself, which is also
often referred to as the eigenstate of the system of interest. The Hamiltonian Hˆ operates
on this eigenstate in order to ’extract’ the eigenvalues of energy. Expressed in full, the
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ψ = Eψ (2.2)
The first term (from the extreme left) is the kinetic energy operator, the second term
calculates the potential energy from the interaction between the electrons and the nu-
clei, the third term calculates the energy from the electron-electron interactions, and
the fourth term calculates the energy from the nuclear-nuclear interactions. It is also
important to point out that when expressed in the above form, the energy eigenvalue
thus calculated is given in atomic units (e.g. Hartree, Rydberg). The Hamiltonian Hˆ is
Hermitian and the wavefunction ψ belongs to Hilbert space. To be Hermitian implies
that the operator matrix is itself its conjugate transpose and to belong to Hilbert space,
or a linear vector space, implies that the wavefunction is square integrable. These two
requirements are essential in the quantum mechanics.
Dirac devised a beautiful notation for expressing functions that belong to a linear
vector space: any complex function is denoted by the ket |ψ〉 and its complex conju-
gate denoted by the bra 〈ψ|. The beautiful aspect here is that all the axioms involved
in the mathematical description of linear vector spaces are succinctly encapsulated in
how these kets and bras operate. In fact one need not know anything about linear vector
spaces and still apply this notation with success. Particularly useful is the physical real-
ity associated with the ket and the bra, especially in context of the quantum mechanics.
It is fitting that I delve a little into what the bra and ket represent so as to relate the
reader to physical meaning rather than just exploring a bunch of equations.
The ket |ψ〉 can be thought of as representing a ‘present’ state of the system (e.g.
a system of interacting electrons and nuclei) and the bra 〈ψ| as representing a ‘future’
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state (e.g. the final state of the system of electrons upon interacting with or perturbed
by the electromagnetic field of an incident photon). The inner product of the bra and ket
then gives the probability amplitude associated with collapsing the initial state to some
known final state. For example, an electron in a box with state |ψ〉 has a probability am-
plitude 〈x|ψ〉 of being found at some point x within the box. This can also be expressed
in function form as follows: 〈x|ψ〉 = ψ(x). I will make use of both notations in the
course of this thesis. The probability amplitude, ψ (x), has no real physical or tangible
meaning. Rather, it is the probability itself that allows us to relate or make sense of
the system of interest. The probability function is given by the square modulus of the
wavefunction, viz. |ψ (x)|2 is the probability that a particle described by the eigenstate
ψ can be found at position x.
2.2 The Variational Principle
In order to determine the spectrum of energy eigenvalues, we require knowledge
of both the eigenstate and Hamiltonian of the system. The idea here is to guess at the
eigenstate of the system, using basis functions to aid this guess, and to then minimize
the total energy of the system of electrons in order to obtain its true ground state energy
(or as close to it as possible, limited by the various approximations made in the calcu-
lations). As with any minimization process, we require that δE = 0. The variational
principle provides proof that this minimization process is equivalent to the Schro¨dinger
equation, Hˆψ = Eψ since any guess at the eigenstate of the system would give an
eigenvalue that is greater than or equal to the true ground state energy.
Theorem 1 (The Variation Theorem) Given a system whose Hamiltonian Hˆ is time
independent and whose lowest energy eigenvalue is E0, and any ψ that is a normalized
and well-behaved function of the coordinates of the particles in the system that satisfies
the necessary boundary conditions, then
∫
ψ∗Hˆψdx ≥ E0
PROOF The eigenfunction of the system can be expressed as a linear combination of
basis functions, φ, as follows: ψ =
∑
i aiφi, where ai = 〈φi|ψ〉. Substituting this into the
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We defined E0 as the lowest energy eigenvalue in the spectrum of eigenvalues obtained











Since the wavefunction is normalized, we know that
∑
k |ak|2 = 1. Therefore,
∫
ψ∗Hˆψ ≥ E0 (2.3)

Further to this, it can also be shown that the variational problem is equivalent to solving
the Schro¨dinger equation.




























= 〈δψ| Hˆ − E |ψ〉 + 〈ψ| Hˆ − E |δψ〉 (2.4)
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Equation 2.4 implies that if the energy is to be a minimum, then 〈δψ| Hˆ−E |ψ〉+ 〈ψ| Hˆ−
E |δψ〉 = 0. Given the fact that Hˆ is Hermitian (i.e. 〈ψ|Hˆψ〉 = 〈ψHˆ|ψ〉), and by letting[
Hˆ − E
]
|ψ〉 = α, we get:
〈δψ|Hˆ − E|ψ〉 = −〈ψ|Hˆ − E|δψ〉
〈δψ|α = −α|δψ〉





|ψ〉 = 0 (2.5)

Equation 2.5 proves that solving the Schro¨dinger equation is equivalent to energy min-
imization.
2.3 The Hellmann-Feynman Theorem
Whilst the variational and minimum principles allow us to obtain an electronic en-
ergy minimum for a given system of atoms (i.e. for a particular set of atomic coor-
dinates), we are usually interested in optimizing the geometry of this system. To do
this we need to calculate, at the end of each electronic energy minimization process,
the forces that act on the nuclei in order for the system to ‘slide down’ its potential
energy surface. These forces are determined via application of the Hellmann-Feynman
theorem:
Theorem 3 (The Hellmann-Feynman Theorem) The variation of the electronic en-
ergy as a function of λ depends on the variation of the related Hamiltonian with respect
to λ itself.
PROOF Given an orthonormalized total wavefunction of a system ψ, we have the Dirac-
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Fα = 〈ψ| dHˆdRα |ψ〉 (2.7)
where Fα is the force that acts on nucleus α. 
Therefore, once the wavefunction and Hamiltonian for a given system of electrons have
been determined, Equation 2.7 defines the forces that act on all the nuclei in that system.
The nuclei then move in response to these forces resulting in a ‘new’ Hamiltonian for
which the system is minimized accordingly again. This alternating scheme is repeated
until the topological potential energy minimum is achieved. This process is defined as
geometry optimization or an electronic structure calculation.
2.4 Hartree-Fock Theory
A good starting point when talking about the many-body problem of quantum me-
chanics, though possibly cumbersome in context of the advances made in the field,
would be a description of Hartree-Fock (HF) theory. In this section, I will present the
key ideas involved in HF theory, the application of the theory via use of the Roothaan
equations and in closing critique the limitations of the theory.
Being fermions, the wavefunction of an electron has to be antisymmetric. A result of
this physical characteristic is that electrons obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. The following
is an example of a wavefunction, antisymmetric with respect to spin, symmetric with
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respect to space and therefore overall antisymmetric, that can be used to describe a








In general, a Slater determinant is used to embody the antisymmetric character of a sys-
tem of N electrons. A possible (one of many) wavefunction for a system of N electrons
can thus be written as follows:




φa(1) φb(1) φc(1) ... φr(1)
φa(2) φb(2) φc(2) ... φr(2)
. . . ... .
. . . ... .
. . . ... .
φa(N) φb(N) φc(N) ... φr(N)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.9)
I point out to the reader that no single determinant can completely describe the state of
a system of particles, say electrons, for the simple reason that a single determinant only
corresponds or defines a single state. In a true system, we do not talk about a single
state but rather an ensemble of states, where the ket of each state has a characteristic co-
efficient or probability amplitude that relates to the probability of finding that particular
system in some particular state. This then leads to theories of configuration interaction
but I shall not delve into that for the intents and purposes of this thesis. So say we have
a system of N electrons, described by a state labelled |K〉. Another way of writing the
determinant of a matrix is as follows:
|K〉 = (N!)− 12
N!∑
i=1
(−1)Pi Pi[χi (1) χ j (2) ...χk (N) (2.10)
where Pi relates to the ith permutation operation. The one-electron operator, O1, ex-
tracts information about the total kinetic energy of all the electrons in the system and
the potential energy associated with the interaction between each electron and some ex-
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ternal potential, usually the positively charged nuclei. Therefore, the expectation value
associated with the operator O1 is given by:
〈K|O1|K〉 = 〈K|h (1) + h (2) + ... + h (N) |K〉 = N〈K|h (1) |K〉




dx1dx2...dxNPi[χi (1) χ j (2) ...χk (N)]







dx1dx2...dxNPi[χi (1) χ j (2) ...χk (N)]
h (1) P j[χi (1) χ j (2) ...χk (N)]




dx1dx2...dxNPi[χi (1) χ j (2) ...χk (N)]











A second operator, O2, which is a 2-electron operator, characterizes the interaction
between electrons. In particular, we are interested in two components here: (1) the
Coulombic (also called classical or Hartree) interaction and (2) the exchange interac-
tion, the latter being an intrinsic trait of electrons. These interactions are proportional
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to the inverse of the distance between two particles. Thus we have:
〈K|O2|K〉 = 〈K|r−11,2 + r−11,3 + ... + r−11,N + r−12,3














dx1dx2...dxNPi[χi (1) χ j (2) ...χk (N)]





















Having ‘reduced’ the complexity of a many-body wavefunction into a sum of single-
particle states, we can re-express the Schro¨dinger equation as follows:






 χa (1) = aχa (1)
where














χa is a single-particle function of both spatial and spin coordinates and a is its cor-
responding eigenvalue, viz. the energy associated with that single-particle state. The
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spin-orbital can be decomposed into its spatial and spin functions as follows:
χ1 (x) = ϕ1 (x) = ϕ (r)α (ω) (2.15)
χ2 (x) = ϕ¯1 (x) = ϕ (r) β (ω) (2.16)
Due to the orthogonality of the spin function, the one-electron integral simply doubles
when integrating over space. In similar light, the two-electron spin-orbital integrals





































Orthogonality of the two spin functions, α (ω) and β (ω), allows us to cancel out the
fourth and sixth terms in the double summation given in equation 2.17. Together with
the one-electron spatial integral, the energy of the system of N electron in N2 spatial












{2Jab − Kab} (2.18)
where the indices a and b now run over spatial orbitals only. Equation 2.18 implies a
Fock operator of the form:




{2Jaa (1) − Ka (1)} (2.19)
Each spatial orbital (or function) can be expressed as a linear combination of basis
functions. This is key in solving the electronic structure problem, and is especially vital
when carrying difficult integrals (e.g. the Slater functions can be expressed as Gaussian
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FC = SC (2.21)
where Fuν is the Fock matrix with elements
∫
φ∗u (1) f (1) φν (1) dr1 and Suν is the over-
lap matrix with elements
∫
φ∗u (1) φν (1) dr1. The matrix equation given in equation 2.21
takes into account all the basis functions. This is not the canonical form of an eigen-
value equation but we note that it can be turned into one by carrying out the appropriate
unitary transformation. The solution to that eigenvalue problem will then give us infor-
mation about single-particle states for the system of interest.
In developing the solution to the Hartree-Fock problem, we have only taken into
account the kinetic energies of the electrons, the interaction of the electrons with the nu-
clei, the classical electron-electron coulombic repulsion and the non-classical electron-
electron exchange interaction. There is however a very important aspect that, at the
level of simple Hartree-Fock theory, we have not dealt with: electron correlation. Elec-
tron correlation relates to how any electron responds to the motion and position of the
other N-1 electrons. Therefore if the true ground-state energy of a system of N electrons
is given by Etrue and the energy as calculated using Hartree-Fock theory (in the limit of
an infinite number of basis functions) is given by EHF then the energy contribution that
arises due to the electron correlation interaction is given by:
Ecorrelation = Etrue − EHF (2.22)
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Hartree-Fock theory does not deal with the correlation energy at all. It is therefore
necessary to turn to higher levels of theory in order to get better estimates of physical
parameters (e.g. bond energies, bond lengths, vibrational frequencies) calculated using
computational methods.
2.5 Density Matrices
The wavefunction alone does not have any physical significance, albeit the fact that
all relevant physical properties are embedded within. It is the square of the wavefunc-
tion (in the case of a complex function the product of the function and its complex
conjugate) that prescribes physical meaning. Given a state |ψ〉, the probability associ-
ated with a particle being in state x, where x denotes a basis function (e.g. position
vector) is given by 〈ψ|x2〉〈x1|ψ〉, where x1 = x2. If x1 , x2, then the above expression
denotes a probability amplitude of going from x1 to x2 whilst remaining in state |ψ〉.
As mentioned, x can denote a position vector and if so, there are an infinite number
of probabilities and probability amplitudes. One can ’summarize’ these numbers in the
form of an infinite-order matrix:
|ψ〉〈ψ| = γˆ =

〈ψ|x1〉〈x1|ψ〉 〈ψ|x1〉〈x2|ψ〉 ... 〈ψ|x1〉〈xN |ψ〉
〈ψ|x2〉〈x1|ψ〉 〈ψ|x2〉〈x2|ψ〉 ... 〈ψ|x2〉〈xN |ψ〉
. . ... .
. . ... .
. . ... .
〈ψ|xN〉〈x1|ψ〉 〈ψ|xN〉〈x2|ψ〉 ... 〈ψ|xN〉〈xN |ψ〉

(2.23)













N(x1x2...xN) The trace of the density matrix γˆ
is equal to 1 since for a normalized wavefunction ψ(x), we have
∫
ψ(x)ψ∗(x)dx = 1.
The expectation value of some observable, say 〈A〉, of some state |ψ〉 is given by 〈A〉 =















































2.5.1 Reduced density matrices
The operators involved in the Schrodinger equation can be dichotomized as 1- and
2-particle operators. Therefore, just as it followed in Hartree-Fock theory, the crucial bit
of information lies in the spatial-spin coordinates of just two electrons whilst integrating
over all space for all the remaining N-2 electrons. A reduced density matrix manifests
this idea. There are of course different orders of reduced density matrices but I shall
pay attention to the 2 that are key in the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation at this
level of theory.
Elements in a first-order reduced density matrix are given as follows










The trace of a first-order reduced density matrix would involve an integral of γ(x′1, x1)
over x1 and therefore gives the number of electrons in the system, i.e. N. Elements in a
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The trace of a second-order reduced density matrix would involve an integral of
γ(x′1x
′
2, x1x2) over x1 and x2 and therefore gives the number of unique electron pairs in
the system, i.e. N(N−1)2 .
There is no need to involve both types of matrices in a calculation. It is clear that
the information contained in an N th order density matrix should also exist in an (N+1)th
order density matrix. Therefore, all we require is the second-order density matrix and






















2, x1x2)dx2 = γ1(x
′
1, x1) (2.28)













































γ2 (x1x2, x1x2) dx1dx2 (2.29)
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We now simplify the expressions for γ1 and γ2. By definition:
γ(x′1, x1) = N
∫
...















χi (x1) χ j (x2) ...χk (xN)
} (2.30)
Given that the χ’s are orthonormal functions, non-zero results are possible if and only
if n = m. When x1 is a function of χ1, there are (N − 1)! ways of permuting the other
N − 1 electrons in the remaining spin-orbitals. We then have:
γ1(x′1, x1) =





















Using the same general principle of negating zeros due to integrals of products of two


















) − γ1 (x′2, x1) γ1 (x′1, x2)} (2.32)
2.5.2 Spinless density matrices and the Dirac exchange functional
Thus far spatial-spin coordinates, xi, have been used in obtaining the elements of the
density matrix. If one is interested in the spin characteristics or magnetization of a
system, as I am in this work, then it is necessary to use density matrices that resolve the
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2 (r1r2, r1r2) =
1
2
ρα (r1) ρβ (r2) (2.36)
Further expansion gives:















ρα (r1) ρβ (r2) +
1
2





ρα (r1) + ρβ (r1)
] [





ραα1 (r1, r2) ρ
αα (r2, r1) + ρ
ββ






ρ (r1) ρ (r2) − 12
[
ραα1 (r1, r2) ρ
αα (r2, r1) + ρ
ββ




The expression above shows that an element in a second-order “spinless” density matrix
is made up of elements from a spin-polarized density matrix (viz. an α or β only spin-
density matrix). Having decomposed an element of a second-order matrix into that from
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ραα1 (r1, r2) ρ
αα
1 (r2, r1) + ρ
ββ






This implies a non-classical electron-electron interaction, viz. the exchange interaction,











[ραα1 (r1, r2) ρ
αα
1 (r2, r1) + ρ
ββ
1 (r1, r2) ρ
ββ
1 (r2, r1) (2.39)
For a closed shell system, we have ραα1 (r1, r2) = ρ
ββ
1 (r1, r2) =
1














ρ2 (r1, r2) dr1dr2, we also find that,
ρ2 (r1, r2) =
1
2
ρ (r1) ρ (r2)
[
1 + g (r1, r2)
]
(2.40)
where g (r1, r2) is referred to as a pair-correlation function. We then have, for the ex-








ρ (r1) ρ (r2) g (r1, r2). This form for the non-
classical exchange interaction was further simplified by Dirac in 1930. He made use of
the above result and the idea of the uniform-electron gas description in determining a
functional form that was dependent solely on the density at any point in space. I will
now give a brief description of this.
An element in a spinless first-order density matrix is given by
ρ1 (r1, r2) = 2
∑ N
2
i φi (r1) φi (r2), where the φi’s are the spatial orbitals which have oc-





then implies that the elements in the spinless first-order density matrix can also be ex-
pressed as ρ1 (r1, r2) = 2V
∑
occupied k eik·r12 , where r12 = r1 − r2. The summation can
be replaced with an integral provided the wavevectors in questions are spaced closely
enough. This is a reasonable assumption especially in the case of a uniform electron
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gas. For a particle in a box, the wavenumber in each Cartesian direction is given by
kx = 2pil nx, ky =
2pi
l ny and kz =
2pi
l nz, where l is the length of the box and the n’s are
the associated quantum numbers. Therefore, an overall change in the momentum of an
electron in a box, dk is given by the volume change associated with the change in the
momentum of the electron in each of the Cartesian directions, i.e. dk = dkxdkydkz. Tak-





dk. This in turn gives
















which upon substitution of coordinates and integration by parts gives:
ρ1 (r, s) = 3ρ (r)
[















|ρ1 (r1, r2) |2dr1dr2 (2.44)











|ρ1 (r, s) |2drds (2.45)










3 (r) dr (2.46)
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2.6 The Thomas-Fermi-Dirac Model
As a starting point, the Thomas-Fermi framework provides a glimpse into the for-
malism and methodology involved in the development of density functional theory. This
framework is so fundamental that all we require is the solution to the particle in a box
problem. The energy, , for a particle in a box is given by:  = h
2
8ml2n
2, where n ∈ I+.
When the energy levels are closely spaced, the number of states as a function of the
energy  can be approximated by one-eighth of a sphere with radius n, i.e. if the sphere
is centred at the origin of Cartesian space, then this is just the positive part of the sphere.










2 . There are 2
useful functions that go into computing the total energy of a system. The first is the
density of states, D(). This function tells us the number of states between a certain
bandwidth of energies and is simply given by N( + δ) − N(). We carry out a Taylor








2 δ. The second important func-
tion that goes into computing the total energy of a system relates to whether or not a
particular state is occupied or not. In context of fermions (since we are interested in
solving the many-body electron problem), this is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution:
fFD () = 11+exp[β(−µ)] . In the limit of T = 0K, this distribution becomes a step-wise
function: Using the above, the total energy is then given by:
ET = 2
∫
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And the total number of particles (e.g. electrons) is given by:
N = 2
∫































We can relate the total energy ET with the total number of particles N using the 2














3 . Using this expression, we find that the total energy can be expressed




































Hence, the kinetic energy of this system of non-interacting fermions is a functional of
the density (which itself is a function of spatial coordinates). The functional form of
the kinetic energy arises from the l3 term in the above expression. This implies that we
can take an integral over all space, thus mapping a function to a number, exactly the














and the derivation of the clas-
sical and non-classical parts of Vee from the previous section on density matrices, we
arrive at the following functional form for the energy of the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac sys-
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3 (r) dr +
∫





ρ (r1) ρ (r2)




3 (r) dr (2.51)
The calculus of variations is applied to minimize the energy functional by varying
the electron density ρ. In carrying out this minimization, the total number of electrons
in the system, N has to remain a constant. Hence, the Euler-Lagrange form for the






















ρ (r) dr (2.52)
To figure out the functional derivative δETFD[ρ]
δρ
































ρ (r1) ρ (r2)
|r1 − r2| +
ρ (r2)



























3 (r) δρ (r) dr +
∫
































































Eqn.2.56 is the Euler-Lagrange generalization of the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac energy func-
tional, where µ is the chemical potential of the system of N electrons defined by the
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac theory. I will not further discuss the implementation and solution
of this model as it is not used in this work (and partly also because it is outdated). As
mentioned at the start of this section, the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model is an excellent
prelude to a discussion on density functional theory. From the equations given in this
section, it can be seen that the density of a system of electrons can be used as a ba-
sic variable in determining the energy of the system. However, when this model was
first introduced in the 1930s, calculations that made use of this model for a variety of
problems (e.g. bond energies) were far from accurate, as compared to other models and
experimental data. Naturally, the model, specifically the use of the electron density as a
basic variable, was debunked. It was not until 1964 that this use of the electron density
in computational problems was legitimized beyond any reasonable doubt.
2.7 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
Two theorems by Hohenberg and Kohn were pivotal in the unequivocal establish-
ment of density functional theory. It is thus imperative that a proof of these theorems
be discussed before proceeding with a discussion on density functional theory itself and
the Kohn-Sham formalism.
Theorem 4 (The First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem) The density of a system of N elec-
trons, ρ (r) uniquely determines its external potential
PROOF (ad absurdum) Assume there exists a different external potential ν′, with a
ground state ψ′, that gives rise to the same charge density function, ρ (r). Given the
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eigenstates ψ and ψ′ we assign the corresponding eigenvalues of E and E’:





ν (r) − ν′ (r)]
> E (2.57)
Similarly,





ν′ (r) − ν (r)]
> E′ (2.58)
Adding equation 2.57 to 2.58 gives:
E + E′ < E + E′ (2.59)
which is clearly absurb. Therefore, the density function ρ (r) of a system of N electrons
uniquely determines its external potential ν (r). QEA
The integrals that occur in equations 2.57 and 2.58 result from the fact that the 2 Hamil-
tonians differ in the potential term alone (i.e. ν (r) and ν′ (r)). Since we have made the
assumption that the density functions are the same regardless the choice of the wave-
function, the energy difference is described by taking an integral of the product of the
density function and the difference in potential functions.
Theorem 5 (The Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem) The ground state energy can
be obtained variationally and therefore the density that minimizes the total energy is
the exact ground state density
PROOF From theorem 4, we have established that a given density function uniquely de-
termines its own external potential and therefore ground-state wavefunction. Therefore
given a trial density function ρ′ (r) which is normalized (i.e.
∫
ρ′ (r) dr = N) and corre-
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+ 〈Ψ′|νˆ|Ψ′〉 = F [ρ′ (r)] + ∫ ν (r) ρ′ (r) = E [ρ′ (r)].








= E0 ⇐⇒ ρ′ (r) = ρ (r) (2.60)
QED
2.8 The Kohn-Sham method
The ground-state energy has been shown to be a functional of the ground-state
















However, there is no point in determining the form of this functional using a brute force
approach. Kohn and Sham showed that one can still make use of the idea and math-
ematical formalism of a system of noninteracting electrons as a platform to develop




. They did this by making use of orbitals in order to
compute the kinetic energy of the system accurately. It is the objective of this section
to elaborate on the derivation of the Kohn-Sham equations and the interpretation of the
corresponding eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
The problem with a simple kinetic energy operator, as was used in the derivation
of the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan equation, is that electron correlation is not taken into
account. The kinetic energy functional of electron density for a system of noninter-






i 〈ψi (r, ω) | − 12∇2|ψi (r, ω)〉 where the electron density




ω |ψi (r, ω)|2, where both spatial and spin components have
been taken into account. I point out to the reader that the i′s and ω′s effectively run
over spin-orbitals that have occupancy of 1 and the subsript s denotes a functional
that references a noninteracting system. If the true kinetic energy of the system of




, then we require another functional that will allow for







] − Ts [ρ].




functional, which is the problem at hand now has the form






























already factors in the classical electrostatic repulsion between electrons which




. Using the above, the energy

























〈ψi (r, s) | − 12∇












is the kinetic energy functional for a noninteracting system of elec-
trons, it follows that the orbitals used in the above formulation have to be orthonormal.





, the energy functional has to be subject to this constraint. We then make use of
the usual Euler-Lagrange equation:
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ψ∗i (x)ψ j (x) (2.62)
Since we require that δΛ























ψ∗i (x)ψ j (x) (2.64)
Hˆe f fψi =
N∑
i
i jψ j (x) (2.65)
where Hˆe f f defines an effective Hamiltonian with the necessary effective external po-
tential (for which I will elaborate further under the section of pseudopotentials) and
exchange-correlation interactions. Finally, it is important to point out that no simple
physical meaning can be associated with the Kohn-Sham energy eigenvalues and eigen-
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states (or orbitals). In certain cases, they do match the molecular orbitals and energies
calculated using Hartree-Fock theory but this is not true in general. The problem at
hand is to then define the exchange-correlation functional.
2.9 Exchange-Correlation: LDA and GGA
I begin by first defining the exchange-correlation hole. First consider the probability
that an electron is found at some point r given that there is an electron already present
at r0. This probability is most certainly a function of both coordinates r and r0 since we
expect that electrons in general repel and avoid one another. We therefore expect the
probability to be 0 at the point r0 and 1 in the limit that r → ∞. The function form of
this probability is termed the pair-correlation function g (r, r0). The following property
is realized:
∫
g (r, r0) dr = N − 1 (2.66)
Therefore, the probability of having an electron at r with an electron already at r0 is the
product of the densities at these two points in space multiplied by the pair-correlation
function, g (r, r0). Similarly, the elements of the two-body density matrix is dependent
on the individual probability amplitudes in the one-body density matrix multiplied by
the pair-correlation matrix:
ρ2 (r, r’) =
1
2
ρ1 (r, r) ρ1 (r’, r) g (r’, r’) (2.67)
The two-body density matrix allows us to calculate the electron-electron interactions
(both classical and non-classical) given the amplitudes associated with electrons being
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ρ1 (r, r) ρ1 (r’, r) g (r, r’)
|r’ − r’| drdr’ (2.69)
As stated earlier, we require the modified exchange-correlation functional to exclude














ρ (r) ρ (r’)
|r − r’|
] [
g˜ (r, r’) − 1] drdr’ (2.70)
where the −1 component is introduced to exactly discount double-counting the Coulom-
bic electron-electron interactions. The function g˜ (r, r’) refers to the pair-correlation





. Using the above, we can define a function which represents the
exchange-hole density that is left behind at a point in space that is lacking electron
density, viz. a ‘hole’ density, to coin a term used in solid-state physics. This is given
by:
ρ˜XC (r, r’) = ρXC (r’)
[
g˜ (r, r’) − 1] (2.71)
The problem is then reduced to approximating the form of this exchange-hole density.
2.9.1 The Local Density Approximation


















is the average exchange-correlation energy density and is the sum









. The average exchange energy density is exactly












3 . The form of the average correlation
energy is the part that is a little difficult to deal with, for which there are a few approxi-
mation. A variety of methods, particular quantum Monte Carlo methods which do give
perhaps the most accurate results, have been used to parameterize the correlation func-
tional. Some of these include the parameterizations of Perdew and Zunger (see Ref.
[59] and Vosko, Wilk and Nusair (see Ref. [60]). The forms of these functionals are
explicitly derived in the above mentioned papers and I will not detail them here.
There are a number of limitations when making use of the local density approxi-
mation. One, the LDA does not cancel out self-interaction, which Hartree-Fock theory
does. On that account, electron densities of atoms in the core region are poorly calcu-
lated since the electrons there are fairly localized compared to the valence region.
2.9.2 Gradient expansions and the Generalized Gradient Approxi-
mation
In order to circumvent the problem of inhomogeneities in the electron density, a
Taylor’s expansion of the electron density can be done to obtain not just the electron
density at some point in space but also the change in electron density (i.e. the den-
sity gradient) and other terms that relate to the curvature of the electron density as a
function of spatial coordinates. As a result, generalized gradient approximations to the
exchange-correlation functional are advantageous over local-density approximations in
that non-local effects are better taken care of. In general, GGAs improve calculation
of binding energies, estimation of bond lengths and angles, and in general, geometry
related optimizations. As I am interested in geometry related phenomena in this work, it
is imperative that I make use of a generalized gradient approximation to the exchange-
correlation functional. This section highlights the fundamental aspects of this level of
approximation to the exchange-correlation functional.
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ρ (r) ,∇ρ (r) ,∇2ρ (r) , ...
]
dr (2.73)
There are several gradient-corrected exchange-correlation functionals that have been
proposed in the literature over the past two decades. In this work, I have made use of
the exchange-correlation functional proposed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)
in 1996 [61]. I will now give a brief overview of the essential features of the form of
their functional.
As usual, the exchange-correlation functional is broken up into an exchange portion
and a correlation portion. The enhancement factor for the exchange portion of the
exchange-correlation functional, FX, such as that given in Equation 2.73, is dependent
on the local density ρ, the magnetization density ζ, and the density gradient (which is
dimensionless), s = |∇ρ(r)|2kFρ . PBE chose the following expression for this factor:





where µ = 0.21951. It is important to note that it is only with this form that the uniform
scaling condition is satisfied, the uniform electron gas approximation is still valid and











































, β = 0.0066725 and γ = 0.031091.
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2.10 The art of Pseudopotentials
The nature of the chemical bond is determined by the nature of the interaction of
the valence electrons of a system of atoms. The core electrons of one atom experience
little perturbation when placed in the field of other atom(s). It is therefore the valence
electrons that determine the physical and chemical characteristics that are of interest
when carrying out a theoretical calculation. Up till now, the methods discussed have
made use of basis functions that explicitly deal with all the electrons in the system.
The question to then ask is if there is a way to deal explicitly with the valence elec-
trons but only implicitly with the core electrons. If we think about it, we have actually
done something like this in high school, when we considered the screening effect of the
core electrons and the effective nuclear charge in determining say the relative ionization
potential or atomic radius of some element with respect to another. This is the art of
‘pseudizing’ the potential field in which the valence electrons are placed. A pseudopo-
tential therefore describes: (1) the screening effect presented by the core electrons, (2)
mimics the orthogonality of the valence states with those of the core but in a manner
such that the pseudofunction is continuous and nodeless within the core region and (3)
includes valence-core electron-electron interactions (e.g. exchange and correlation).
2.10.1 The existence of a pseudopotential
A pseudopotential is constructed by first considering a pseudo wavefunction. As men-
tioned, we are not explicitly interested in the core electrons. We are also particularly
interested in having a nodeless wavefunction simply because this is much easier to deal
with computationally. Therefore what we want is a smooth, nodeless function within
some core region (or within some cutoff radius). To realize this function, we have to
ignore the contribution of the valence states to the overall wavefunction within this core
region. This approximation is naturally a fair one. Therefore, the overall pseudized
wavefunction is a linear combination of the (1) true valence states and (2) contributions
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of the core states. This is expressed as follows:




where ψ˜v is the pseudized valence wavefunction, ψv is the true valence wavefunction,
ψc is a core wavefunction and αcv = 〈ψc|ψ˜v〉 represents the contribution of the core
state |ψc〉 to the pseudized valence wavefunction. The αcv terms therefore contribute
heavily to the portion of the pseudized wavefunction within the core region (or less
than a chosen cutoff distance away from the nucleus) and little to the portion beyond
this for which the true valence states contribute heavily. The Schro¨dinger equation for
























αcv|ψc〉 = v|ψ˜v〉Hˆ + ∑
c
(v − c) |ψc〉〈ψc|
 |ψ˜v〉 = v|ψ˜v〉 (2.77)
We therefore have a new Hamiltonian, HˆPS = Hˆ +
∑
c (v − c) |ψc〉〈ψc|, which we can
call the pseudo-Hamiltonian and an associated pseudopotential, where VˆPS = Zcr Iˆ +∑
c (v − c) |ψc〉〈ψc|. This pseudopotential would act differently on different valence
states since different valence states have different angular momenta. We can therefore






νlPS (r) |lm〉〈lm| =
∞∑
0
νlPS (r) Pˆl (2.78)
where vlPS is the pseudopotential associated with the angular momentum quantum num-
ber l. When VˆPS acts on the pseudo wavefunction, ψ˜v, the different angular momenta
are ‘selected’ based on the projection operator. That component of the pseudo wave-
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function is then multiplied by the pseudopotential associated with that particular angu-
lar momentum, νlPS , which then gives us some energy contribution which is of course
associated with that angular momentum alone. It is for this reason that such a pseu-
dopotential is referred to as being non-local since it acts differently on different angular
components. A little mathematical trick allows us to express the pseudopotential oper-
ator as a sum of both local and non-local parts. The reason we do this is because it is
a little easier to deal with or establish an average local potential that is attributed to the








vlPS (r) − vlocalPS (r)
]
Pˆl (2.79)
= vlocalPS (r) Iˆ +
lmax∑
l=0
∆vlPS (r) Pˆl (2.80)
where ∆vlPS (r) are short-ranged functions associated confined within the core region.
Summing over all the possible angular momentum quantum numbers then gives us the
total pseudopotential contribution to the new Hamiltonian. The form of the angular
momentum-dependent pseudopotential, νlPS , is unknown and needs to be constructed.
We make use of the radial Schro¨dinger equation since we are particularly interested
in resolving the angular momentum portions of its operator, eigenstate and eigenvalue.












rRnlAE (r) = nlrR
nl
AE (2.81)
Inversion of the radial equation 2.81 gives:






′ − µXC [ρv (r)] (2.82)
where
ν(sc)lPS (r) = l −
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The problem then becomes that of determining the form of the pseudo wavefunction,
rRlPS (r). We require the true wavefunction and the pseudo wavefunction to exactly
match beyond a certain cutoff distance from the nucleus and be continuous at the cutoff
distance itself. This implies that both the pseudo and true wavefunctions need to be
scattered equally or within a phase shift. Insurance of this is done by equating the
derivative of the natural logarithmic function of the pseudo radial wavefunction with

















There are two main classes of pseudopotentials: the norm-conserving pseudopotential
and the ultrasoft pseudopotential. Within these two major classes of pseudopotentials
are a large variety of pseudization models. These models are not particularly different;
they are like characters in the same play, different in outward persona but intrinsically
similar in context of the basic theme involved. It is known [55] that ultrasoft pseu-
dopotentials allow for more efficient and still accurate calculations when making use
of a plane wave basis, while a norm-conserving pseudopotential is better effected when
making use of orbital basis functions. Further to this, the accuracy of making use of a
ultrasoft pseudopotential can be better improved simply by increasing the plane wave
cutoff energy used in the calculation. As the calculations carried out in this work are
plane wave calculations, I will not delve into the aspects of a norm-conserving pseu-
dopotential. Instead, I will focus on ultrasoft pseudopotentials and pay particular at-
tention to the form of the pseudopotential used in the calculations in this work, viz.
the Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos (RRKJ) ultrasoft pseudopotential. Vanderbilt
showed in 1990 that an ultrasoft pseudopotential can be constructed by redefining the
non-local potential operator given in Equation 2.79 with an additional term that ‘offsets’
the norm-conserving condition:
∆Vˆ lultraso f t =
∑
i, j





|βlmi 〉〈βlmj | (2.85)
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where the second term in the above expression relates to a non-local overlap operator. If
Qli j is set to zero, then we retain the norm-conserving condition. All that is required with
the introduction of this non-local overlap operator is a renormalization of the associated
pseudopotential wavefunction when compared with the all-electron wavefunction. In
other words, the matrix elements of Qli j represent the amount of missing charge in the
pseudo wavefunction at reference energy i j. The main computational advantage that
an ultrasoft pseudopotential has over a norm-conserving one is that fewer plane waves
are required for accurate representation. When only norm-conserving pseudopotentials
were available, the problem then became one of showing that a ‘softer’ pseudopotential
(i.e. one requiring fewer plane waves), with equally high transferability as the norm-
conserving type, and a lower energy cutoff could be constructed. Vanderbilt proved
the existence of an ultrasoft class of pseudopotentials in three stages. In the first stage,
he bypassed the construction of a semilocal potential by working solely with the all-
electron wavefunction. As pointed out earlier (see Equation 2.78), the semilocality of
the pseudopotential arises due to the fact that it acts different on states with different
angular momenta. In this work, I have made use of the pseudopotential suggested by




αi jl (Gir) (2.86)
where jl (Gir) are spherical Bessel functions of order l and the values of the wavevectors
Gi are chosen to satisfy the logarithmic derivative continuity conditions that is necessary
for any pseudopotential as mentioned previously. This is done by ensuring that the







RRKJ have tested their pseudopotential and have shown that it applies particularly well
for elements in the second period of the periodic table and the first-row transition metal
elements which is ideal for this work. In particular, they tested this pseudopotential
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with Cu and found that total energy convergence was achieved by using an energy
cutoff of between 40-50Ry; nominally cutoffs above 100Ry are required for total energy
convergence when making use of norm-conserving pseudopotentials in a planewave
calculation.
2.11 Reciprocal space and the plane wave basis
In solid state physics, the problem of dealing with an exceedingly large number of
atoms (and therefore also electrons) is circumvented with a powerful theorem: Bloch’s
theorem. In this section, I will review the essential physics and mathematical founda-
tions necessary to develop an understanding of how solid state calculations are done. As
usual, a one dimensional system is first used to established the necessary understanding
before extrapolating to 3-dimensions. In particular, I will use the system studied in this
thesis, viz. the honeycomb or hexagonal graphene lattice to demonstrate some of the
key ideas involved.
The set of allowed wavevectors for a particle in a box is given by k = npiL . The figure
below demonstrates this for some values of n:
Figure 2.1: Allowed wavevectors for a particle in a box
For finite box sizes, the wavevectors k are discrete. As L → ∞, a continuous spec-
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trum of allowed momenta is realized. Now although all wavevectors are allowed when
dealing with an infinitely large system, only a small and finite subset of crucial wavevec-
tors need be considered. These wavevectors are the ones contained within a region of
space called the first Brillouin Zone. Before delving into the concept of the Brillouin
Zone, it is imperative that I first discuss one of the key concepts in solid state physics:
the reciprocal lattice.
The set of all wavevectors G that yield plane waves with the periodicity of a given
Bravais lattice is known as its reciprocal lattice (reference to Ashcroft and Mermin). A
given physical feature is prescribed the term periodic if it has the same value at r and
at at some periodic distance away r+R, where R is a translational vector that implies
periodicity. An example of such a physical feature is the electron density of a system of
atoms in a perfectly pure solid. We can express a periodic plane wave:
exp (ik · r) = exp (ik · [r+R])
= exp (ik · r) · exp (ik · R) (2.88)
This implies that exp (ik · R) is equal to unity. Making use of Eulers expression, we
have exp (ik · R) = cos (k · R) + i sin (k · R). Therefore, the set of allowed wavevectors
are G =
{
k ∈ 2pinR ∀ n ∈ I
}
. The set of vectors G are then the reciprocal wavevectors.
These vectors belong to Fourier or momentum space and are crucial in solid state cal-
culations. Just as unit cells are the basic ’building blocks’ for a periodic system of
atoms, the reciprocal or Fourier space relates to the periodic and directional electron
wave propagation.Therefore, whilst a continuous spectrum of wavevectors are allowed
for an infinitely large (and pure) solid state system or one that repeats periodically, we
only concern ourselves with the reciprocal lattice vectors since any integral multiple
of G will take any point in momentum space, k, to any one of its infinite number of
periodic images. This set of reciprocal lattice vectors can of course be taken from any
unit cell in Fourier space. For convenience, we choose the cell which centers about
k = 0. This cell is called the First Brillouin Zone, or simply the Brillouin Zone. In
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this work, I am interested in calculations involving graphene. The unit cell of graphene
is hexagonal (though not to be confused with a hexagonal closed-pack unit cell) and
2-dimensional. The Brillouin Zone of graphene is therefore also hexagonal in shape
and is also 2-dimensional. These unit cells are shown in Figure 2.2(a).
(a) Real (background, in red) and re-
ciprocal (in blue) space unit cells
(b) Irreducible wedge (in green) of the
Brillouin Zone (in white) of graphene
Figure 2.2: (a)The real space unit cell, represented by the red hexagon in the back-
ground and labeled with vectors ~a1 and ~a2, and the reciprocal space unit cell, also
called the Brillouin zone, represented by the blue hexagon in the foreground and la-
beled with the vectors ~b1 and ~b2, of graphene, (b) The Brillouin zone (shown in white)
is the Wigner-Seitz cell of the reciprocal space lattice (shown in blue). The irreducible
wedge of the Brillouin zone of graphene is shown in green and the high symmetry
points are labeled as Γ, K and M
.
There are still an infinite number of points that need to be sampled within the Bril-
louin zone itself. Fortunately, a number of methods (for example, see [62, 63, 64] have
been devised such that only a finite number of these points within the Brillouin zone,
particularly within the symmetrically-irreducible part of the Brillouin zone (see Fig-
ure 2.2(b)), need to be sampled in order to carry out sufficiently accurate calculations
for periodically bound systems. In this thesis, I have made use of the scheme devised
by Monkhorst and Pack [63]. Monkhorst and Pack defined a sequence of numbers,
ur =
(2r−q−1)
2q , where (r = 1, 2, 3, ..., q), which are used in determining a special set of
k-points that are given by kprs = upb1 + urb2 + usb3, where b1, b2 and b3 are the recip-
rocal space vectors. The proof for the existence of this special set of k-points involves
proving the existence of a set of periodic functions which are orthonormal on this set of
k-points within the Brillouin zone.
Up till now we have a wave equation, which if used when dealing with a periodic
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system, need only consider a sub-set of all possible wavevectors that may be pertinent
to that system of interest. We have also reduced the problem of dealing with an infinite
number of k-points in the first Brillouin zone to sampling just a few important of high
symmetry points that allow us to interpolate as accurately as possible within this space.
It now remains to use this wave equation to solve for a system of electrons in a peri-
odic potential. Felix Bloch showed that the solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for a
periodic potential must take the special form as follows:
ψk (r) = uk (r) exp (ik · r) (2.89)
where uk (r) has the period of the lattice of interest. In statement form, Bloch’s theorem
can be state as follows:
Theorem 6 (Bloch’s Theorem) The eigenfunctions of the wave equation for a periodic
potential are the product of a plane wave exp (ik · r) times a function uk (r) with the
periodicity of the lattice.
PROOF Consider a translation operator TˆR which maps any function of position as fol-
lows:
TˆR f (r) = f (r + R) (2.90)
Since the potential for a periodic system is itself periodic, and the Hamiltonian incorpo-
rates this periodic potential, the Hamiltonian and the translation operator must commute




= 0. We therefore have,
TˆR|ψ〉 = C (R) |ψ〉 (2.91)
which can also be expressed as follows:
TˆRψ (r) = C (R)ψ (r) = ψ (R + r) (2.92)
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The eigenvalues C (R) are therefore the phase factor by which the eigenfunction is
multiplied by in the translation operation or mapping and must therefore have the form
C (R) = exp (ik · R) (2.93)
where k is the associated wavevector used in the translation operation. If we consider a
function u (r) = exp (−ik · r)ψ (r) which also has the same periodicity as the lattice, i.e.
u (r + R) = exp (−ik · [r + R])ψ (r + R), then we have,
ψk (r) = u (r) exp (ik · r) (2.94)

Corollary 2 Bloch’s Theorem can be used to solve for the Schro¨dinger equation for a









UG′+Gc′kG = 0 (2.95)

PROOF A function that is invariant under lattice translation can be expanded as a
Fourier series in the reciprocal lattice vectors G as follows: uk (r) =
∑
G ckGexp (iG · r).
The external potential, which may be the the effective potential as devised by Kohn and
Sham, can also be regarded as periodic and therefore may also be expressed as a Fourier
series: U (r) =
∑
GUGexp (iG · r). When we substitute these terms into the Schro¨dinger
equation and solve the resulting differential equation, we obtain the solution as given
in the above corollary. Finally, if one wishes to obtain the solution for the free particle
(i.e. a particle that is free from the effects of any potential), then all one has to do is to
ignore the terms that include the periodic potential, U. 
2.12 Fermi-Dirac statistics and Janak’s Theorem
The Fermi surface for metallic systems often have undulating topologies which arise
due to the delocalized and conducting nature of the valence electrons. It is therefore
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desired that when dealing with metallic or metallic-like systems, a large number of k-
points in the first Brillouin Zone be used in order to better estimate the topology of the
Fermi surface. This is computationally expensive and inefficient, particularly in cases
where spin-polarized calculations are required. However, if too few k-points are sam-
pled, self-consistent convergence is difficult and the calculation would get no where.
Several methods have been devised to deal with this problem of self-consistent conver-
gence for metallic systems, particularly those requiring an exceedingly large number
of k-points for accurate results. There are two main types of solutions, the first is the
tetrahedron method and the second is the smearing method. In the tetrahedron method,
the chosen set of k-points are interpolated to form small tetrahedrons within the Bril-
louin Zone. Eigenvalues that cross the Fermi surface are linearly expanded within the
tetrahedron and the fractional volume (of momentum or Fourier space) that is occupied
outside of the Fermi surface is determined using geometrical methods. This volume is
then taken into account when carrying out the Brillouin Zone integration and leads to a
fairly stable self-consistent convergence technique.
Figure 2.3: Plots of occupancy vs energy (eV) at four temperatures: 0K (blue line),
104K (green line), 105K (orange line), 106K (red line)
In this work, I have made use of the smearing method. In the temperature limit of
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0K, the occupancies of the one-electron spin-orbitals go from 1 to 0 as the eigenvalues
cross the Fermi level in a Dirac δ-functional distribution. When solving the Schro¨dinger
equation using the Kohn-Sham method, the occupation numbers of the Kohn-Sham or-
bitals are set to either 1 or 0. While this makes sense, since an orbital is either occupied
or is not, it can often be computationally difficult to deal with this owing to the dis-
continuities at the Fermi level. Avoiding such singularities at the Fermi surface would
involve employing a function that allows for the occupancies to go from 1 to 0 in a
smooth, well-behaved manner. This entails fractional occupancies of the orbitals and
at first seems incommensurate with the Kohn-Sham method. Janak showed in 1978
that solving the eigenvalue problem using fractional occupancies is equivalent to the
Kohn-Sham equation. Here I will give a brief proof of his theorem:
Theorem 7 (Janak’s Theorem) Energy minimization with respect to orbital occupancy
is equivalent to solving the eigenvalue problem using the Kohn-Sham method. 


















where ni now runs over all possible numbers 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1. In other words, the fractional
occupancies weight the contribution of each orbital to the modified non-interacting ki-










































ν (r) ρ (r) dr (2.98)
The energy functional is now expressed in terms of both the occupancy numbers, ni,
and the one-electron orbitals, ψi. 
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2.13 Practical solution of the eigenvalue problem
There are a variety of methods that can be employed in solving the eigenvalue prob-
lem. Such variety arise primarily due to the choice of basis functions and the level
of sophistication in context of the theory used (Hartree-Fock-Roothaan theory , den-
sity functional theory, configuration interaction, perturbation theory, Green’s function
method, etc.). For all intents and purposes, I will give a description of how the calcula-
tions are done in this work.
First, it is important to choose an appropriate basis set. For a periodic system, plane
waves are the obvious choice. Aside from the fact that plane waves are equivalent
to a Fourier series expansion which is important when dealing with periodic systems,
the problem of basis set superposition error can be avoided since the plane waves are
associated with the whole system rather than just a single atom. In chemical problems,
we are often interested in the electron populations on various species in the system of
interest. Plane waves do not tell us localized electron populations directly but require
the wavefunction of the system to be projected onto localized basis orbitals. This can
be done easily and is in fact employed in this work. The only possible disadvantage is
that this becomes inaccurate should an insufficient number of plane waves be used. In
dealing with a periodic lattice, we do not then speak of orbitals but rather bands. The




ai,k+Gexp (i (k + G) · r) (2.99)
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There are four variables in Eqn. 2.100 that require special attention. First, there are
an infinite number of k-points in the first Brillouin zone that technically should be used
in the calculation. This is impossible and as mentioned previously, several methods
have been developed, primarily based on symmetry, to deal with this problem. In this
work, I have made use of the method developed by Monkhorst and Pack ??. Second,
there are also an infinite number G vectors that should be considered in the calculation.
The number of G vectors considered in the calculation is made finite by imposing a
cutoff energy. Only plane waves with a kinetic energy less than or equal ~
2
2m |k + G|2 are
used in the calculation. The question then is what cutoff should one use. This points
us to the third variable, Vion. Here, a pseudopotential is used to mimic the effective en-
vironment of the nucleus and the core electrons. It is this environment that the valence
electrons, which are usually the electrons that are of interest when dealing with chem-
ical problems, interact with. The type of pseudopotential used (e.g. norm-conserving,
Vanderbilt ultrasoft, RRKJ, etc.) with determine how high a cutoff one needs to use in
order to get results that are of some significance. Usually, one starts by calibrating the
system of interest with a few sample calculations to get an idea of how high a cutoff
energy is required before convergence (e.g. total energy, relative energy) is attained.
Fourth and finally, the form of the exchange-correlation functional, VXC has to be de-
termined. More often than not, it is this functional that determines how well, compared
to say experimentally determined values or values determined from calculations using
a much higher level of theory, one is able to calculate the bond energies and intercon-
figurational energies. There are again a host of such functionals available today and the
choice depends again on the system of interest. The flow chart shown in Figure 2.13
illustrates the scheme-of-events that takes place in a typical calculation once the neces-
sary functionals and parameters have been decided upon. An initial guess at the density
is made. In a spin-polarized calculation, which is the type of calculation used in this
work, guesses at the spin-up and spin-down densities are made. These guesses are based
upon whether maximum spin-multiplicity is desired and can in fact be problematic in
cases where there is a large energy barrier from a state with one spin-multiplicity to
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart of how a typical self-consistent field calculation is done using
density functional theory. See text for details. Diagram adapted from Ref. [1].
another. This input density (or densities, as in the case of spin-polarized calculations),
ρin (r) is used to calculate the Hartree or classical electron-electron potential, Vee. Once
this is calculated, the effective potential is obtained by summing the external potential,
Vext, which is the effective nuclear charge on the valence electrons and is determined
by the pseudopotential used, the Hartree potential, Vee, and the exchange-correlation
potential, VXC. The latter two are read in from a pseudopotential file. The eigenvalue
problem is then solved by diagonalizing the matrix for the effective potential and the
kinetic energy operators. Solutions to the wavefunctions thus determined are used to
construct a new density, an output density ρout, which is fed back into the loop and is
used to solve for the Hartree potential once again. This process iterates until the error
in the total energy of the system of interest, viz. the difference in the total energy de-
termined in the nth step and the n-1th step, is less than a preset threshold. This would
conclude one self-consistent field cycle that would have achieved convergence. If ionic
or geometric relaxation is required, the program then goes on to calculate the forces on
each atom by making use of the eigenfunctions (or wavefunctions) in accordance to the
Hellmann-Feynman theorem. The ions are moved and a new effective potential is set
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up and this alternating process of self-consistent field calculations and ionic relaxation
steps continues until the forces acting on all the ions of the system are less than a certain
preset threshold value.
Chapter 3
Density functional theory study of Fe,
Co and Ni adatoms and dimers on
graphene
3.1 Introduction
Research interest in transition metal clusters continues to grow given their wide
range of applications, from catalysis to nanomagnetic devices. In particular, clusters
of the ferromagnetic elements, Fe, Co and Ni, have been shown to be particularly im-
portant in heterogeneous catalysis and are known to display magnetic moments that are
very much enhanced relative to their bulk magnetic moments (2.2, 1.7 and 0.7 µB/atom
respectively). The unique physical and chemical properties associated with these clus-
ters, such as their magnetic moments and catalytic activities, are extremely sensitive to
their geometries and local environment, for example when bound to a surface. Thus,
much research has gone into investigating the effects that various support materials have
on the physical and chemical properties of these metal clusters when bound to them:
silver [32], platinum [33], palladium [33] and the family of carbon allotropes, namely
graphite [36, 65, 66, 67, 68], graphene [35, 36, 37, 65], carbon nanotubes [34, 35]
and fullerene [68, 69]. Ideally one looks for a support material that does not alter the
physical and chemical properties of the bound cluster by too much compared to when
the cluster is free, viz. one that is sufficiently inert in terms of its reactivity with the
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transition metal clusters but at the same time allows for the clusters to bind sufficiently
well to it. Whilst metal surfaces interact rather strongly with metal clusters, graphite is
known to be reasonably inert. The recent isolation of graphene [70] has sparked off in-
tense research interest in uncovering its novel properties [48, 71, 72, 73, 74]. Coupling
graphene with other materials might also allow for an integration of novel technologies
(e.g. superconductivity, spintronics). We are therefore motivated to study, at least as
a starting point, the physical properties of the Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers on
graphene.
Due to their size, our fundamental understanding of small metal clusters is still lack-
ing. Experiments are not able to accurately probe certain physical properties of these
small metal clusters (e.g. the electronic structure) given the extremely small physi-
cal quantities that need to be measured in order to determine such properties (e.g. the
atomization energies). The difficulties associated with treating the complex 3d-4s ex-
change interactions associated with transition metal atoms limits theoretical calcula-
tions of these clusters although considerable effort has been taken over the last twenty
years to improve the quality and level of theory specific to modeling transition metal
atoms and its clusters.
In context of transition metal clusters bound on graphene, particularly those of the
ferromagnetic elements, little experimental work [66, 67, 75] has been done thus far.
Theoretical calculations [35, 36, 37] have been done using many different methods to
estimate the binding energies and the magnetic moments among other things. For ex-
ample, the binding energies obtained from the DFT (Vosko-Wilk-Nusair [76] for the
exchange-correlation functional and using a linear combination of atomic orbitals as
the basis set) cluster calculations of Duffy and Blackman [36] suggest that the adatoms
and to some extent the dimers are chemisorbed on graphene (e.g. 2.0eV, 2.4eV and
2.5eV for Fe, Co and Ni adatoms respectively above the middle of a hexagon, i.e. a
hole site) although there is only a small charge transfer to the graphene. The spin-
polarized first-principles pseudopotential (ultrasoft) plane-wave DFT (PW91 [29] for
the exchange-correlation functional) calculations of Yagi et.al [35] (using a kinetic en-
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ergy cutoff of 287eV) suggest adatom chemisorption as well but with values that are on
average 1eV lower than those suggested by Duffy and Blackman. The linear muffin-
tin orbital (LMTO) calculations with imposed periodic boundary conditions of Peng,
Cooper and Hao [65] suggest an extremely large metal-to-graphene charge transfer in
the Fe-adatom graphene system, a value that is eight times that suggested by Duffy and
Blackman; they do not however report values for the binding energies of the Fe atoms
to the various sites found on graphene/graphite. There is thus a range of different values
calculated for the binding energies.
In this chapter, we present density functional theory calculations of Fe, Co and
Ni adatoms and dimers adsorbed on graphene. Various adsorption sites are consid-
ered for both the adatom and dimers, with various configurations considered in the
case of the dimers. Two dimer configurations, with the dimer bond axis perpendicu-
lar to the graphene plane, that were not considered in previous work are studied here
as well. The binding and atomization energies give us a direct indication of the type
(e.g. chemisorbed or physisorbed) of metal-graphene interaction. Furthermore, by
comparing the magnetic moments and bond lengths (only in the dimer case) of the
bound adatoms and dimers to the case where they are unbound or free, we can eluci-
date the feasibility of using graphene as a support material for these clusters. Electron
population analysis is also done to further our understanding of the cluster-graphene
interaction. We show in this chapter that, compared to their unbound states, the dimers
have very similar magnetic moments, metal-metal bond lengths and energies. The small
metal-to-graphene charge transfer and the low binding energies suggest a weak but fi-
nite interaction between metal and graphene, suggestive of physisorption. Extensive
convergence testing was first carried out to justify the choice of certain calculational
parameters. These are presented in the following section.
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3.2 Computational method and calibration
The plane-wave based density functional theory program PWSCF (ESPRESSO ver-
sion 3.2) was used to perform all calculations [77]. The Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos
(RRKJ) ultrasoft pseudopotential with non-linear core correction [78] was used for all
species (i.e. C, Fe, Co & Ni) with the PBE generalized gradient correction (GGA)
[61] formalism employed for the exchange-correlation functional. All pseudopotentials
were obtained from the PWSCF pseudopotential online reference [79]. Smearing was
used to aid convergence. Specifically, we made use of the Marzari-Vanderbilt method
[80] or cold smearing with a small Gaussian spread of 0.001Ry or 0.013eV. The mag-
netic moments are particularly sensitive to the smearing width used. We find that for an
Fe adatom above a hole site (see Figure 3.2(a) ), the change in adatom binding energy
for a change in smearing from 0.001Ry and 0.03Ry is 0.05eV, all other parameters re-
maining constant. The magnetic moment obtained when a smearing width of 0.001Ry
was used is 2.00µB while the magnetic moment obtained when a width of 0.03Ry was
used is 2.20µB. Localized electron population analysis was carried out by integrating
the projected density of states. This was useful in assigning local charges and local
magnetic moments on the atoms.
Relative to the main group elements, the ground state properties of the transition
metals (e.g. binding energies, bond lengths and electronic state) are particularly sen-
sitive to how the exchange-correlation interaction is treated [11, 15, 17, 20, 21, 24,
52, 81]. This is a result of the complex 3d-4s exchange-correlation interactions aris-
ing from the fact that these energy states lie close to each other. One way around this
problem is to make use of a multi-determinant wavefunction (e.g. a configuration in-
teraction calculation). A less computationally expensive choice would be to adopt a
pseudopotential that treats the exchange-correlation interaction better. Harris and Jones
[82] have shown that the local spin density approximation (LSDA) for the exchange-
correlation functional favors d occupancies (by approximately 1eV) relative to the GGA
framework. We used the RRKJ ultrasoft pseudopotential constructed with electron con-
figuration 4s13dn−1. The spin-orbital occupancies of the free atoms are given in Table
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5.1. We calculated these configuration for a supercell of dimension 9.84Å × 9.84Å ×
14.76Å using cutoff energies of 40Ry for the wavefunction and 480Ry for the electron
density.
It has been shown [11, 12, 17, 81] that for small transition metal clusters of Fe, Co
and Ni, the projected electron configurations are in between the 4s13dn−1 and 4s23dn−2
states. Moroni et al.[81] have pointed out that GGA and LSDA type calculations are
poor in predicting the ground state electronic structure of the free atoms (4s23dn−2)
partly because of the inadequate treatment of exchange-correlation in the functionals
used [83, 84]. Using either all-electron calculations or ultrasoft pseudopotential calcu-
lations, Moroni et al. found that the free Fe, Co and Ni atoms have electronic configu-
rations 3d6.2s1.8, 3d7.74s1.3 and 3d9.0s1.0 respectively. The occupancies we have obtained
are similar (see Table 5.1). The problem with the preference of d-occupancy over s-
occupancy is that if these atoms are involved in systems where the s-state occupancy is
lower relative to the free atom case (e.g. in a cluster or when bound to a surface), the
binding energies predicted would be underestimated. The binding energies, magnetic
moments, bond lengths and electronic configurations predicted in this work are taken
with reference to atoms with the calculated ground state electronic configurations given
in Table 5.1. We note that Hund’s rule is still obeyed in that the free Fe, Co and Ni
atoms have magnetic moments of 4µB, 3µB and 2µB, which correspond to the maximum
spin-multiplicity for each atom. We therefore expect no problems in terms of predicting
magnetic moments. In the case of carbon, the usual 2s22p2 state is used for which there
is no known problem.
We checked the following parameters for convergences: the size of the supercell,
the kinetic energy cutoff, the cutoff for electron density, the number of k-points for
sampling the Brillouin zone, the force convergence threshold. We describe our conver-
gence calibration methodology here. We checked for interactions of the system with
its periodic images using vacuum thicknesses of 12.4Å and 17.4 Å. For these vacuum
thicknesses, the Fe adatom binding energies differ by 0.005eV and therefore we made
use of a vacuum thickness of 12.4Å for all our calculations. The results of the cali-
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bration for the lateral dimensions of the supercell are shown in Figure 3.1(a). A 4×4
supercell was found to be adequate. This supercell size was also used in previous work
[35, 37].
Convergence with respect to cutoff energies for both the wavefunction and the elec-
tron density was checked by calculating the binding energy of an Fe adatom adsorbed
at the hole site. The results for the binding energies are shown in Figure 3.1(b). For
the carbon pseudopotential used in this work, convergence is obtained for 30-32Ry and
200-240Ry for these cutoff energies respectively [85]. For the Fe, Co and Ni pseudopo-
tentials, a wavefunction cutoff energy of 40-50Ry has been proposed [78] and we find
that an appropriate set of cutoff energies to use is 40Ry and 480Ry. In calibrating these
cutoff energies, we used a force convergence threshold of 10−3 a.u. and a (4 × 4 × 1)
Monkhorst-Pack grid [63]. We did not use any Brillouin zone shift. Changing the force
convergence threshold to 10−4 a.u. changed the Fe adatom binding energy by less than
10−3eV. In Figure 3.1(c) we show the results of Brillouin zone sampling. We used a
(8 × 8 × 1) Monkhorst-Pack grid in our calculations.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Adatoms
The two high symmetry adsorption sites illustrated in Figure 3.2 were investigated.
Configuration 1.1 (Figure 3.2(a)) consists of a metal atom adsorbed above a hole site
and configuration 1.2 (Figure 3.2(b)) consists of a metal atom adsorbed above a car-
bon atom. The bridge site, where a metal atom is adsorbed atop the midpoint of a
carbon-carbon bond, is not considered in this work. Unlike graphite, all carbon sites
are equivalent; there are no alpha- or beta- carbon sites. The binding energies (Eb),
magnetic moments (M), bond lengths (L), charge transfers (q), and population analyses
from our calculations are summarized in Table 3.2.
The binding energies from our calculations suggest that the metal adatoms are ph-
ysisorbed on graphene. In comparison to the results of previous work, we find binding
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(a) Supercell lateral dimension convergence (b) Kinetic energy and energy density con-vergence
(c) k-point convergence
Figure 3.1: Convergence testing:
3.1(a): The total energies of the Fe,
Co and Ni atoms taken relative to the
minimum total energy in each set as
a function of the lateral dimension of
the supercell (in multiples of the unit
cell of graphene, 2.46Å) using 40Ry
and 480Ry for the wavefunction and
electron density cutoffs respectively.
3.1(b): Dependence of the binding en-
ergy of an Fe adatom adsorbed at a
hole site on the wavefunction and elec-
tron density cutoffs. The electron den-
sity cutoff is given as F × (wavefunc-
tion cutoff). 3.1(c): Binding energy
of an Fe adatom as a function of the
Monkhorst-Pack grid used. Note that in
all cases, a Marzari-Vanderbilt smear-
ing width of 0.001Ry and a force con-
vergence threshold of 0.001a.u. were
used.
energies that are significantly smaller (see Table 3.2). We note that the differences in
binding energies relative to previous work are much larger than any convergence errors
(< 0.01eV) in our calculations. The differences in the adatom binding energy between
our calculations and the results of Refs. [36] and [35] are likely to be due to the choice
of the basis functions and the exchange-correlation functional used. Duffy and Black-
man [36] used a double numeric basis set augmented by polarization functions, while
the calculations by Yagi et al. [35] and our calculations here use plane waves with cutoff
energies of 21.1Ry and 40Ry respectively. To estimate the exchange-correlation energy,
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(a) Configuration 1.1 (b) Configuration 1.2
Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the adsorbed adatom configurations (top view): (a)
Adatom above a hole site and (b) adatom atop a carbon atom or above an atom site. The
hexagon represents the six nearest carbon atoms found in the graphene layer.
Duffy and Blackman used the SVWN functional while Yagi et al. used the PW91 func-
tional. We used the PBE functional here. Previous work has shown that the LSDA does
not adequately treat electronic configuration of the free atom and thus overestimates the
binding energy. The electronic configurations and thus binding energies are much bet-
ter calculated using generalized gradient correction functionals. The overestimation of
the binding energy arises [83, 84] from an underestimation of the interconfigurational
energies, which is the energy required to go from one electronic configuration to an-
other. This explains the rather large binding energies obtained by Duffy and Blackman
relative to both our work and the work of Yagi et al. We expect lower binding energies
than the results calculated here if the interconfigurational energies are treated with a
higher degree of accuracy.
There are three differences between our calculations and the calculations by Yagi
et al. We used the PBE functional, wavefunction cutoff energy of 40 Ry, and a RRKJ
ultrasoft pseudopotential, while Ref. [35] used the PW91 functional, a wavefunction
cutoff energy of 21.1 Ry and a Kresse-Furthmu¨ller ultrasoft pseudopotential. We do
not expect the use of these similar exchange-correlation functionals to account for the
differences of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.1 eV respectively for Fe, Co and Ni adatom adsorption
energies. We checked the effect of the cutoff energies by calculating the Fe adatom
above the hole site adsorption energy at wavefunction cutoff energy of 21 Ry with
density cutoff energies of 84 Ry, 168 Ry, and 252 Ry obtaining values of 0.13eV, 0.54eV
and 0.57eV respectively. Compared to the adsorption energy of 0.58eV obtained using
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a cutoff energy of 40Ry for the wavefunction and 480Ry for the density, these results
suggest that the difference in our calculations and those in Ref. [35] are not due to the
difference in the wavefunction cutoff energy. We note that the density cutoff energy is
not reported in Ref. [35]. In comparison with Ref. [38], we used the same exchange-
correlation functional and very similar wavefunction cutoff energy. They used 44Ry and
we used 40Ry for the wavefunction cutoff energy, and given our calibration calculations
at different cutoff energies, we do not expect the differences to arise from this. We note
that their adatom adsorption energy for Fe above a hole site (1.42eV) is higher than
their adatom adsorption energy for Co above a hole site (1.32eV). This is opposite to the
relative adsorption energies calculated by us, and Ref. [36, 35]. Given that they used a
different pseudopotential (Vanderbilt ultrasoft), we think that the electron configuration
used by Mao et al. [38] for the free Fe and Co atoms are not close to those we obtained.
As discussed above, the calculated adsorption energy is very sensitive to the projected
electronic configuration on the metal atom and this is likely to be the reason for the
differences in the calculated adsorption energies.
The increase in binding energy from Fe to Co to Ni results from a corresponding
decrease in the interconfigurational energy. The experimental interconfigurational en-
ergies of Fe, Co and Ni, for the transfer of one electron from an s-orbital to a d-orbital,
i.e. 3dn−24s2→3dn−14s1, are 0.87, 0.42 and -0.03eV respectively (see Yanagisawa et al.
[52] and references therein). Table 3.2 shows the respective electronic configurations of
the adatoms when bound to graphene. Apart from Fe and Co adatoms bound as config-
uration 1.2, there is significant change in the electronic configurations of the adatoms
relative to their free atomic state (see Table 5.1). As Fe requires the greatest energy per
unit charge transferred from an s-orbital to a d-orbital while Ni requires the least energy
(in fact favoring a higher occupancy of the d-orbitals although to just a small extent),
Fe bonds weakest to graphene while Ni bond strongest, regardless of the geometrical
configuration.
We find that the occupation of the carbon pz orbitals is increased with adsorption
and therefore conclude that there is charge transfer from the metal atom to the pi bonds
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of graphene. We find almost no change in the electron density projected onto the s,
px and py orbitals of the carbon atoms; we conclude that there is little charge transfer
to the σ bonds of graphene. It is interesting to note that the metal-to-graphene charge
transfer calculated by Duffy and Blackman is almost three times that calculated in this
work. The main discrepancy between our work and that of Duffy and Blackman lies
in the occupancy of the s-(and p-) orbitals of the metal atoms. The metal-to-graphene
separation and magnetic moment are in good agreement with previous work [36, 35].
The decrease in magnetic moment by 2µB when the metal adatom is bound above
a hole site (i.e. configuration 1.1) stems from the fact that the s states are raised above
the Fermi level. This is evident in Figure 3.3. If we refer to an electronic configuration
of either 4s13dn−1 or 4s23dn−2, we see that the pairing of the electron(s) that previously
occupied the s states with the d state electrons would result in a decrease of exactly 2µB
(see Table 3.2) . This is consistent with the findings of Duffy and Blackman [36].
In the case where Fe and Co adatoms are bound directly above a carbon atom (i.e.
configuration 1.2), the s(α) state is still found below the Fermi level while the s(β) state
is found above it where α and β refer to the majority (spin-up) and minority (spin-down)
spin respectively. The electrons are redistributed amongst the d-states, particularly the
dz2 state in the case of Fe and the dz2 and dyz states in Co. This leads to an interconfigu-
rational change, where an electron from the s-orbital is transfered to a d-orbital, with no
change in the net magnetic moment of the atom. In the case of Ni however, the situa-
tion is the same as when the metal atom is found above a hole site, viz. both the s states
are now above the Fermi level and the pairing of the electrons that previously occupied
these states with the those in the d states results in a decrease of 2µB for its magnetic
moment. Again we can understand why Ni is more likely to promote electrons from the
s to d states because its interconfigurational energy is exothermic, unlike Fe and Co for
which this energy is endothermic.
In our calculations, spin-polarized bands are found for Fe and Co but not for Ni. The
magnetic moments are localized on the metal adatoms with rather small contributions
from graphene (see Table 3.3). Whilst we predict a small magnetic moment localized on
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(a) Fe adatom atop hole site (b) Fe adatom atop atom site
(c) Co adatom atop hole site (d) Co adatom atop atom site
(e) Ni adatom atop hole site (f) Ni adatom atop atom site
Figure 3.3: The projected density of states for configurations 1.1 (3.3(a), 3.3(c), 3.3(e))
and 1.2 (3.3(b), 3.3(d), 3.3(f)) for Fe, Co and Ni respectively. The Fermi level is refer-
enced at 0eV. Alpha and beta refer to the majority (spin-up) and minority (spin-down)
spin states respectively. The alpha and beta density of states overlap exactly in 3.3(e)
and 3.3(f). The raising of both s spin states above the Fermi level in 3.3(a), 3.3(c), 3.3(e)
and 3.3(f) results in a decrease of 2µB for the magnetic moment of Fe, Co and Ni when
bound as configuration 1.1 (above a hole site) and of Ni when bound as configuration
1.2 (above an atom site) respectively. Only the beta (minority or spin-down) s states are
raised above the Fermi level in 3.3(b) and 3.3(d) which results in little change in the
magnetic moment of Fe and Co when bound as configuration 1.2(above an atom site)
respectively. Insets zoom in on the density of states within 0.1eV of the Fermi level.
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graphene, Duffy and Blackman found no magnetic moment associated with graphene
[36]. The band structures shown in Figure 3.5 indicate that these systems are now
semiconducting, as opposed to being semi-metallic as was the case in pure graphene
(see Figure 3.4(a)). In their study of the adsorption of hydrogen on graphene [50],
Duplock et al. reasoned that the presence of an adatom ionic core would break the
symmetry of any periodic potential thereby opening up a gap changing the graphene
from being semi-metallic to semi-conducting. We expect that the metal adatom has the
same effect as the H adatom. Of particular interest is the gap (both between states of
different spin and states of the same spin) that is opened up at high-symmetry point
K in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. The various interesting electronic
properties of graphene (and graphite) stem from the form of the bands at and near
this point, i.e. the Dirac cone centered at point K. However with metal adatoms on
graphene, the Dirac cone no longer exists. Thus transition metal adsorption might have
implication for the relativistic properties of graphene. Nonetheless, the band gaps that
arise are of potential interest in spintronic device application.
Local magnetic moments







Table 3.3: Local magnetic moments for the adatoms and the graphene.
3.3.2 Dimers
Four high-symmetry, bound dimer configurations were identified for geometry opti-
mization. These are shown in the schematic given in Figure 3.6. Previous work [36, 35]
that dealt with dimer adsorption on graphene only focused on configurations 2.1 and
2.2. Given the weak adatom-graphene interaction, we postulated that dimers in either
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Band structure and density of states for graphene as calculated in this work.
(a) Fe adatom above hole site (b) Co adatom above hole site
(c) Ni adatom above hole site
Figure 3.5: Bandstructures for Fe,
Co and Ni (Figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b) and
3.5(c) respectively) when bound as
configuration 1.1 (above a hole site),
i.e. the more stable adatom configura-
tion. The spin-bands overlap exactly in
the case of Ni.
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configuration 2.3 and/or 2.4 might be more stable.
(a) Configuration 2.1 (b) Configuration 2.2
(c) Configuration 2.3 (d) Configuration 2.4
Figure 3.6: Representation of the dimer configurations (top view): Dimers above (a) 2
hole sites and (b) above 2 bridge sites with bond axes parallel to the graphene plane and
dimers above (c) a hole site and (d) above an atom site with bond axes perpendicular
to the graphene plane. Note that the spheres in Figures (c) and (d) appear larger for the
reason that the dimer is bound with its bond axis perpendicular to the graphene plane.
It is instructive that analysis of the bound dimers be done alongside analysis of the
free dimers. The objective here is twofold. First, the results of our free dimer calcu-
lations are compared to previous work. Given that much more work has been on free
dimers, this comparison allows a gauge the accuracy of our calculations. Second, as
we are interested in the effect of graphene as a support material and the relative stabili-
ties of the various dimer configurations when bound to graphene, direct comparison of
the bound dimer atomization and binding energies, magnetic moments and bond lengths
with those of the free dimers allows us to determine the effect that graphene has on these
dimers when bound. Data for the bond energies and magnetic moments for the free Fe,
Co and Ni clusters are given in Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. Corresponding data
from previous work is also given.
The level of theory applied in determining the bond dissociation energies of the free
Fe, Co and Ni dimers is clearly inadequate (see Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6). The free dimer
bond dissociation energies that we have calculated differ from experiment by between
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Free Fe dimer (Fe2)
Work Ed (eV/atom) M.M (µB/atom) re (Å)
This work 1.15 3.0 1.96
Castroa 4.38 3.0 1.96
Castrob 1.04 3.0 1.96
Izquierdoc 1.35 3.0 2.05
Izquierdod 1.55 3.0 1.99
Yanagisawae 1.25 3.0 2.03
Yanagisawa f 0.69 3.0 2.66
Yanagisawag 0.75 3.0 2.08
Yanagisawah 1.48 3.0 2.01
Yanagisawai 0.55 3.0 2.52
Yanagisawa j 1.59 3.0 2.06
Norok 0.79 3.0 2.06
Kohlerl 2.11 3.0 -
Rohlfingm - 3.0 1.9
Moskovitsn 0.65 - -
Liano 0.57 - -
a LSDA results with respect to 5D Fe atoms [11]
b Non-local spin-density results with respect to nonspherical 5D Fe atoms [11]
c DFT (GGA for exchange-correlation) with numerical atomic orbitals (SZSP basis)
and nonlocal pseudopotential for atomic core [15]
d ibid., DZSP basis [15]
e Becke exchange, One-parameter progressive correlation functional [52]
f Hybrid Becke exchange, Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional [52]
g Becke exchange [52]
h Perdew-Wang 1991 exchange correlation functional [52]
i Second-order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory [52]
j Full-electron Configuration Interaction Molecular Orbital Theory [52]
k Multireference self-consistent field and configuration interaction calculations [86]
l Density functional based tight-binding calculation using LCSTO [14]
m Photoionization spectroscopy [16]
n Resonance Raman spectroscopy [87]
o Spectroscopic analysis using collision-induced dissociation of Fen with Xe [88]
Table 3.4: Binding energy, magnetic moment and bond length of the free Fe dimer.
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Free Co dimer (Co2)
Work Ed (eV/atom) M.M (µB/atom) re (Å)
This work 1.33 2.0 1.94
Jamorskia 1.13 2.0 2.01
Jamorskib 0.41 2.0 2.56
Yanagisawac 1.23 2.0 2.01
Yanagisawad 0.75 2.0 2.44
Yanagisawae 0.65 2.0 2.05
Yanagisawa f 1.36 2.0 1.98
Yanagisawag 0.67 2.0 2.41
Yanagisawah 0.41 2.0 2.56
Halesi < 0.66 - -
Russon j 0.7-1.4 - -
a All-electron DFT calculation within GGA (Perdew-Wang gradient correction for
exchange and Perdew correction for correlation), linear combination of Gaussian-type
orbitals [17]
b Limited CI calculation [17]
c Becke exchange, One-parameter progressive correlation functional [52]
d Hybrid Becke exchange, Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional [52]
e Becke exchange [52]
f Perdew-Wang 1991 exchange correlation functional [52]
g Second-order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory [52]
h Multireference Single and Double Configuration Interaction Molecular Orbital
Theory [52]
i Spectroscopic analysis of collision induced dissociation of Co+n using Xe [89]
j Photodissociation measurements [90]
Table 3.5: Binding energy, magnetic moment and bond length of the free Co dimer.
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Free Ni dimer (Ni2)
Work Ed (eV/atom) M.M (µB/atom) re (Å)
This work 1.31 1.0 2.08
Yanagisawaa 1.34 1.0 2.13
Yanagisawab 0.98 1.0 2.30
Yanagisawac 0.96 1.0 2.18
Yanagisawad 1.46 1.0 2.10
Yanagisawae 0.935 1.0 2.27
Yanagisawa f 0.90 1.0 2.24
Pou-Ame´rigog 0.89 - 2.24
Michelinih 1.67 1.0 2.07
Michelinii 1.34 1.0 2.13
Morse j 1.02 - 2.16
a Becke exchange, One-parameter progressive correlation functional [52]
b Hybrid Becke exchange, Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional [52]
c Becke exchange [52]
d Perdew-Wang 1991 exchange correlation functional [52]
e Second-order Møller-Plesset Perturbation Theory [52]
f Complete active space second-order perturbation [52]
g Multiconfigurational second order perturbation theory calculations using atomic
natural orbitals
h DFT within the LSDA (VWN local correlation functional) using a triple-zeta STO
basis set [20]
iDFT within the GGA (Perdew) using a triple-zeta STO basis set [21]
j Resonant two photon ionization electronic spectroscopy analysis (pre-dissociation
limit) of the Ni2 dimer [91]
Table 3.6: Binding energy, magnetic moment and bond length of the free Ni dimer.
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0.50 [87] to 0.58 [88] for the Fe dimer, 0.63 [90] to 0.67 [89] for the Co dimer and
0.29 [91] for the Ni dimer, in units of eV/atom. The over-estimation of this energy
largely stems from the exchange-correlation functional used. For example, depending
on the exchange-correlation functional used, the bond dissociation energy of the Fe
dimer can range from 0.55-1.55eV. The form of the PW91 exchange-correlation func-
tional is closest to that of the PBE exchange-correlation functional that we have used in
our calculations here. Even so, we find from the PW91 calculations of Yanagisawa et
al. [52] that there is still a difference of 0.33eV/atom, 0.03eV/atom and 0.15eV/atom
for the Fe, Co and Ni dimer bond dissociation energies respectively. Our results are
closer to calculations based on the Becke exchange one-parameter progressive correla-
tion functional.
The importance of the exchange-correlation functional in predicting the bond disso-
ciation energies largely stems from how well the functional treats interconfigurational
change (e.g. 3dn−24s2 → 3dn−14s1 and therefore how well it estimates the interconfig-
urational energy. As mentioned, the LSDA functional form for exchange-correlation
has been shown [11, 17] to be poor in predicting the dimer bond dissociation energy.
Jeng and Hsue [83], and Kutzler and Painter [84] have found that the use of LSDA un-
derestimates the interconfigurational energy relative to GGA and ultimately relative to
experimental data. This then results in an overestimation of the bond dissociation en-
ergy. As mentioned in the preceding section, the Fe, Co and Ni atoms in their respective
dimers prefer atomic configurations that are ‘between’ the states with electronic config-
uration 3dn−24s2 and 3dn−14s1. We found that the free Fe, Co and Ni dimers have atoms
with localized atomic electronic configurations 3d6.924s1.04, 3d7.924s1.05 and 3d8.974s1.05
respectively. These configurations are very close to the 3dn−14s1 configuration and are
not quite ‘between’ the 3dn−24s2 and 3dn−14s1 states. This is possibly because little en-
ergy is required to induce the interconfigurational change therefore overestimating the
bond dissociation energies. Aside from the exchange-correlation functional form, the
potential that is used to describe the free atom is important as well. Castro and Salahub
[11], and Jamorski et al. [17] have shown that the use of a non-local potential as well
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as a non-symmetric atomic electronic state gives a better estimate of the dimer bond
dissociation energies.


















































plies total magnetic moments of 6µB, 4µB and 2µB for the Fe, Co and Ni dimers re-
spectively. The electronic states (though not the exact electronic configuration) thus
determined are in excellent agreement with almost all of the previous calculations done
on these dimers (see [11, 16, 52] for Fe, [17, 52] for Co and [52] for Ni). The bond
lengths are also in very good agreement with both theoretical calculations as well as
from experimental data.
The binding energies, magnetic moments, metal-metal bond lengths and metal-
graphene separation distances that we have calculated for the configurations 2.1 and
2.2 for all three metals are in excellent agreement with the work of Yagi et. al [35].
The main discrepancy between their work and the present work is the energy required
to atomize the bound dimer. This stems from the values used for the bond dissociation
energies of the free dimers which has been shown (see Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6) to be
extremely sensitive to the form of the exchange-correlation functional used in the cal-
culation. The free dimer bond dissociation energies that we have calculated differ from
those determined by Yagi et al. by 0.41eV/atom, 0.60eV/atom and 0.22eV/atom for the
Fe, Co and Ni dimers respectively. Yagi et al. used of the PW91 functional while we
used of the PBE functional. As mentioned previously, though both of these are gen-
eralized gradient approximations to the exchange-correlation electron interaction and
are fairly close in their form, we see that the atomization energy (of the metal dimer
from the graphene surface) values can differ by as much as 0.60eV/atom. Relative to
the work of Duffy and Blackman, we obtain similar magnetization, metal-metal bond
lengths and metal-to-graphene separation distances although they used the LSDA to
exchange-correlation. Again, as with the adatom case, we predict a smaller metal-to-
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(a) Fe2 above 2 hole sites (b) Fe2 above 2 bridge sites
(c) Fe2 above hole site (d) Fe2 above atom site
(e) Co2 above 2 hole sites (f) Co2 above 2 bridge sites
(g) Co2 above hole site (h) Co2 above atom site
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(i) Ni2 above 2 hole sites (j) Ni2 above 2 bridge sites
(k) Ni2 above hole site (l) Ni2 above atom site
Figure 3.7: Data for the bound dimers: [dimer species (dimer configuration)] (a)
Fe(2.1), (b) Fe(2.2), (c) Fe(2.3), (d) Fe(2.4), (e) Co(2.1), (f) Co(2.2), (g) Co(2.3), (h)
Co(2.4), (i) Ni(2.1), (j) Ni(2.2), (k) Ni(2.3), (l) Ni(2.4) Inset in each subfigure’s top
left corner is a top view of that configuration as per shown in figure 3.6 (i.e. in the
x-y plane). The main figure gives the side view (i.e. in the x-z plane). Shown in the
figures are the atomization energies (Eat), binding energies (Eb), the local charge on
each species, the local magnetic moments, the projected electronic configuration, the
bound dimer’s bond length and the average metal-to-graphene separation. Note that the
baseline represents the graphene plane and C is a symbol used to represent the whole
graphene plane and not just a single C atom found therein.
graphene charge transfer. For the Ni2 dimer, however, at least between configurations
2.1 and 2.2, our calculations are in agreement with Yagi’s results which show that con-
figuration 2.2 is more stable while Duffy and Blackman’s calculations predict what we
have labeled as configuration 2.1 as being more stable.
Our calculations show that the bound or adsorbed dimers retain almost all of their
free cluster characteristics. This is seen by considering the bound dimers bond length
and total magnetic moment, and is consistent with the weak binding energy and the
small amount of net charge transfer to the graphene. This data is presented in Figure
3.7. The percentage change of the bound dimer’s bond length with respect to the free
case is a good indication of the extent to which graphene perturbs the dimer bond.
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These are presented in Table 3.8. From this data we find that the change in bond length
is greatest for configuration 2.1. For each of configurations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, there is less
than a 10% change in the dimer bond length. We will further discuss this point later in
this section.
% change in dimer bond length
Conformer 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
Fe 15.82 7.65 6.12 5.10
Co 20.41 6.70 4.64 3.09
Ni 15.38 7.69 2.88 3.37
Table 3.8: Percentage change in the bound dimers’ bond lengths with respect to their
respective unbound cases
The total magnetic moment of the dimer-graphene system is mainly localized on the
metal atoms and relative to the free dimers, the bound dimers retain their magnetiza-
tion, except for the case where the Ni dimer is bound as configuration 2.1. When bound
parallel to the graphene plane, the change in electron population and magnetic moments
are the same for both atoms. The exception to this is configuration 2.1 of Fe (see Figure
3.7(a)). In the particular case of Fe(2.1), slight buckling of the dimer bond is observed
and is consistent with the work of Yagi et al. [35]. As a result of this buckling, the 2 Fe
atoms in configuration 2.1 have different localized magnetic moments and charges (see
Figure 3.7(a) and compare this to Figures 3.7(e) and 3.7(i) for the Co and Ni 2.1 type
configurations respectively). For the Ni dimer bound as configuration 2.1(see Figure
3.7(i)), the magnetization is completely quenched, just as in the case of the Ni adatoms.
Where the bound dimer bond axis is perpendicular to the graphene plane (i.e. config-
urations 2.3 and 2.4), the metal atom closer to the graphene has the greater change in
both its charge and magnetization. The metal atom located further from the graphene
plane retains its free-atom like properties to a greater extent suggesting that the metal
atom closer to the graphene ‘shields’ the former from the effect of graphene. Interest-
ingly enough, the total magnetic moments are almost the same (within an error margin
of less than 0.1µB/atom) regardless of the configuration of the dimer.
The small binding energies again point toward a weak dimer-graphene interaction.
The most stable Fe, Co and Ni configurations (i.e. configuration 2.3) have binding
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energies of 0.36eV/atom, 0.46eV/atom and 0.48eV/atom respectively and atomization
energies of 1.50eV/atom, 1.79eV/atom and 1.79eV/atom respectively. There is a signif-
icant decrease in the binding energy per atom of the dimers relative to the most stable
adatom configuration (i.e. configuration 1.1), with the Ni dimer showing the great-
est percentage change. The dimer atomization energies are clearly higher than in the
adatom case. This however stems primarily from the strength of the metal-metal bond
and not from the interaction with the graphene per se as evidenced by both the small
binding energies of the dimer to the graphene and the strength of the free Fe-Fe, Co-Co
and Ni-Ni bond dissociation energies of 1.15eV/atom, 1.33eV/atom and 1.31eV/atom
respectively.
Relative to the adatom case, the more stable dimer configurations (i.e. configura-
tions 2.3 and 2.4) have a smaller amount of net metal-to-graphene charge transfer per
metal atom. Again, there is a net increase in graphene’s pi-electron population and an
insignificant change in its σ-electron population, pointing to some extent of hybridiza-
tion of the metal atoms s and dz2 orbitals with the graphenes delocalized pi-system. A
small amount of net charge transfer to the graphene might possibly indicate that there
is little change in the dimers’ electronic state. Overall, the small change in bond length
and the insignificant change in total magnetic moment with respect to when the dimers
are free, the small binding energies and the small amount of charge transfer all point
to a physisorbed state and we might expect that with increasing cluster size the free
character of the bound cluster would also increase. This further validates the promise
and potential of graphene as a suitable support material for small Fe, Co and Ni clus-
ters, at least in context of their magnetic and catalytic capacities because it does not
significantly change the electronic characteristics of the dimer.
The dimers bind more strongly when the dimer bond axis is perpendicular to the
graphene plane. We find that the most stable dimer configuration with its bond axis par-
allel to the graphene plane is configuration 2.2 (consistent with previous work [36, 35],
except for the Ni dimer when compared to the results of Duffy and Blackman[36]) and
the most stable dimer configuration with its bond axis perpendicular to the graphene
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plane is configuration 2.3. When we compare the binding energies of these two types of
configurations for each of the species, we find that the binding energy for configuration
2.3 is greater by 0.13, 0.22 and 0.15eV than the respective binding energies of config-
uration 2.2, for each of Fe, Co and Ni respectively. When bound perpendicularly (i.e.
bond axis is perpendicular to the graphene plane), the dimers characteristically have a
much lower total charge transfer to the underlying graphene and a smaller percentage
change in their metal-metal bond length relative to when bound parallel (i.e. bond axis
is parallel to the graphene plane). A map of the electron density provides further evi-
dence as to the extent to which the dimer is perturbed by the graphene, particularly its
bond. As an example, we plot the isosurface of the Fe dimers’ electron charge density
(isovalue=0.06 a.u.). From Figure 3.8 we see that there is a much greater decrease in
the electron density between the two Fe atoms when bound as configuration 2.1 than in
configurations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. This is less pronounced for configurations 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4. The weakening of the bond is evidenced by both the percentage change in bond
lengths and the electron density isosurface plots.
The added binding strength of configurations 2.3 and 2.4 relative to configuration
2.1 and 2.2 result from the additional energy required for an interconfigurational change
in the former. We refer the reader to the localized electronic configuration of the dimers
(see Figure dimer 3.7). The free Fe, Co and Ni dimers have atoms with electronic con-
figurations 3d6.924s1.04, 3d7.924s1.05 and 3d8.974s1.05 respectively. When bound as config-
urations 2.1 and 2.2, the electronic configuration of the metal atoms are very similar
to their respective free dimer cases, at least in terms of the d-electron configuration.
The s-state occupancy is depleted to a large extent owing to the transfer of electrons
from the s-orbital to the graphene’s pi system. However, when bound as configurations
2.3 and 2.4, the metal atom that is farther from the graphene surface has an electronic
configuration that is closer to the free atomic state rather than in the free dimer state.
Therefore, removal of a dimer bound to graphene in configuration 2.3 or 2.4 requires
input of energy not just to reverse the electron transfer from metal-to-graphene but also
involves a change in the electronic configuration of one of the metal atoms. This there-
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fore explains why more energy is required to remove the perpendicularly bound dimers
relative to the ones bound parallel to the graphene.
(a) 2.1, side view (b) 2.2, side view (c) 2.3, side view (d) 2.4, side view
(e) 2.1, top view (f) 2.2, top view (g) 2.3, top view (h) 2.4, top view
Figure 3.8: Electron density isosurface (isodensity value = 0.06 a.u.) for the various
bound Fe dimers. The weakening of the Fe-Fe bond in configuration 2.1 is well ev-
idenced by the depreciation in electron density between the two atoms relative to the
other cases. The pictures were generated using XCrysden[2]
The metal clusters prefer to agglomerate as dimers as opposed to remaining as sepa-
rated adatoms. To quantify this, we consider the relative energy of a bound dimer to two





. The data for this is given in table 5.8. The binding strengths,
∆E2→ (1+1), we have calculated show that the relative agglomeration tendency increases
as Ni < Co < Fe. We point out to the reader that this simply accounts for the ther-
modynamics of adatom-to-dimer formation on the graphene surface; there is no kinetic
data available at present to account for the rate at which these adatoms diffuse on the
surface.
∆E2→ (1+1) /eV
Configuration 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
Fe 1.45 1.58 1.84 1.79
Co 0.93 1.19 1.65 1.36
Ni 0.57 0.62 0.84 0.70
Table 3.9: The relative binding strength for each of the bound dimer configurations rel-
ative to having 2 adatoms adsorbed at their respective most stable site(i.e. configuration
1.1 - adatom above a hole site) for all of Fe, Co and Ni
.
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3.4 Conclusion
We have carried out plane-wave DFT calculations to investigate the binding, mag-
netic and electronic properties of Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers on graphene. Con-
trary to previous work, we find that these species bind relatively weakly to graphene.
The estimated value of binding energy estimate depends on how well the exchange-
correlation functional treats interconfigurational change. This in part explains the dif-
ference in the binding energies compared to previous work [35, 36] and we expect
that the binding energies are possibly lower than the numbers calculated here since
GGA still underestimates the interconfigurational energy. When bound as adatoms in
the most stable configuration (i.e. above a hole site), the magnetic moments of these
species decrease by 2µB. This is consistent with previous work [35, 36]. When bound
as dimers, there is little change in the total magnetic moments and dimer bond lengths
relative to their free or unbound state. The most stable dimer configuration was found
to be configuration 2.3 for all 3 species. We reasoned that this added stability stems
from the additional energy required for the electronic interconfiguration change of the
atom farther from the graphene plane.
In summary, we have found: (1) Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers bind weakly
to graphene, (2) the most stable adatom configuration (configuration 1.1) is one where
the magnetic moment decreases by 2µB due to the raising of the s-states above the
Fermi level, (3) the presence of the metal adatoms disrupts the higher order symmetry
of graphene and results in altering its semi-metallic band structure to one that is semi-
conducting with band gaps that depend on the spin state, (4) relative to their free or
unbound states, the dimers retain their magnetic moments albeit with a slight increase
in the metal-metal bond length and (5) the general trend with respect to the binding
strength of the 3 species is: Fe < Co < Ni but the general trend with respect to the total
charge transferred follows Co < Fe< Ni. Finally, the calculations can be improved by
paying special attention to the exchange-correlation functional used and in particular its
ability in accurately estimating the interconfiguration energy.
Chapter 4
Adsorption Structures and Magnetic
Moments of FeCo, FeNi, CoNi, FePt,
CoPt and NiPt dimers on graphene
4.1 Introduction
Research interest in the design of novel magnetic materials for various technological
applications has intensified over the last two decades. In particular, much research effort
has been focused on investigating magnetic materials with large magnetic anisotropies,
high coercivities and high magnetization densities for use as magnetic media in high-
density magnetic data storage with the aim of surpassing the superparamagnetic limit,
viz. the upper bound to the amount of media storage space available per unit area (see
references [19, 30, 31, 32, 40, 41, 42, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]
for just a few examples of the work that has been done). Simple alloying of the transition
metals, which can result in bulk phases with enhanced magnetic moments relative to the
bulk phase of the respective components depending on the composition used, does not
suffice for current technological demands. The maximum of the Slater-Pauling curve,
which is a plot of the average magnetic moment per atom in a bulk phase system,
occurs for a Fe0.7Co0.3 bulk phase system at a value of 2.45µB. Nanoscale magnetic
materials offer the possibility of going beyond this Slater-Pauling maximum. Some
examples of such materials that have been investigated include CoPt nanoparticles [93,
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94, 95], Fe clusters embedded in Co [40, 41, 42], FePt nanoparticles [100], and the
small homonuclear [11, 12, 14, 17, 20, 21, 24, 26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42]
and heteronuclear clusters [30, 27] of the transition metal clusters.
Small homonuclear clusters of the ferromagnetic metals Fe, Co and Ni, have been
shown to exhibit high magnetic moments that increase non-monotonically (or in an os-
cillatory manner) with decreasing cluster size (for example see reference [14]), with
sharp peaks occurring at certain “magic” cluster size. The high surface-to-volume ratio
of these clusters results in fewer bonds per metal atom and therefore frees up non-
bonded valence electrons which if left unpaired gives rise to an enhanced magnetic
moment. The magnetic moments of these clusters are therefore extremely sensitive to
the cluster geometry [12, 17, 20, 21] and the environment in which the cluster is placed
in [32, 33, 35, 36, 40, 41, 42, 104]. When adsorbed on graphene for example, the Fe and
Co adatoms have magnetic moments of either 2µB or 4µB depending on the adsorption
site [35, 36]. Ni adatoms on the other hand have their magnetic moments completely
quenched independent of the adsorption site [35, 36, 104]. There is no change in the
magnetic moments of the Fe, Co and Ni dimers when adsorbed on graphene compared
to when these dimers are free except for the case where the Ni dimer is adsorbed above
two adjacent hole sites [35, 36]. Lazarovits et al. have shown that the magnetic mo-
ments of small Fe, Co and Ni clusters (up to the pentamer) are enhanced when adsorbed
on Ag(100) except for the Ni adatom and dimer for which cases the magnetic moments
are completely quenched [32]. Xie and Blackman have shown that the magnetic mo-
ments of Fe clusters over a size range of 100-600 atoms embedded in a Co matrix have
magnetic moments that are comparable to that of the free clusters. However, when em-
bedded in a matrix of Cu atoms, these Fe clusters had magnetic moments that are lower
compared to that of free clusters, though still higher than the Fe bulk limit of 2.2µB
[40]. Studying the same system of Fe clusters embedded in a Co matrix, Bergman et
al. found that clustering lowers the average magnetic moment compared to ordered
structures and random alloys [41].
Like the bulk phase binary alloys of the transition metal elements, binary transition
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metal clusters have been shown to exhibit projected magnetic moments that are higher
or lower than the magnetic moments of the corresponding free metal atoms depending
on the composition of the heteronuclear cluster. Andriotis et al. found that the redistri-
bution of electrons in the molecular orbitals of these clusters could give rise to projected
magnetic moments that are greater than the corresponding free-atom values but may re-
sult in total cluster moments that are reduced depending on whether the projected spins
align ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically with one another [30]. For example,
they found that the Co atom in CoXn (where X=Fe, Co or Ni and n=1 or 2) clusters has
a magnetic moment that is ferromagnetically aligned with respect to µX which thus im-
plies an overall enhancement of the total magnetic moment of the cluster. The magnetic
moment on the Co atom in such clusters is not affected by the choice of X. Though
smaller than the magnetic moment of the free Co atom, it is still larger than the bulk
value of 1.7µB. Fe in FeXn clusters on the other hand does not display any systematic
trend in that its spin may align either ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically with
the spin of its neighboring atom(s) thus giving rise to magnetic moments that are either
enhanced or reduced relative to the sum of the absolute values of the calculated atomic
magnetic moments of the cluster-constituent atoms.
In a thorough theoretical study of the 3d transition metal dimers, Gutsev et al. [27]
calculated the projected magnetic moments (among a host of other physical properties
such as the dipole moments, bond dissociation energies and ionization energies to name
a few) for both the homo- and heteronuclear dimers. For the FeCo and FeNi dimers, they
found that the Fe atom has its magnetic moment enhanced compared to the Fe atom in
an FeFe dimer (3.2µB and 3.4µB for Fe in FeCo and FeNi respectively compared to 3.0µB
for Fe in FeFe). The Co and Ni atoms on the other hand had their spin reduced compared
to the projected moments of the Co and Ni atoms in the CoCo and NiNi dimers (1.8µB
for Co in FeCo compared to 2.0µB in CoCo and 0.6µB for Ni in FeNi compared to
1.0µB in NiNi). In the case of the CoNi dimer, the Co atom has an enhanced magnetic
moment (2.2µB) while the Ni atom has a reduced magnetic moment (0.8µB). The sum
of the projected magnetic moments of the FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimers are in fact
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the same as the sum of the projected magnetic moments of these atoms when in their
homonuclear free dimer state. The enhancement in magnetic moment in order of Fe
>Co>Ni is consistent with the relative electronegativity of these species. Being the most
electronegative among the three, Ni tends to draw in electron density which then gives
results in the pairing of spin thus lowering its projected magnetic moment compared to
the Ni atom in the NiNi dimer. Fe on the other, being the least electronegative, would
have its magnetic moment enhanced compared to the Fe atom in the FeFe dimer. This
delicate interplay of d-orbital filling proves the key in enhancing the magnetic moments
of these binary clusters.
Exploiting the sensitivity of these clusters to their environment then offers the in-
triguing possibility to be able to tune or enhance the projected magnetic moments. In
our recent density functional theory study of Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers on
graphene, we found that the most stable dimers have a configuration where the dimer
bond axis is oriented perpendicular to the graphene plane. In this configuration, the
metal atom further from graphene has an enhanced magnetic moment while the metal
atom closer to graphene has a reduced magnetic moment, both taken in comparison
to the projected magnetic moments of the free dimer. When bound in a configuration
where the dimer bond axis is parallel to the graphene plane, both atoms have the same
magnetic moment. The binding strengths of the dimers vary according to both species
and configuration. These points motivate the question of whether bimetallic dimers of
these metals could bind strongly to graphene while having enhanced projected magnetic
moments for at least one of the metal atoms in the dimer. To the best of our knowledge,
no work on this subject has been done.
In this chapter, we present and discuss the results of our DFT calculations of FeCo,
FeNi, CoNi, FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers on graphene. In particular, we study the bind-
ing energies, magnetic moments, projected density of states and geometrical properties
when bound to graphene in various configurations.
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4.2 Computational method
The plane-wave based density functional theory program PWSCF (ESPRESSO ver-
sion 3.2) was used to perform all calculations [77]. The RRKJ ultrasoft pseudopotential
with non-linear core correction [78] was used for all species (i.e. C, Fe, Co, Ni and Pt)
with the PBE gradient correction [61] formalism employed for the exchange-correlation
functional. All pseudopotentials were obtained from the PWSCF pseudopotential on-
line reference [79]. Smearing was used to aid self-consistent field convergence. Specifi-
cally, we made use of the Marzari-Vanderbilt method [80] or cold smearing with a small
Gaussian spread of 0.001Ry.
Relative to the main group elements, the ground state properties of the transition
metals (e.g. binding energies, bond lengths and electronic state) are particularly sensi-
tive to how the exchange-correlation interaction is treated [11, 15, 17, 20, 21, 24, 52,
81]. This is a result of the complex 3d-4s exchange interactions arising from the fact
that these energy states lie close to each other. One way around this problem is to make
use of a multi-determinant wavefunction (e.g. a configuration interaction calculation).
A less computationally expensive choice would be to adopt a pseudopotential that treats
the exchange-correlation interaction better. Harris and Jones [82] have shown that the
LSDA for the exchange-correlation functional favors d occupancies (by approximately
1eV) relative to the GGA framework. The RRKJ ultrasoft pseudopotential is advanta-
geous in that its use requires a small cutoff energy when using a plane wave basis set.
GGA corrections are used in order to better estimate binding related parameters which
is vital to this work. The pseudopotentials that we have used are based on the transi-
tion metals having an electron configuration 4s13dn+1. The detailed occupancies of the
Fe, Co and Ni free atoms are given in Table 5.1. These were calculated by integrating
the projected density of states of the atom placed in a periodic supercell of dimensions
9.84Å × 9.84Å × 14.76Å using a kinetic energy of 40Ry and an energy density cutoff
of 480Ry.
It has been shown [11, 12, 17, 81] that in the case of small transition metal clus-
ters (e.g. dimers, trimers, tetramers and pentamers of Fe, Co and Ni), the respective
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atoms are in between the 4s13dn−1 and 4s23dn−2 states. Moroni et. al.[81], for ex-
ample, have pointed out that GGA and LSDA type calculations are poor in predicting
the ground state electronic structure of the free atoms (4s23dn−2), this in part owing
to the poorness of the exchange-correlation functional in treating interconfigurational
change [83, 84]. Using both an all-electron model and with ultrasoft pseudopotential
calculations, Moroni et al. found that the free Fe, Co and Ni atoms have electronic
configurations 3d6.2s1.8, 3d7.74s1.3 and 3d9.0s1.0 respectively. The occupancies we have
obtained are similar (see Table 5.1). The problem with the preference of d-occupancy
over s-occupancy is that if these atoms are involved in systems where the s-state oc-
cupancy is lower relative to the free atom case (e.g. in a cluster or when bound to a
surface), the binding energies predicted would be underestimated. The binding ener-
gies, magnetic moments, bond lengths and electronic configurations predicted in this
work are taken with reference to atoms with their calculated ground state electronic
configurations given in Table 5.1. The electronic configurations for Fe, Co and Ni were
taken from our previous calculations [104]. We note that Hund’s rule is still obeyed in
that the free Fe, Co, Ni and Pt atoms have magnetic moments of 4µB, 3µB, 2µB and 2µB
respectively, which correspond to the maximum spin-multiplicity for each atom. We
therefore expect no problems in terms of predicting magnetic moments. In the case of
carbon, the usual 2s22p2 state is used for which there is no known problem.
Details of the convergence testing (with respect to supercell size, kinetic energy
cutoff, energy density cutoff, number of k-points sampled in the Brillouin Zone and
the force convergence threshold) for the systems studied in this work is detailed in a
previous chapter, where similar systems were studied [104].
4.3 Results and Discussion
We begin our discussion with analysis of the free dimers, FeCo, FeNi, CoNi, FePt,
CoPt and NiPt. The dimer bond dissociation energies, and projected magnetic moments,
charges and electron configurations, and bond lengths that we have calculated for these
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free dimers are presented in Figure 4.1.
(a) FeCo (b) FeNi (c) CoNi
(d) FePt (e) CoPt (f) NiPt
Figure 4.1: Dissociation energies (Ed), bond lengths, projected magnetic moments and
electronic configurations of the free FeCo, FeNi, CoNi, FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers.
The color code for Fe, Co, Ni and Pt is red, green, purple and gray respectively and will
be used throughout this chapter. We note that the charges do not balance exactly and is
a result of the errors introduced when calculating and integrating the projected density
of states.
The accuracy of the calculated dimer bond dissociation energies depends strongly
on how well the exchange-correlation functional used estimates the energy required for
the interconfiguration change 3dn−24s2→ 3dn−14s1, viz. the interconfigurational energy
[52, 53]. DFT calculations intrinsically favor populating electronic states with higher
angular momenta, which in this case are the d-orbitals. This follows from the fact that
there is an increase (decrease) in the population of the d- (s-) orbitals for the electronic
configurations of the free metal atoms calculated using DFT compared to the exper-
imentally determined values. There is a decrease in the population of the projected s
orbitals of the metal atoms in the dimer compared to the s orbitals of the free metal atom.
This is also characteristic of the small homonuclear clusters of these metals [11, 12, 17].
Therefore, we expect that just like the homonuclear clusters, the binding energies that
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we have calculated are an overestimate since the interconfigurational energies have been
underestimated. For the free FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimers, the bond energies that we
have calculated are higher than those calculated by Gutsev et al. by 0.30eV, 0.14eV and
0.25eV respectively. The methodology used by Gutsev et al. is quite different from that
used here. They used the 6-311+G∗/BPW91 level of theory in the GAUSSIAN98 pro-
gram although they noted that the BPW91 and PBE exchange-correlation functionals
provided rather similar results for the 3d homonuclear dimers. We therefore conclude
that these differences in bond energies arise from the choice of basis functions.
The projected electronic configurations and magnetic moments, and dimer bond
lengths for the FeCo and CoNi dimers that we have calculated are in very good agree-
ment with the values calculated by Gutsev et al.. However for FeNi and FePt, the
magnetic moments we calculated are 4.55µB and 4.30µB respectively for a smearing of
0.001Ry. This is because the highest occupied spin-up and spin-down single-particle
states have eigenvalues that are very close to each other. Therefore, a zero smearing
is required in order to obtain accurate magnetic moments for these dimers. Using zero
smearing, we obtained a magnetic moment of 4.00µB for both FeNi and FePt dimers.
We found that the binding energy for the FeNi dimer as calculated using zero smearing
is lower by 0.04eV compared to the calculation where 0.001Ry of smearing was used.
Six initial starting configurations for each of the FeCo, FeNi, CoNi, FePt, CoPt and
NiPt dimers adsorbed on graphene were studied. Representations of these configura-
tions are shown in Figure 4.2. There are two sub-configurations for each of the type
2.3 and 2.4, which we have called 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, where the lower
index corresponds to the case where the atom with the higher atomic number is closer
to graphene. As the dimers do not have their bond axes oriented exactly perpendicular
or parallel to the graphene plane, we define θ, which is the angle the dimer bond axis
makes with the normal to the graphene plane. The angle θ is a useful measure of the
extent of the buckling that occurs in the cases where the dimer bond axis is oriented
nearly parallel to the graphene plane (i.e. in configurations 2.1 and 2.2).
The relative stability of a bound dimer configuration is dependent on both the amount
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(a) Configuration 2.1 (b) Configuration 2.2
(c) Configuration 2.3 (d) Configuration 2.4
Figure 4.2: Representations of the four general initial configurations of the six mixed
dimers studied in this work. There are two sub-configurations of the type 2.3 and 2.4
which we have called 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, and 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, where the lower index
corresponds to the case where the species with the higher proton number is closer to
graphene. Not all initial configurations are stable. This is discussed in the text.
of charge transferred to graphene as well as the amount of energy required for the in-
terconfigurational change that is necessary for the atoms in the bound dimer to revert to
their respective free dimer projected electronic configurations. The amount of charge
that is transferred to graphene is a measure of the extent of interaction between the
metal atoms and the graphene. However, the binding energy does not monotonically
increase with the amount of charge transferred from dimer to graphene. This is because
if the amount of energy required for an interconfiguration change is substantially higher
in one dimer configuration than another, then a greater amount of dimer-to-graphene
charge transfer in the latter need not necessarily imply stronger binding to graphene.
The most strongly bound FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimer configuration is 2.3.1. This
corresponds to a dimer with its bond axis oriented nearly perpendicular to the graphene
plane with the atoms directly above a hole site and the atom with the higher atomic
number closer to graphene. The binding energies, the metal-metal bond lengths, the
metal-to-graphene separation and the projected magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations of the metal atoms for the bound FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimers are shown
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(a) FeCo 2.1 (b) FeCo 2.2
(c) FeCo 2.3.1 (d) FeCo 2.3.2
(e) FeCo 2.4.2
Figure 4.3: The atomization (Eat)
and binding (Eb) energies, metal-metal
bond lengths, metal-to-graphene sep-
aration, and projected magnetic mo-
ments and electronic configurations of
the bound FeCo dimers. Configuration
2.4.1 is unstable and the dimer with that
initial configuration converged to con-
figuration 2.3.1.
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(a) FeNi 2.1 (b) FeNi 2.2
(c) FeNi 2.3.1 (d) FeNi 2.3.2
Figure 4.4: The atomization (Eat) and binding (Eb) energies, metal-metal bond lengths,
metal-to-graphene separation, and projected magnetic moments and electronic config-
urations of the bound FeNi dimers. Configurations 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are unstable and
the dimers with those initial configurations converged to configurations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
respectively
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(a) CoNi 2.2 (b) CoNi 2.3.1
(c) CoNi 2.3.2
Figure 4.5: The atomization (Eat)
and binding (Eb) energies, metal-metal
bond lengths, metal-to-graphene sep-
aration, and projected magnetic mo-
ments and electronic configurations of
the bound CoNi dimers. Configura-
tions 2.1, 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are unstable
and the dimers with those initial con-
figurations converged to configurations
2.2, 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 respectively
in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. We added the binding energies to the respective free dimer
bond energies to get atomization energies for the bound dimer. These values are also
included in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. As a gauge of the convergence of parameters used
in our calculations, we also calculated the atomization energies by the taking the dif-
ference in the total energies of the graphene with two separate metal atoms in the gas
phase, and the graphene with the bound dimer. We find that the atomization energies
calculated either way are the same.
The d-state occupancies for adsorbed dimers with bond axes nearly parallel to graphene
are similar to those for the free dimer. The s-state occupancy is considerably lower for
the bound dimer. This depletion in the s-state occupancy of the bound dimer to the free
state dimer is correlated to the amount of charge that is transferred to the pi system of
graphene. For example for the bound FeCo dimer in configuration 2.1, 0.80 electrons
are transferred to graphene. This is equal to the sum of the depletion in the s-state
occupancies for the Fe and Co atoms, viz. 0.28 and 0.53 respectively. The projected
electronic configuration for the atoms in a dimer bound with its axis nearly perpendicu-
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lar to graphene is considerably different compared to a dimer bound with its axis nearly
parallel to graphene. The atom that is farther from graphene has an electronic config-
uration that is closer to the free atom electronic configuration. The d-state occupancy
of the atom that is closer to graphene is similar to that of the projected electronic con-
figuration in the free dimer. The charge transfer to the graphene comes almost entirely
from the s-orbital of the atom that is closer to graphene. For the bound FeCo dimer in
configuration 2.3.1, the Co atom is closer to graphene. The change in the occupancy in
the s-state for this Co atom when the dimer goes from the free to bound state is equal to
0.37 (see Figures 4.1 and 4.3(c)) and this is equal to the number of electrons transferred
to the graphene.
For dimers bound perpendicular to the graphene plane, desorption from the graphene
is accompanied by a significant change of the electronic configuration of the atom far-
ther from the graphene. For the bound FeCo dimer in configuration 2.3.1, the Fe atom
electronic configuration changes from 3d6.414s1.47 to 3d6.814s1.05 when the dimer des-
orbs. Therefore desorption of perpendicular bound dimers is accompanied by an elec-
tronic interconfigurational energy change. This is not the case for dimers bound with
their axes parallel to graphene and thus the perpendicularly bound dimers have a larger
binding energy eventhough the amount of charge transferred to graphene is smaller.
This also allows us to understand why configuration 2.3.2 has a lower binding energy
than 2.3.1 because the interconfigurational s→d energy decreases as Fe>Co>Ni. This
also explains why buckling occurs in dimer configurations 2.1 and 2.2 with the buckled-
up atom having the higher interconfigurational s→d energy. The buckled-up atom has
a slight depletion in its d-state occupancy and therefore a small amount of electron
transfer to the d-states is necessary in order to attain the electronic configuration of the
free dimer. Having the buckled-up atom with the higher interconfigurational energy
therefore allows for a small amount of added stability compared to a hypothetical case
where both atoms have d-occupancies that are very close to that of the free dimer. We
also found that apart from the FeCo dimer bound as configuration 2.4.2, all other 2.4-
type configurations were unstable. In these cases, the dimers migrated from the atom
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site to the hole site while maintaining the relative orientation of the dimer, viz. 2.4.1 to
2.3.1 and 2.4.2 to 2.3.2.
(a) FePt 2.3.1.0 (b) FePt 2.3.2
(c) FePt 2.4.1
Figure 4.6: The atomization (Eat)
and binding (Eb) energies, metal-metal
bond lengths, metal-to-graphene sep-
aration, and projected magnetic mo-
ments and electronic configurations of
the bound FePt dimers. Configura-
tion 2.3.1 is unstable and the dimer
with that initial starting configuration
converged to the configuration labeled
2.3.1.0, with the Pt atom (closer to
graphene) located above the bridge
site (i.e. at the mid-point of the C-
C bond in graphene). Configurations
2.1, 2.2 and 2.4.2 are unstable and the
dimers with those initial configurations
all converged to configuration 2.3.2 re-
spectively, albeit the latter being the
least stable of the bound FePt config-
urations studied in this work suggest-
ing that the energy barrier to configura-
tion 2.3.2 is lower than the energy bar-
rier to configuration 2.3.1.0, the global
minimum of the configurations studied
here.
Just like the homonuclear dimers and the mixed FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimers, we
find that the most strongly bound FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimer configurations are those
where the dimer bond axis is oriented nearly perpendicular to the graphene plane. The
atomization and binding energies, metal-metal bond lengths, metal-to-graphene separa-
tion, and projected magnetic moments and electronic configurations of the metal atoms
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(a) CoPt 2.3.1.0 (b) CoPt 2.3.2
(c) CoPt 2.4.1 (d) CoPt 2.4.2
Figure 4.7: The atomization (Eat) and binding (Eb) energies, metal-metal bond lengths,
metal-to-graphene separation, and projected magnetic moments and electronic config-
urations of the bound CoPt dimers. Like the FePt dimer bound with an initial config-
uration 2.3.1, the CoPt dimer converged to configuration 2.3.1.0. Configurations 2.1
and 2.2 are unstable and the dimers with those initial configurations both converged to
configuration 2.3.2, which in the case of the bound CoPt, is the most stable of the bound
CoPt dimer configurations studied in this work.
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(a) NiPt 2.2 (b) NiPt 2.3.1.0
(c) NiPt 2.3.2 (d) NiPt 2.4.1
(e) NiPt 2.4.2
Figure 4.8: The atomization (Eat)
and binding (Eb) energies, metal-metal
bond lengths, metal-to-graphene sep-
aration, and projected magnetic mo-
ments and electronic configurations of
the bound CoPt dimers. Like the FePt
and CoPt dimers bound with an ini-
tial configuration 2.3.1, the NiPt dimer
converged to configuration 2.3.1.0.
Configuration 2.1 is unstable and the
dimer with that initial configuration
converged to configuration 2.2.
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for the bound FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers are shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 respec-
tively for dimer configurations which are stable. For these dimers, we were not able to
find a stable configuration 2.1; the FePt and CoPt dimers with this initial configuration
converged to configuration 2.3.2 while the NiPt dimer converged to configuration 2.2.
The most stable FePt configuration is 2.3.1.0 where the dimer is bound perpendicularly
at a bridge site. The most stable CoPt and NiPt configuration is 2.3.2.
For the FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers, we find that configuration 2.3.1 is unstable.
Starting with an initial configuration 2.3.1, these dimers migrated to the bridge site,
which we have called configuration 2.3.1.0. We carried out calculations for Pt adatom
on graphene and find that the bridge site is the most stable adsorption site. This has a
binding energy of 1.44eV and is 0.14eV more stable than binding at an atom site. Our
calculations showed that Pt atoms do not bind at the hole site. Given our previous dis-
cussion which demonstrates that electron transfer from perpendicularly bound dimers
to graphene comes almost entirely from the atom closer to the graphene, the instability
of the Pt adatom at the hole site is consistent with the instability of 2.3.1. This is further
supported by the fact that configuration 2.1 is unstable for all three FePt, CoPt and NiPt
bound dimers, possibly owing to the fact that the Pt atom itself is unstable when bound
above a hole site.
As opposed to the FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimers, the charge transfer that accom-
panies the adsorption of the FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers does not occur exclusively
between the atom closer to graphene and graphene. The projected electronic configura-
tions shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 shows that charge transfer also occurs between the
two atoms of the dimer. However it is still clear that the atom farther from graphene
has a larger electronic interconfigurational change, which in cases involves a net d→s
interconfiguration change during adsorption. Since the s→d electronic interconfigura-
tional energy for Pt is the most negative, we would expect that the X-Pt (X=Fe, Co or
Ni) dimers would adsorb most strongly with Pt closer to graphene. This is consistent
for the adsorbed FePt dimer. However, the most strongly adsorbed CoPt and NiPt dimer
configuration is one where the Pt atom is farther from graphene. As we have discussed
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earlier, the binding energy is determined by both the electronic interconfigurational en-
ergy change and the amount of charge transferred to the graphene. Our calculations
suggest that for CoPt and NiPt, it is the effect of charge transfer that is dominant in
determining the most stable adsorption configuration. For configurations where the Pt
atom is closer to graphene, the lower charge transfer to graphene is consistent with the
higher electronegativity of Pt relative to both Co and Ni. Thus, for CoPt and NiPt, the
higher binding energies of configurations where the Pt atom is farther from graphene is
ultimately due to the higher electronegativity of Pt.
Relative to the projected magnetic moments of the atoms in the free dimer, the pro-
jected magnetic moment of the atom that is farther from graphene is enhanced but is
reduced for the atom that is closer to graphene. Overall, there is little change in the
total magnetic moment of the dimer when bound to graphene compared to when it is
free. To the best of our knowledge, there is no available data on the magnetic moment
of the free FePt dimer but we would expect that since Pt is in the same group as Ni
in the periodic table, the total magnetic moment should be 4.00µB as well; this what
we get in configurations 2.3.1.0 and 2.4.1. The total magnetic moment for FePt when
bound as configuration 2.3.2 is zero. The spins on the two metal atoms are aligned
antiferromagnetically and there is no net spin on graphene. For the free dimers, the pro-
jected moments on Fe, Co, Ni are most enhanced when bonded to Pt and the projected
magnetic moment on Pt is most enhanced when bonded to Ni. When the dimers are
adsorbed on graphene, the projected moment on each of Fe, Ni and Pt is most enhanced
when bonded to Co in configuration 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.2 respectively. For each com-
bination of elements, these configurations are also the most stable ones found in our
calculations except for the CoNi dimer for which configuration 2.3.1 is 0.01eV more
stable than configuration 2.3.2. The projected moment on Co is most enhanced when
bonded to Fe in configuration 2.3.2 which has a binding energy that is 0.36eV less than
the most stable bound FeCo configuration, 2.3.1. Therefore, Fe, Ni and Pt have their
magnetic moments most enhanced when bonded to Co and bound to graphene in the
most stable dimer configuration or in a configuration that is very close in stability as in
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the case of the CoNi dimer.
4.4 Conclusion
We have carried out density functional theory calculations to study the binding strength,
projected magnetic moments and electronic configurations of various adsorbed FeCo,
FeNi, CoNi, FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers on graphene. We find that similar to the ad-
sorbed homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni dimers on graphene, the most stable dimer config-
uration corresponds to one where the dimer bond axis is oriented nearly perpendicular
to the graphene plane. When oriented with the dimer bond axis nearly parallel to the
graphene plane (i.e. as configurations 2.1 and 2.2), the projected electronic configura-
tions of the metal atoms are very similar to the projected electronic configurations of
the free mixed dimer, at least in terms of the d-state occupancy. The decrease in the
s-state occupancy is largely owed to charge transfer to graphene. When oriented with
the dimer bond axis nearly perpendicular to the graphene plane (i.e. configurations of
the type 2.3 and 2.4), more energy is required to desorb the dimer relative to the for-
mer due to the additional energy required for an electronic interconfigurational change
for the atom farther from graphene since this atom has an electronic configuration that
is closer to that of the free atomic state rather than that of the free mixed dimer state.
The most stable adsorbed FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimer configuration corresponds to
one where the dimer bond axis is oriented nearly perpendicular to the graphene plane,
with the atoms above a hole site and the species with the higher interconfiguration en-
ergy located farther from graphene. For the adsorbed FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers on
graphene, we found that any hole site configuration is unstable and is most likely due to
the fact that the Pt adatom is unstable above the hole site and migrates to the bridge site.
We therefore found that configuration 2.3.1 is unstable and that a bound FePt, CoPt
and NiPt dimer with Pt closer to graphene converged to a structure where the dimer
bond axis is perpendicular and above a bridge site (i.e. configuration 2.3.1.0). For the
adsorbed FePt dimers on graphene, we found that the amount of charge transferred to
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graphene is the same regardless of the bound dimer configuration. The most stable FePt
bound dimer configuration is 2.3.1.0, again where the metal atom, in this case Fe, with
the higher interconfiguration energy is located farther from the graphene plane. For the
CoPt and NiPt bound dimer configurations, we found that the amount of charge transfer
to the graphene plane is more significant than the stabilization provided by an inter-
configurational change. The most stable adsorbed CoPt and NiPt dimers on graphene
correspond to configuration 2.3.2, with the Co and Ni atoms closer to graphene respec-
tively. Finally, similar to the adsorbed homonuclear dimers on graphene, the magnetic
moment of the atom farther from graphene is enhanced but is reduced for the atom that
is closer to graphene. For the adsorbed mixed dimers, the magnetic moments of Fe, Ni
and Pt are most enhanced when bonded to Co and correspond to the most stable dimer
configurations studied in this work.
Chapter 5
DFT study on the thermodynamics and
magnetic properties of the
homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni trimers
and tetramers, and selected
heteronuclear Fe, Co, Ni and Pt
trimers and tetramers on graphene
5.1 Introduction
Magnetic materials with enhanced magnetization densities have attracted much re-
search interest in recent years for use as data storage media. It is known that the small
homonuclear clusters of the ferromagnetic metals (Fe, Co and Ni) exhibit high magnetic
moments (see references [11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 20, 21, 105] for a just a few examples) and
are therefore of great interest in context of developing advanced magnetic materials.
These clusters have been studied, both experimentally and theoretically, in both the gas
phase [11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 30, 86, 90, 91, 105, 106, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 112] and when adsorbed on, or embedded within [40, 41, 42, 88, 89]
a suitable substrate. A variety of substrates have been studied, including Ag [32], Pd
and Pt [33], carbon nanotubes [34], fullerene [68, 69], graphite [65, 75] and graphene
[35, 36, 38, 37, 104]. The recent isolation of graphene has prompted many to inves-
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tigate various interesting properties that are associated with two-dimensional systems
[43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 70, 71, 72, 73, 113]. Aside from the interesting physics
intrinsically associated with graphene, another point of research is to investigate the
interaction of graphene with transition metal clusters, particularly those of the ferro-
magnetic metals, and if the use of graphene as a substrate for these clusters might allow
for an integration of technologies. It has been shown that the homonuclear Fe, Co
and Ni dimers retain their magnetic moments when adsorbed on graphene while the
projected magnetic moments of these adatoms are dependent upon the adsorption site
[35, 36, 37, 38, 104]. While it is known that the larger-sized clusters of these metals
do exhibit large magnetic moments, and in some magic-number sized clusters anoma-
lously high magnetic moments, no work has been done to investigate how these clusters
interact with graphene and if these clusters would still exhibit large magnetic moments
when adsorbed on graphene.
There is still however an upper limit to the magnetization density for any given ma-
terial. The Slater-Pauling curve shows that bulk alloying of the ferromagnetic metals
does result in enhanced average magnetic moments, the maximum of this curve occur-
ring for the alloy Fe0.7Co0.3. It is therefore important to investigate if binary clusters of
these metals might result in enhanced magnetic moments. Just like the small homonu-
clear clusters, we would expect that the electronic and magnetic properties of the het-
eronuclear clusters would be extremely sensitive to their immediate environment and
that the electronic and hence magnetic properties would be dependent on the geometry
as well as stoichiometry of these clusters. Heteronuclear, specifically bimetallic, clus-
ters have been shown to exhibit both enhanced and reduced magnetic moments [31, 27].
This enhancement and reduction is dependent upon the species involved in the cluster
as well as the stoichiometric ratio of the species in the clusters. While there have been
many studies and reports on the study of mixed systems, for example Fe clusters in a
Co matrix, mixed nanograins of Fe/Pt and Ni/Pt systems, little work has been done to
study the interaction and therefore the effect a substrate has on a bimetallic cluster.
In our recent reports on homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers adsorbed on
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graphene, and heteronuclear dimers of Fe, Co, Ni and Pt also adsorbed on graphene, we
have shown that these clusters, in general, retain their total magnetic moments; anoma-
lies do arise and are dependent on the adsorption site and configuration. Particularly
interesting was the fact that in certain configurations, specifically in the cases where
the dimer bond axis is aligned nearly perpendicular to the graphene plane, the magnetic
moment on the atom farther from graphene is enhanced while that on the other atom
is reduced, both compared to the projected magnetic moments on the respective atoms
in the free dimer. We also found that the magnetic moments of Fe, Ni and Pt are most
enhanced when bonded to Co and when bound to graphene and that for a particular het-
eronuclear dimer, certain adsorbed configurations have much higher binding energies
owing to the species that is closer to graphene. These conclusions point us to question
if certain heteronuclear trimers and tetramers might be tailored in such a way that they
bind strongly to graphene and at the same time have particularly enhanced magnetic
moments, especially for the atom(s) farther from the graphene plane.
There are two aims here. The first part of this work involves studying the atom-
ization and binding energies, geometries (bond lengths and bond angles), and pro-
jected electronic configurations and magnetic moments of both the free and adsorbed
(on graphene) homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni trimers and tetramers. When adsorbed on
graphene, we are also interested in how the adsorption site configurations affect these
cluster properties. The second part of this work involves studying various heteronuclear
Fe, Co, Ni and Pt trimers and tetramers and how these interact with graphene. There is
naturally a lot of phase space that can be covered here, from studying various adsorption
site configurations to various stoichiometries for each type of heteronuclear cluster. As
we are mainly interested in the projected magnetic moments and binding energies of
these heteronuclear clusters when adsorbed on graphene, we have limited our adsorp-
tion study of these heteronuclear clusters to just one adsorption site configuration per
cluster type. These adsorption site configurations were decided based upon the results
of the first part of this work and will be elaborated later.
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5.2 Computational method
The plane-wave based density functional theory program PWSCF (ESPRESSO ver-
sion 3.2) was used to perform all calculations [77]. The RRKJ ultrasoft pseudopotential
with non-linear core correction [78] was used for all species (i.e. C, Fe, Co, Ni and Pt)
with the PBE gradient correction [61] formalism employed for the exchange-correlation
functional. All pseudopotentials were obtained from the PWSCF pseudopotential on-
line reference [79]. Smearing was used to aid scf convergence. Specifically, we made
use of the Marzari-Vanderbilt method [80] or cold smearing with a small Gaussian
spread of 0.001Ry or 0.013eV.
The projected state populations and electronic configurations of the Fe, Co, Ni and
Pt atoms are shown in table 5.1. These electronic configurations are particularly use-
ful in context of comparing how the projected electronic configurations of these metals
change when they are part of a cluster, both free and adsorbed on graphene. Details
of the convergence testing (with respect to supercell size, kinetic energy cutoff, energy
density cutoff, number of k-points sampled in the Brillouin Zone and the force conver-
gence threshold) for the systems studied in this work is detailed in a previous chapter,
where similar systems were studied [104].
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Homonuclear Trimers
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work on Fe, Co and Ni trimers adsorbed on
graphene has been published. There is however a vast amount of work that has been
done to investigate the free Fe [11, 12, 14, 16, 24, 112], Co [12, 17, 24] and Ni [12, 20,
21, 22, 24, 109, 110, 111] trimers. In this work, we have studied six adsorbed trimer
configurations. Representations of these configurations are shown in Figure 5.2. Not
all of these configurations are stable; we will point these out later in our discussion. We
begin with the results of our free trimer calculations and compare these with previous
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work so as to have a gauge of how well our calculations estimate the bond dissociation
energies, magnetic moments and cluster geometry.
Free Fe trimer (Fe3)
Ed TMM R θWork
(eV/atom) (µB) (Å) (o)
2.06 53.0This work (XZ) 1.58 10.0
2.31, 2.31 63.5, 63.5
2.30 60.0This work (XY) 1.55 12.0
2.30, 2.30 60.0, 60.0
2.24 60.0Papas a 1.56 10.0
2.24, 2.24 60.0, 60.0
2.10 60.0
Castro et al. b 2.75 8.0
2.10, 2.10 60.0, 60.0
2.09 53.3Castro et al. c 1.41 8.0
2.10, 2.10 60.0, 60.0
2.09 53.3
Gutsev et al. d 1.51 10.0
2.33, 2.33 63.35, 63.35
Kohler et al. e 2.97 8.0 - -
Loh et al. f 0.97 - - -
a DFT calculations using Becke’s exchange functional and Perdew’s (1986) correlation
functional and the Wachters basis set [24]
b DFT calculations using the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair exchange-correlation functional and
Gaussian-type basis functions [11, 12]
c DFT calculations using the Perdew-Wang gradient corrected exchange functional and
the Perdew gradient corrected correlation functional, and Gaussian-type basis
functions [11, 12]
d Combination of electron photodetachment experiment and DFT calculations
calculations using the BPW91/6-311+G∗ approach
e Density-functional tight-binding calculations [14]
f Collision-induced dissociation of Fe+n ions using Xe [114]
Table 5.2: Dissociation energies (Ed), total magnetic moments (TMM), bond lengths
(R) and bond angles (θ) of the free Fe trimer.
There is no consensus as to the ground state geometry, electronic structure and spin-
multiplicity of the Fe trimer. Studies prior to 2000 (see [24] and references therein)
conclude that the ground state geometry of the Fe trimer is an isosceles triangle, (with
C2v symmetry) with a spin-multiplicity of 9. Various other studies concluded that the
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ground state Fe trimer is an equilateral triangle (D3h symmetry) with spin-multiplicities
and bond lengths of, 7 and 2.10Å [12], 5 and 2.22Å [115] and, 9 and 2.14Å [116].
Using density functional theory calculations, Papas and Schaefer III [24] carried out
an extensive study on the geometry-electronic structure dependence for the 3d transi-
tion metal trimers. They found that the ground state geometry of the Fe trimer is an
equilateral triangle in an 11E” state. Our atomization energies and spin-multiplicites are
in excellent agreement with their results. However, we find that the Fe trimer favors
an isosceles triangular geometry. Synergizing first-principles calculations (LCAO type
calculations using a 6-311+G* basis set, with GGA corrections for the Becke exchange
functional and the Perdew and Wang correlation functional), electron photodetachment
experiments and the Stern-Gerlach technique, Gutsev et al. [25] claim to unambigu-
ously ascertain the the Fe trimer does indeed have an isosceles triangular geometry and
a total magnetic moment of 10µB. Our results are in near perfect agreement with that
obtained by Gutsev et al, except for a difference of 0.07eV/atom for the trimer atomiza-
tion energies. Relative to other experimental data [ref], the trimer atomization energies
differ by between 0.4-0.6 eV/atom, just as in the case of the dimers.
Theoretical studies on the Co trimer predict a ground state with spin-multiplicity
of either 6 or 8 and either an isosceles (C2v) or equilateral (D3h) triangular geometry.
Compared to the Fe trimer, and as will be discussed Ni trimers, little work has been
done to establish the electronic state of the Co trimer. The crux of the literature on Co
trimers have focused on establishing the ground state geometry, spin-multiplicity and
vibrational frequencies. Jamorski et al [17] found the linear trimers to be least stable,
which one might expect on the basis of the Jahn-Teller theorem. At both the LSDA and
GGA levels, they found the most stable trimer geometry to be an isosceles triangle with
a spin-multiplicity of 6.
Previous studies suggest that the free Ni trimer is an equilateral triangle with equi-
librium bond lengths of approximately 2.2Å, with spin-multiplicity of 3 and having an
atomization energy of about 1.7eV/atom. This is very encouraging in context of the
present study. It is however puzzling that the geometry of the Ni trimer is an equilateral
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Free Co trimer (Co3)
Ed TMM R θWork
(eV/atom) (µB) (Å) (o)
2.07 54.9This work (XZ) 1.68 7.0
2.24, 2.25 62.4, 62.7
2.31 65.7This work (XY) 1.67 7.0
2.13, 2.13 57.3, 57.0
2.18 60.0Papas a 1.38 5.0
2.18, 2.18 60.0, 60.0
2.28 60.0
Fan et al. b 1.80 7.0
2.28, 2.28 60.0, 60.0
2.19 62.8Jamorski et al. c 2.79 5.0
2.07, 2.07 58.6, 58.6
2.24 62.0
Jamorski et al. d 1.53 5.0
2.12, 2.12 59.0, 59.0
a DFT calculations using Becke’s exchange functional and Perdew’s (1986) correlation
functional and the Wachters basis set [24]
b DFT calculations using Hartree-Fock-Slater plus Becke’s nonlocal correction for the
exchange-correlation functional and an STO basis set [26]
c DFT calculations using the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair exchange-correlation functional and
Gaussian-type basis functions [17, 12]
d DFT calculations using the Perdew-Wang gradient corrected exchange functional and
the Perdew gradient corrected correlation functional, and Gaussian-type basis
functions [17, 12]
Table 5.3: Dissociation energies (Ed), total magnetic moments (TMM), bond lengths
(R) and bond angles (θ) of the free Co trimer.
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Free Ni trimer (Ni3)
Ed TMM R θWork
(eV/atom) (µB) (Å) (o)
2.21 60.0This work (XZ) 1.73 2.0
2.21, 2.21 60.1, 59.9
2.21 60.0This work (XY) 1.73 2.0
2.21, 2.21 60.1, 59.9
2.23 60.0Papas a 1.67 2.0
2.23, 2.23 60.0, 60.0
2.12 60.0
Cheng et al. b 1.75 4.0
2.12, 2.12 60.0, 60.0
2.18 60.0Michelini et al. c 2.20 2.0
2.18, 2.18 60.0, 60.0
2.26 60.0
Michelini et al. d 1.70 2.0
2.26, 2.26 60.0, 60.0
2.26 60.0
Moskovits et al. e - - - 90-100
a DFT calculations using Becke’s exchange functional and Perdew’s (1986) correlation
functional and the Wachters basis set [24]
b DFT calculations using the discrete variational method and the linear combination of
atomic basis functions [22]
c DFT calculations using the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair exchange-correlation functional and
Slater-type basis functions [20]
d DFT calculations using the Perdew exchange-correlation functional and Slater-type
basis functions [21]
e Resonance Raman secptroscopy of Ni-containing species in solid Ar [111]
Table 5.4: Dissociation energies (Ed), total magnetic moments (TMM), bond lengths
(R) and bond angles (θ) of the free Ni trimer.
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triangle since according to the Jahn-Teller theorem, a molecule should break or lower
its symmetry if it allows for an electronic relaxation, particularly in cases where par-
tially occupied degenerate molecular orbitals are present. It is therefore important to
question if the Ni trimer that we have calculated here might be trapped in a local min-
imum on its potential energy surface. Moskovits and DiLella [111], using resonance
Raman spectroscopy of a Ni-containing species isolated in solid Ar, determined this
species to be Ni3 with a C2v symmetry, having an apex angle of between 90-100o (see
table 5.4). These results however need to be taken with a pinch of salt based on work
done about 10 years later by Cheng and Ellis [22] who found a rather ‘flat’ potential
well in the region of R>Re. The results of Cheng and Ellis therefore bring into ques-
tion results determined by spectroscopy for the Ni trimer. Michelini et al. [20, 21]
carried out two sets of DFT calculations using LSDA and GGA type corrections for
the exchange-correlation functional, and an STO-basis set in both cases, and found that
all triangular-like Ni3 molecules converged to an equilateral triangle regardless of the
starting geometry. They determined that all degenerate molecular orbitals in the Ni
trimer are completely filled and that any net spin observed stemmed from half-filled
orbitals with A-type symmetry (e.g. a2’ or a1”). Our calculations too started with a Ni
trimer (and in fact for the Fe and Co trimer as well) with a scalene triangle geometry.
In light of this, we can conclude that the Ni trimer would not undergo vibronic-based
Jahn-Teller relaxation and that the equilateral triangle geometry is in fact the ground
state geometry.
The most stable adsorbed trimer configuration for the Fe, Co and Ni trimers are
configurations 3.3, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively (see Figures 5.3, 5.3.1 and 5.3.1). There are
three factors that contribute to the stability of each adsorbed configuration relative to
the other configurations studied in this work. The first factor is that of the geometry that
the trimer adopts when adsorbed on graphene. When adsorbed with its plane parallel
to the graphene plane, the geometry of the trimer is constrained by the symmetry of
the underlying graphene to adopt an equilateral triangle geometry. We found that the
ground state geometry of the free Fe and Co trimers is an isosceles triangle, commensu-
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(a) Fe3 with an isosceles triangle geome-
try
(b) Fe3 with an equilateral triangle geom-
etry
(c) Co3 with an isosceles triangle geome-
try
(d) Ni3 with an isosceles triangle geome-
try
Figure 5.1: Atomization energies, bond angles, bond lengths and projected magnetic
moments and electronic configurations of the free Fe, Co and Ni trimers. Two stable
Fe trimer geometries were obtained by changing the orientation of this trimer in the
supercell, which is anisotropic, used in our calculations: an isosceles triangle and an
equilateral triangle. For the Co and Ni trimers, the same bond lengths, bond angles and
projected electronic configurations and magnetic moments were obtained regardless of
the orientation of these trimers within the supercell.
rate with the findings of others (see above). Therefore, constraining the adsorbed trimer
to an equilateral triangle geometry, in the cases of the adsorbed Fe and Co trimers,
does lower its stability compared to other configurations where this constraint does not
apply, viz. configurations 3.3-3.6. The difference in energy between the most stable
adsorbed trimer with its plane parallel to the graphene plane (i.e. configuration 3.2)
compared to the overall most stable adsorbed trimer configuration (i.e. configuration
3.3) is 0.24eV and 0.75eV for Fe and Co respectively. The free Ni trimer on the other
hand has an equilateral triangle geometry which implies that the geometric constraint
imposed by the underlying graphene should not affect the adsorbed Ni trimer as much
as the adsorbed Fe and Co trimers. However, we do find that there is still a difference
of 0.48eV in the total binding energy between configuration 3.4 and 3.2. In context of
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(a) Configuration 3.1 (b) Configuration 3.2 (c) Configuration 3.3
(d) Configuration 3.4 (e) Configuration 3.5 (f) Configuration 3.6
Figure 5.2: Representations of the six adsorbed trimer configurations studied in this
work. The spheres represent the metal atoms. Larger spheres indicate that those metal
atoms are further from the graphene plane relative to the smaller spheres: (a) each
adatom above a hole site, (b) each adatom atop an atom site, (c) two adatoms above hole
sites and a third atom, further from graphene, above the bridge site, (d) two adatoms
above bridge sites with a third atom, further from graphene, above the hole site, (e) one
adatom above the bridge site with two atoms, further from graphene above neighbouring
hole sites and (f) one adatom above the hole site with two atoms, further from graphene
above neighbouring bridge sites.
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the geometry alone, we may attribute this to the difference in bond lengths between the
free and adsorbed trimers. In the case of the Ni trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.2,
the Ni-Ni bond length is on average 0.1Å longer than the Ni-Ni bond length in the free
Ni trimer. This value is reduced to 0.05Å when adsorbed as configuration 3.4, which is
the most stable adsorbed Ni trimer configuration.
The second factor is the interconfigurational energy change necessary for each atom
in the adsorbed trimer to revert its projected electronic configuration back to that of the
free trimer. For Fe and Co, a d→s interconfigurational change is exothermic while
for Ni this is endothermic (see Ref. [52] and references therein). Therefore, when
such an interconfigurational change is required for an Fe or Co trimer to desorb from
graphene, the adsorbed trimer is destabilized; the Ni trimer on the other hand would be
stabilized. The projected d-state populations for two out of the three atoms in the Fe
trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.1 and 3.2, and for two out of the three atoms in the
Co trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.2, are very similar to their respective free trimer
projected d-state populations. Owing to the equilateral triangle geometry to which these
adsorbed configurations are constrained to, the third remaining atom of the adsorbed
trimer has an electronic configuration that is the same as the other two, and therefore
quite different compared to the atom in the free Fe or Co trimer that has the higher s-
state population; this third adsorbed atom has a higher d-state population compared to
the atom in the free trimer that has an electronic configuration that is different relative to
the other two. For example, if we compare the d-state population of one of the Fe atoms
of the Fe trimer when adsorbed as configurations 3.1 and 3.2, to the d-state population
of the Fe atom in the free trimer that has the lowest d-state population, we find that
there is an excess of 0.15 and 0.20 electrons respectively. Similarly, there is an excess
of 0.18 electrons in the d-state of one of the Co atoms in the Co trimer adsorbed as
configuration 3.2 compared to the d-state of the Co atom in the free trimer that has
the lowest d-state population. The d→s interconfigurational change that accompanies
the desorption of these trimers from graphene is exothermic and therefore contributes
to destabilizing these trimers when adsorbed on graphene. Each atom in the Ni trimer
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when adsorbed as configuration 3.2 (configuration 3.1 is not stable; see Figure 5.3.1)
has a projected d-state population that is lower than the projected d-state population on
each of the Ni atoms in the free Ni trimer by 0.15 electrons. This implies that a s→d
interconfigurational change is necessary for the Ni trimer, adsorbed as configuration
3.2, to desorb from graphene. This process is exothermic and thus destabilizes the
adsorbed trimer, further explaining the difference of 0.48eV in the binding energy of
the Ni trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.2 relative to the case where it is adsorbed as
configuration 3.4.
In the cases where the Fe and Co trimers are adsorbed as configurations 3.3 and 3.4,
the projected electronic configurations on each of the atoms are more similar to those
of the respective atoms in the free trimer, compared to the cases where these trimers are
adsorbed as configurations 3.1 (in the case of Fe alone) and 3.2. This implies a lower
amount of d→s interconfiguration change that would accompany the desorption of these
trimers from graphene, hence stabilizing the trimers adsorbed as configurations 3.3 and
3.4 relative to those adsorbed as 3.1 and 3.2. In the case of the Ni trimers adsorbed as
configuration 3.3 and 3.4, there is in fact a greater amount of s→d interconfigurational
change compared to the case where the Ni trimer is adsorbed as configuration 3.2,
particularly for the Ni atom that is farther from the graphene. This would actually
imply that on the basis of the interconfigurational energy alone, the Ni trimer adsorbed
as configurations 3.3 and 3.4 should be less stable than when adsorbed as configuration
3.2. We find that this not to be the case and again accord the difference in stability to
the bond geometry. As mentioned previously, the Ni-Ni bond lengths in the Ni trimer
when adsorbed as configuration 3.2 is on average 0.1AA longer than the Ni-Ni bond
lengths in the free Ni trimer. In the case of the Ni trimer adsorbed as configuration
3.4, the Ni-Ni bond lengths are just 0.05Å longer compared to the Ni-Ni bond lengths
in the free Ni trimer. In the cases where the Fe, Co and Ni trimers are adsorbed as
configuration 3.5 and 3.6, s→d electron transfer is necessary for the two atoms farther
from the graphene in order for these trimers to desorb from graphene. In the case of Ni,
this process is exothermic and thus destabilizes the adsorbed trimer; these trimers are
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therefore less stable compared to the Ni trimers adsorbed as configurations 3.3 and 3.4.
In the case of Fe and Co, this process is endothermic and should thus stabilize these
trimers. However, we find that the Fe and Co trimers adsorbed as configurations 3.5
and 3.6 are less stable than when adsorbed as configuration 3.3 and 3.4. This difference
might be accounted for by the third factor, the amount of trimer-to-graphene charge
transfer. We would expect that, if all other parameters (e.g bond lengths, trimer-to-
graphene separation, interconfigurational changes) remain constant, a greater amount
of charge transfer would result in stronger cluster-graphene interaction. We find that the
Fe, Co and Ni trimers, when adsorbed as configurations 3.5 and 3.6 transfer the least
charge to graphene relative to all the other stable configurations, thus in part accounting
for the lowered stability of these trimers relative to say configurations 3.3 and 3.4. This
reduction in the amount of charge transfer is not surprising given that only one out of
the possible three atoms in the trimer has the shortest proximity with the graphene. As
mentioned previously, the charge that is transferred to the graphene stems mainly from
the s-state(s) of the atom(s) closest to the graphene plane. Given that the s-state(s) of
just one atom has a significant enough overlap with the pi state(s) of the graphene, the
main contributor to the charge transferred to graphene would be the lone atom that is
closest to the graphene plane.
The total magnetic moment for each of the adsorbed Fe and Co trimers on graphene
is reduced relative to the sum of the total magnetic moments of plain graphene (0µB) and
the most stable Fe (10µB) or Co(7µB) trimer respectively. The total magnetic moment
for each of the adsorbed Ni trimers on graphene is the same compared to the sum of the
total magnetic moments of plain graphene and the most stable free Ni trimer (2µB). In
our earlier study on the Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers on graphene, we found that in
the case where the dimers were adsorbed with their bond axis oriented perpendicular to
the graphene plane, the magnetic moment of the atom farther from graphene is enhanced
while that of the atom closer to graphene is reduced relative to the projected magnetic
moments on the atoms in the free dimer. In the cases where the Fe and Co trimers
were oriented with their plane perpendicular to the graphene plane (i.e. configurations
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3.3-3.6), the magnetic moment of the atom(s)farther from graphene is higher than that
of the atom(s) closer to graphene. However, the magnetic moment is not necessarily
enhanced compared to the atom in the respective free trimer with the highest projected
magnetic moment. Coupled with the fact that the projected magnetic moment on the
atom(s) closer to the graphene is reduced, this results in an overall reduction in the
magnetic moment of the bound Fe and Co trimers. For the adsorbed Fe trimers, except
for configuration 3.6, the total magnetic moment of each system (i.e. including the
magnetic moment induced in graphene by the presence of the adsorbed metal cluster)
is between 8-9µB, which is between 1-2µB lower than that of the free Fe trimer. The
total magnetic moment of the Fe trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.6 is the highest
found among the adsorbed Fe trimer configurations studied in this work, viz. 9.83µB,
which is just 0.17µB lower than the total magnetic moment of the more stable free Fe
trimer. For the adsorbed Co trimers, the total magnetic moment of each system (again
inclusive of the magnetic moment induced in graphene) is between 5-6µB, which again
is between 1-2µB lower than the total magnetic moment of the most stable free Co
trimer that we have calculated. In the case of the Ni trimers that are adsorbed such that
their plane is oriented perpendicular to the graphene plane (i.e. configurations 3.3-3.6),
the projected magnetic moment(s) on the atom(s) farther from graphene is(are) in fact
enhanced relative to the projected magnetic moments on the Ni atoms in the free Ni
trimer. At the same time, the projected magnetic moment(s) on the atom(s) closer to
graphene is(are) reduced. Compared to the adsorbed Fe and Co trimers, the adsorbed
Ni trimers induce a lower magnetic moment in the underlying graphene. The net result
is that the total magnetic moment of the adsorbed Ni trimers is nearly equal to the
magnetic moment of the free Ni trimer.
Just like the dimers, Fe shows the greatest tendency to agglomerate as a trimer, fol-
lowed by Co then Ni. The trimers can fall apart in two ways: either (1) as a lone dimer
and a lone adatom or (2) as three lone adatoms. There are therefore two formation ener-
gies that can be defined here: (1) the trimer formation energy when a dimer and adatom
react (∆E2+1→3) and (2) the trimer formation energy when 3 adatoms react (∆E1+1+1→3),
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(a) 3.1 (b) 3.2
(c) 3.3 (d) 3.4
(e) 3.5 (f) 3.6
Figure 5.3: Geometric (bond lengths and angles) and geometry related data (local
charges and magnetic moments) of the various adsorbed Fe trimer configurations on
graphene. The subfigure captions specify the configuration of interest. The insets in
subfigures (a) and (b) represent a side-profile view (in the xz plane), where the single
sphere represents the whole trimer. Subfigures (c)-(f) illustrate the trimer as viewed in
the xz plane. The top view of all conformers are shown at the top-left corner of each
subfigure.
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(a) 3.2 (b) 3.3
(c) 3.4 (d) 3.5
(e) 3.6
Figure 5.4: Geometric (bond lengths
and angles) and geometry related data
(local charges and magnetic moments)
of the various adsorbed Co trimer con-
figurations on graphene. The subfig-
ure captions specify the configuration
of interest. The insets in subfigures (a)
and (b) represent a side-profile view (in
the xz plane), where the single sphere
represents the whole trimer. Subfigures
(c)-(f) illustrate the trimer as viewed in
the xz plane. The top view of all con-
formers are shown at the top-left corner
of each subfigure.
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(a) 3.2 (b) 3.3
(c) 3.4 (d) 3.5
(e) 3.6
Figure 5.5: Geometric (bond lengths
and angles) and geometry related data
(local charges and magnetic moments)
of the various adsorbed Ni trimer con-
figurations on graphene. The subfig-
ure captions specify the configuration
of interest. The insets in subfigures (a)
and (b) represent a side-profile view (in
the xz plane), where the single sphere
represents the whole trimer. Subfigures
(c)-(f) illustrate the trimer as viewed in
the xz plane. The top view of all con-
formers are shown at the top-left corner
of each subfigure.
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both reactions taking place on the graphene surface itself. These energies are computed
as follows:
∆E2+1→3 = Etrimer − Edimer − Eadatom + Egraphene (5.1)
∆E1+1+1→3 = Etrimer − 3 × Eadatom + Egraphene (5.2)
where Edimer and Eadatom are taken to be the most stable dimer and adatom conformers
respectively, for the particular species of interest. We point out to the reader that no
kinetic information can be derived from this.
∆E2+1→3 /eV
Conformer 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6
Fe 1.47 2.09 2.32 2.24 2.23 1.80
Co - 1.41 2.41 1.85 1.98 1.40
Ni - 1.32 1.66 1.81 1.63 1.36
Table 5.5: The formation energies (eV) of each adsorbed trimer configuration, for each
homonuclear metal species, as a result of the reaction of a dimer and an adatom (see
Equation 5.1). In general, Fe shows the greatest tendency to agglomeration, while Ni
shows the least.
∆E1+1+1→3 /eV
Conformer 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6
Fe 3.31 3.93 4.16 4.08 4.07 3.64
Co - 3.05 3.79 3.49 3.62 3.04
Ni - 2.16 2.50 2.65 2.47 2.20
Table 5.6: The formation energies (eV) of each adsorbed trimer configuration, for each
homonuclear metal species, as a result of the reaction of three adatoms (see Equation
5.2). Again, Fe shows the greatest tendency to agglomeration, while Ni shows the least.
5.3.2 Homonuclear Tetramers
Two free tetramer configurations were investigated for each of Fe, Co and Ni: a 2+2
configuration and a 3+1 configuration. These two configurations both have tetrahedral
geometry. The 2+2 configuration refers to a structure where two metal atoms are in
a single XY plane with the same z-coordinate and the other two metal atoms are in
another XY plane with a different z-coordinate. The 3+1 configuration refers to a struc-
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ture where three metal atoms are in a single XY plane with the same z-coordinate and
the fourth atom is found in another XY plane with another z-coordinate. Given the
anisotropy of the supercell that we have used in our calculations (i.e. a 9.84Å × 9.84Å
× 14.76Å), these two initial configurations could result in tetramers with two different
stable geometries though with different symmetries, viz. tetrahedrons with different
extents of distortions.
The atomization energies, bond lengths, projected magnetic moments and electronic
configurations of the tetramer configurations that we have calculated are shown in Fig-
ure 5.6. We found that the anisotropy of the supercell has little effect on the two Fe and
Co tetramer configurations studied here but does affect the Ni tetramer. In the cases
of the Fe and Co tetramers, the atomization energies, bond lengths, projected magnetic
moments and electronic configurations are the same in both the 2+2 and 3+1 configu-
rations. For the Fe and Co tetramers, we calculated total magnetic moments of 14.04µB
and 10.00µB and atomization or dissociation energies of 7.96eV and 8.60eV respec-
tively. In the case of the Ni tetramer, we found that the 2+2 configuration is more sta-
ble: the atomization energy calculated for the 2+2 configuration is 0.05eV/atom higher
than the atomization energy calculated for the 3+1 configuration. Further to this, the
total magnetic moment of the Ni tetramer in the 2+2 configuration is 4.00µB while the
total magnetic moment of the same tetramer in the 3+1 configuration is only 2.06µB.
The tetramers all have distorted tetrahedral geometries with D2d symmetry and this
might be due to a Jahn-Teller stabilization effect, similar to that which was discussed
in the preceding section on the homonuclear Fe and Co trimers. There are two bond
lengths that are important in describing a distorted tetrahedron, the short and long bond
lengths: these are 2.24Å and 2.55Å for the Fe tetramer, 2.14Å and 2.74Å for the Co
tetramer and 2.20Å and 2.33Å for the more stable Ni tetramer. Our results for the free
tetramer calculations are in good agreement with previous work apart from a few ex-
ceptions. Compared to the work of Castro, Jamorski and Salahub [12], we find that
our calculations for the dissociation energies for the Co and Ni tetramers are higher by
0.18eV/atom and our bond lengths differ by less than 0.1Å. The spin-multiplicities for
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the Co and Ni tetramer that we have calculated are in exact agreement with their results.
For the Fe tetramer on the other hand, although the dissociation energies that we have
calculated are just 0.11eV/atom higher, the bond lengths and spin-multiplicites that we
have calculated are in poor agreement. This might be due to extent of distortion of the
tetrahedrons that both Castro et al. and we have calculated, our calculations indicating a
larger extent of distortion which results in a higher spin-multiplicity of 15 (compared to
a spin-multiplicity of 13 which they have calculated). Rollmann and Entel [112] found
the lowest energy isomer of the Fe tetramer to be one where the short and long bond
lengths are 2.23Å and 2.54Å and has a total magnetic moment of 14µB. These are in
exact agreement (safe for a difference of 0.01Å) with our results. Michelini, Diez and
Jubert carried out extensive LSDA [20] and GGA [21] type calculations to investigate
the dissociation energies, stable geometries and spin-multiplicities of various sized Ni
clusters. For the Ni tetramer, they too found two stable distorted tetrahedrons, one with
short and long bond lengths of 2.24Å and 2.38Å, and the other with short and long
bond lengths of 2.29Å and 2.30Å, with atomization energies of 7.96eV and 7.84eV re-
spectively. Both structures each have a total magnetic moment of 4.00µB. The bond
lengths and atomization energies that we have calculated differ by less than 0.1Å and
0.06eV/atom respectively. However, the total magnetic moment that we have calculated
for the less stable structure is lower than their calculated value for the same structure by
2.00µB.
Four adsorbed tetramer configurations were studied in this work. Representations
of the initial configurations or starting geometries are shown in Figure 5.7. We point
out that not all of these are stable. Representations of the geometrically converged
structures, both side and top views will be presented later.
When adsorbed on graphene, we find that the most stable adsorption configuration
is 4.3 for the Fe and Co tetramer, and configuration 4.4 for the Ni tetramer. The at-
omization energies, bond lengths and bond angles, and projected magnetic moments
and electronic configurations of the adsorbed Fe, Co and Ni homonuclear tetramers are
shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 respectively. The same factors that contribute to
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(a) Fe4 in the 2+2 configuration (b) Fe4 in the 3+1 configuration
(c) Co4 in the 2+2 configuration (d) Co4 in the 3+1 configuration
(e) Ni4 in the 2+2 configuration (f) Ni4 in the 3+1 configuration
Figure 5.6: Atomization energies (Eat), bond lengths, and projected magnetic moments,
and electronic configurations of the free Fe, Co and Ni tetramers. Two configurations,
based on the anisotropy of the supercell used in the calculations in this work, were
studied: a 2+2 configuration and a 3+1 configuration (see text for details of these con-
figurations)
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(a) Configuration 4.1 (b) Configuration 4.2 (c) Configuration 4.3 (d) Configuration 4.4
Figure 5.7: Representations of the four initial configurations of the adsorbed homonu-
clear tetramers. The spheres represent the metal atoms. Larger spheres indicate that
those metal atoms are further from the graphene plane relative to the smaller spheres:
(a) each adatom above a hole site, (b) each adatom atop an atom site, (c) three adatoms
above hole sites and a third atom, further from graphene, above the atom site, (d) three
adatoms above atom sites with a third atom, further from graphene, above the hole site
the stability of the adsorbed dimers and trimers are still applicable in context of ratio-
nalizing the stability of one adsorbed tetramer configuration relative to another. There
are four points that we wish to highlight. First, we point the reader to the adsorbed Fe
tetramer in configurations 4.1 and 4.2 (see Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b)). The initial starting
geometry has all the Fe atoms in the same plane (two-dimensional) and geometry relax-
ation found that three-dimensional structures are more stable, indicating that Fe prefers
to be associated with other Fe atoms rather than with graphene. This is consistent with
the fact that the formation of Fe trimers (see previous section) and dimers (see Ref.
[104]) on the graphene surface, as a result of a reaction between a dimer and an adatom,
and two adatoms respectively, releases the most amount of energy compared to the same
formation reaction of Co and Ni trimers and dimers on graphene. The Co tetramers ad-
sorbed as configurations 4.1 and 4.2 and the Ni tetramer adsorbed as configuration 4.2
remain two-dimensional (or flat) and again points us to conclude that the interaction of
these species with graphene is stronger than that of Fe with graphene. However, the Ni
tetramer adsorbed as configuration 4.1 is three-dimensional. This therefore also points
us to consider the barrier for these configurations to relax to the global minimum on
their respective potential energy surfaces. This however has not been investigated in
this work. Second, the Co tetramer adsorbed as configuration 4.1 is unstable with the
four Co atoms bound above four neighboring hole sites. As shown in Figure 5.9(a), the
Co tetramer relaxed to a configuration where two of the Co atoms are found atop atom
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sites (atom indices 2 and 3), one above a bridge site (atom index 1) and the fourth Co
atom (atom index 4) is bound above and between a hole site and an atom site. Third, the
Fe, Co and Ni tetramers adsorbed as configuration 4.2, where the initial geometry was
such that all four metal atoms were atop an atom site, and each nearest metal neighbor
was separated by 2.46Å, relaxed to a configuration where two of the metal atoms are
bound above the bridge site and the remaining two are bound above and between the
bridge and atom site. Fourth, and finally, the Ni tetramer adsorbed as configuration 4.4,
where the initial configuration was such that three of the Ni atoms closer to graphene
were bound atop atom sites and the remaining fourth Ni atom, farther from graphene,
was bound directly above a hole site, relaxed to a configuration such that the former
three atoms migrated to the bridge site and the latter atom, previously above a hole site,
is now above and between the hole and atom site. This last find is particularly interest-
ing when taken in context of the results of the adsorbed Ni trimers. We found in those
calculations that the Ni trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.2 was more stable with the
Ni atoms bound above bridge sites rather than above atom sites, which was also the
initial starting configuration in that case. Further to this, the most stable Ni trimer con-
figuration was found to be configuration 3.4, rather than configuration 3.3, which was
the case for the adsorbed Fe and Co trimers. The difference between configurations 3.4
and 3.3 is that the two atoms closer to graphene are bound at the bridge site in the for-
mer but at the hole site in the latter. The Ni dimers that we investigated in our previous
studies (see Ref. [104]), did not migrate to the bridge site, though adsorption at the
bridge was not investigated explicitly. This then leads us to conclude that the larger Ni
clusters (at least from the trimer onwards) interact more strongly with graphene when
bound above the bridge site.
The total magnetic moments of the adsorbed tetramers are lower than their respec-
tive free states. In the case of the adsorbed homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni dimers, we found
in our earlier study that when bound with the bond axis perpendicular to the graphene
plane, the atom farther from graphene has an enhanced magnetic moment while the
atom closer to graphene has a reduced magnetic moment. The former compensates for
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the loss in magnetization in the latter and thus results in a total moment that is close to
the total magnetic moment of the free dimer. Just like the adsorbed homonuclear Fe,
Co and Ni trimers, this compensating effect is not found in the case of the adsorbed
homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni tetramers, where the projected magnetic moments of the
atoms farther from graphene, though higher than those atoms closer to graphene, are
not enhanced compared to the projected magnetic moments of the atoms in the free
tetramers. For the adsorbed Fe tetramer, configuration 4.1 gives the highest total mag-
netic moment of 12.10µB on the metal atoms and a total magnetic moment of 12.05µB
if we include the magnetization that is induced in graphene itself. The total magnetic
moments for the Fe tetramer adsorbed as configuration 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 are 10.29µB,
10.48µB and 10.67µB respectively, which implies an overall decrease of between 1.9µB
to 3.2µB for the magnetic moment of the Fe tetramer when adsorbed on graphene. Sim-
ilarly, the total magnetic moments of the adsorbed Co tetramers are reduced compared
to its free state, with total magnetic moments of 6.22µB, 6.25µB, 6.05µB and 6.40µB for
the Co tetramer adsorbed as configurations 4.1 through to 4.4 respectively, which im-
plies an overall decrease of between 3.5µB to 4.0µB for the magnetic moment of the Co
tetramer when adsorbed on graphene. Finally, we calculated total moments of 2.24µB,
2.04µB, 1.94µB and 2.11µB for the Ni tetramers adsorbed as configurations 4.1 through
to 4.4 respectively, which implies an overall decrease of between 1.7µB and 2.1µB for
the magnetic moment of the Ni tetramer when adsorbed on graphene.
We expect that just like the homonuclear dimers and trimers, the formation energies
of the various adsorbed Fe tetramer configurations would be largest compared to Co
tetramers, which in turn would be larger than the formation energy of the Ni tetramers.
Several reactions can be studied in this context. We have chosen just two: the reaction
of a trimer with an adatom (∆E3+1→4), and the reaction of two dimers (∆E2+2→4). We
remind the reader that the energies of the adatoms, dimers, and trimers used in calculat-
ing the formation energies of the various tetramers are the atomization energies of the
most stable adsorbed clusters.
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∆E3+1→3 = Etetramer − Etrimer − Eadatom + Egraphene (5.3)
∆E2+2→3 = Etetramer − 2 × Edimer + Egraphene (5.4)
where Etrimer , Edimer and Eadatom are taken to be the most stable trimer, dimer and adatom
configurations respectively, for the particular species of interest.
∆E3+1→4 /eV
Conformer 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4
Fe -2.35 -1.33 -2.43 -2.38
Co -1.06 -1.12 -2.13 -2.02
Ni -1.62 -0.96 -1.53 -1.89
Table 5.7: The formation energies (eV) of each adsorbed tetramer configuration, for
each homonuclear metal species, as a result of the reaction of a trimer and an adatom
(see Equation 5.3). In general, Fe shows the greatest tendency to agglomeration, while
Ni shows the least.
∆E2+2→4 /eV
Conformer 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4
Fe -2.82 -1.81 -2.91 -2.86
Co -1.56 -1.62 -2.63 -2.52
Ni -2.59 -1.93 -2.50 -2.86
Table 5.8: The formation energies (eV) of each adsorbed tetramer configuration, for
each homonuclear metal species, as a result of the reaction of two dimers (see Equation
5.4).
Both the adsorbed homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni, trimers and tetramers, have reduced
magnetization densities compared to their respective free states. Further to this, the most
stable adsorbed Fe and Co tetramer configuration has a lower total binding energy than
its respective most stable trimer configuration. For example, the most stable adsorbed
Fe and Co trimer configuration was found to be configuration 3.3, with total binding
energies of 1.17eV and 1.65eV respectively while the most stable Fe and Co tetramer
configuration was found to be configuration 4.3, with total binding energies of 0.96eV
and 1.16eV respectively. On the other hand, the most stable adsorbed Ni tetramer (con-
figuration 4.4) has a total binding energy of 1.80eV while the most stable adsorbed Ni
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trimer (configuration 3.4) has a total binding energy of 1.56eV. These results beg the
question of how graphene might affect the magnetic moments of mixed trimers and
tetramers and if these heteronuclear clusters might bind strongly to graphene.
(a) Fe4/Cgraphene 4.1 (b) Fe4/Cgraphene 4.2
(c) Fe4/Cgraphene 4.3 (d) Fe4/Cgraphene 4.4
Figure 5.8: Geometric (bond lengths and angles) and geometry related data (local
charges and magnetic moments) of the various Fe3 conformers on graphene. The sub-
figure captions specify the conformer of interest. The insets in subfigures (a) and (b)
represent a side-profile view (in the xz plane), where the single sphere represents the
whole trimer. Subfigures (c)-(f) illustrate the trimer as view in the xz plane. The top
view of all conformers are shown at the top-left corner of each subfigure.
5.4 Mixed clusters
In this section, we present the results of our calculations for the mixed trimers and
tetramers. Four types of mixed clusters were studied. These are the FeCo, FePt, CoPt
and NiPt trimers and tetramers. In the case of the trimers, we studied both possible
stoichiometric combinations, viz. XY2 and X2Y, where X and Y are the two different
metal atoms. In the case of the tetramers however, we only studied two stoichiomet-
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(a) Co4/Cgraphene 4.1 (b) Co4/Cgraphene 4.2
(c) Co4/Cgraphene 4.3 (d) Co4/Cgraphene 4.4
Figure 5.9: Geometric (bond lengths and angles) and geometry related data (local
charges and magnetic moments) of the various Co3 conformers on graphene. The sub-
figure captions specify the conformer of interest. The insets in subfigures (a) and (b)
represent a side-profile view (in the xz plane), where the single sphere represents the
whole trimer. Subfigures (c)-(f) illustrate the trimer as view in the xz plane. The top
view of all conformers are shown at the top-left corner of each subfigure.
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(a) Ni4/Cgraphene 4.1 (b) Ni4/Cgraphene 4.2
(c) Ni4/Cgraphene 4.3 (d) Ni4/Cgraphene 4.4
Figure 5.10: Geometric (bond lengths and angles) and geometry related data (local
charges and magnetic moments) of the various Ni3 conformers on graphene. The sub-
figure captions specify the conformer of interest. The insets in subfigures (a) and (b)
represent a side-profile view (in the xz plane), where the single sphere represents the
whole trimer. Subfigures (c)-(f) illustrate the trimer as view in the xz plane. The top
view of all conformers are shown at the top-left corner of each subfigure.
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ric combinations, viz. XY3 and X3Y. When adsorbed on graphene, there are of course
several adsorption configurations that can be considered. This implies a large phase
space which may not necessarily shed new knowledge on the interaction of these clus-
ters with graphene. Instead we have decided to focus on adsorption sites to which
these mixed clusters would most probably bind strongest. These sites or configurations
were decided based on the results of the preceding section on homonuclear trimers and
tetramers. For example, we found that the Fe and Co trimers bind strongest to graphene
as configuration 3.3, while the Ni trimer binds strongest to graphene as configuration
3.4. We assumed that Pt would prefer the bridge site, as does Ni, given the results of
our previous calculations on the Pt adatom and dimer (to be published). Therefore in
the cases of the Fe2Co, Co2Fe, Fe2Pt and Co2Pt adsorbed trimers, where the major-
ity species binds strongest as configuration 3.3 as a homonuclear trimer, configuration
3.3 was used. Similarly, in the cases of the FePt2, CoPt2, NiPt2, Ni2Pt adsorbed trimers,
where the majority species binds strongest as configuration 3.4 as a homonuclear trimer,
configuration 3.4 was used. The same principle was applied in determining the adsorp-
tion configuration that was studied in the case of the mixed tetramers. For each type of
cluster we studied the atomization energies, bond lengths, bond angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic configurations, for both the free and adsorbed states.
5.4.1 FeCo trimers and tetramers
Fe2Co
Two stable geometries were found for the free Fe2Co trimer: an isosceles triangle
and a scalene triangle. The atomization energies of these two structures were 5.21eV
and 4.09eV respectively, indicating that the isosceles triangle geometry is more stable
by 1.12eV. For the isosceles triangular structure, we found that the total magnetic mo-
ment was 9.03µB while the scalene triangular structure had a total magnetic moment
of just 1.08µB. The small total magnetic moment in the latter stems from a projected
magnetic moment on one of the Fe atoms that is aligned antiferromagnetically with
the spins on the other Fe and Co atoms. When adsorbed on graphene, the Fe-Fe bond
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.11: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Fe2Co (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free Fe2Co (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed Fe2Co (configura-
tion 3.3)
length decreases by 0.05Å while the Fe-Co bond lengths increases by 0.10Å compared
to the free Fe2Co trimer with the isosceles triangle geometry. As such, the adsorbed
Fe2Co trimer is nearly equilateral in geometry. The projected magnetic moments on the
two Fe atoms decreases by approximately 0.9µB while the projected magnetic moment
on the Co atom increases by 0.37µB thus resulting in an overall net decrease of 1.41µB
of the total magnetic moment of the cluster. The adsorbed cluster induced a projected
magnetic moment of 0.39µB on the underlying graphene. The binding energy of the
cluster to graphene is 1.19eV.
FeCo2
The free FeCo2 trimer has an isosceles triangle geometry, where the Co-Co bond
length is 2.13Å and the Fe-Co bond length is 2.20Å. The atomization energy of the free
FeCo2 trimer is 5.25eV. We note that when oriented along the XY plane of the supercell
used in our calculations, the atomization energy decreases by less than 0.02eV/atom;
we regard this to be an insignificant difference given that the bond lengths, bond lengths
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.12: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free FeCo2 (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free FeCo2 (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed FeCo2 (configura-
tion 3.3)
and the projected magnetic moments and electronic configurations are very similar com-
pared to the case where the trimer is oriented along the XZ plane of the supercell. Each
Co atom has an average projected magnetic moment of 2.03µB which is very close to the
average projected magnetic moment of a Co atom in the Co2 dimer, and the Fe atom has
a projected magnetic moment of 3.98µB, which is very close to the magnetic moment
of the free Fe atom (i.e. 4.00µB). This data and the projected electronic configurations
of the Co and Fe atoms in the FeCo2 trimer might suggest a weak Fe-Co bond which
is ideal in the case where enhanced magnetic moments are desired. When adsorbed on
graphene however, the projected and total magnetic moments of the FeCo2 decreases:
the projected magnetic moment on each Co atom decreases by 0.62µB and the projected
magnetic moment on the Fe atom decreases by 0.55µB. Compared to the free trimer,
the Co-Co bond length of the adsorbed FeCo2 increases by 0.17Å. The Fe-Co bond
length of the adsorbed trimer changes little compared to the trimer in its free state. The
binding energy of the FeCo2 trimer to graphene is 1.33eV.




Figure 5.13: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Fe3Co (2+2
configuration), (b) Free Fe3Co (3+1
orientation), (c) Adsorbed Fe3Co (con-
figuration 4.3)
Two stable free Fe3Co tetramer geometries were found. Both of these structures
are distorted tetrahedrons. In the case of the more asymmetric tetrahedron (see Figure
5.14(a)), there are two bond lengths for each of the Fe-Fe and Fe-Co bonds present: a
short bond length and a long bond length. These bond lengths will be referenced again
in the cases of the other mixed tetramers. The short and long Fe-Fe bond lengths are
2.30Å and 2.43Å respectively and the short and long Fe-Co bond lengths are 2.20Å and
2.35Å respectively. In the case of the more symmetric, albeit distorted tetrahedron, the
there is just one Fe-Fe bond length of 2.40Å and one Fe-Co bond length of 2.24Å. The
atomization energy of the less symmetric tetrahedron structure is 0.09eV higher than
that of the more symmetric one indicating that the former is more stable. Although
more stable, the total magnetic moment of the less symmetric tetrahedron is lower than
the other by 1.02µB. In the latter, the projected magnetic moments on each the Fe atoms
is 3.93µB, which is very closer to the free Fe atom magnetic moment. The projected
magnetic moment on each of the Fe atoms in the case of the less symmetric tetrahedron
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was found to be lower by 0.3µB on average compared to the projected moments on the
Fe atoms in the more symmetric tetrahedron. There is little difference (less than 0.1µB
in the projected magnetic moment on the Co atom in either of the free structures. When
adsorbed on graphene, the total magnetic moment of the Fe3Co tetramer decreases by
3.18µB compared to the total magnetic moment of the more stable (i.e. less symmetric)
free tetramer. On average, the projected magnetic moment on each Fe atom decreases
by 0.96µB and the projected magnetic moment on the Co atom decreases by 0.31µB. The
geometry of the adsorbed Fe3Co tetramer is very similar to that of the more symmetric
free tetramer. When adsorbed on graphene, the Fe-Fe bond length decreases by 0.02Å
and the Fe-Co bond length increases by 0.04Å compared to the more symmetric free
tetramer. The adsorbed Fe3Co tetramer induces a magnetic moment of -0.56µB on the




Figure 5.14: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free FeCo3 (2+2
configuration), (b) Free FeCo3 (3+1
orientation), (c) Adsorbed FeCo3 (con-
figuration 4.3)
Just one stable geometry was found for the free FeCo3 tetramer: a distorted
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tetrahedron with low symmetry. The short and long Co-Co bond lengths are 2.20Å and
2.45Å respectively, and the short and long Fe-Co bond lengths are 2.20Å and 2.50Å
respectively. The Co atoms in this tetramer have projected magnetic moments of 2.35µB
(one atom) and 2.44µB (two atoms). The Fe atom has a projected magnetic moment of
3.82µB. The atomization energy of the free FeCo3 tetramer is 8.43eV. When adsorbed
on graphene, a more symmetric albeit still distorted, tetrahedral geometry was found.
The Co-Co bond length of the adsorbed tetramer is 2.44Å. Two Fe-Co bond lengths
were obtained: 2.25Å and 2.29Å. Therefore, the average Co-Co bond length in the
FeCo3 tetramer increases when adsorbed on graphene while the average Fe-Co bond
length decreases. The projected magnetic moment on the Fe atom decreases by 0.54µB
and the projected magnetic moments on the Co atoms decrease by 0.9µB (for two Co
atoms) and 0.4µB (for one Co atom) when adsorbed on graphene. The adsorbed tetramer
induces a magnetic moment of -0.20µB on the underlying graphene. The binding energy
of the FeCo3 tetramer to graphene is 1.24eV.
FeCo cluster analysis
In general we find that the magnetic moments of the free FeCo trimers and tetramers
decrease when these clusters bind to graphene. We find that the decrease in magnetic
moment seems to be closely associated with the Fe-Co interaction. In particular we find
that an increase in the Fe-Co bond length coupled with a decrease in the Fe-Fe bond
length (where applicable) result in a decrease in the projected and therefore total mag-
netic moments of these clusters. Finally, we find that the binding energy is higher when
Co is directly bound to graphene compared to when Fe is directly bound to graphene.
5.4.2 FePt trimers and tetramers
Fe2Pt
We found just one stable geometry for the free Fe2Pt trimer: an isosceles trian-
gle. This trimer is particular interesting for the reason that the projected magnetic
moments on each of the Fe atoms is higher than that of the free Fe atom by 0.24µB.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.15: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Fe2Pt (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free Fe2Pt (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed Fe2Pt (configura-
tion 3.3)
Compared to the free Pt atom, the Pt atom in the Fe2Pt trimer has a projected mag-
netic moment that is 0.56µB lower. Overall this results in the Fe2Pt trimer having a
total magnetic moment (9.92µB) that is just 0.08µB lower than the sum of the magnetic
moments of the free atoms (10.00µB). The Fe-Pt bond length is 2.33Å and the Fe-Fe
bond length is 2.38Å. The atomization energy of the free Fe2Pt trimer is 6.45eV. When
adsorbed on graphene, the Fe-Pt bond length increases by 0.04Å and the Fe-Fe bond
length decreases by 0.05Å. The projected magnetic moment on each of the Fe atoms
of the adsorbed Fe2Pt trimer is lower than that of the Fe atoms in the free trimer by
1.28µB. The projected magnetic moment on the Pt atom is also correspondingly lower
by 0.83µB. The adsorbed trimer induces a magnetic moment of -0.34µB on the underly-
ing graphene. The binding energy of the Fe2Pt trimer to graphene is 1.58eV.
FePt2
We found just one stable geometry for the free FePt2 trimer: an isosceles triangle.
The Fe-Pt bond length is 2.22Å and the Pt-Pt bond length is 2.89Å. The projected
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Figure 5.16: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free FePt2 (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free FePt2 (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed FePt2 (configura-
tion 3.4)
magnetic moment on the Fe atom is 3.50µB and 1.22µB on each of the Pt atoms in the
free FePt2 trimer. When bound to graphene, the projected magnetic moment on the
Fe atom decreases by just 0.11µB. The Fe atom furthest away from graphene in the
case of a homonuclear Fe trimer adsorbed as configuration 3.3 has a projected magnetic
moment of 3.30µB. Therefore, there is a slight enhancement in the projected moment
on Fe when adsorbed as FePt2 rather than as a Fe3. However, the projected magnetic
moment on each of the Pt atoms decreases by 0.90µB compared to the Pt atoms in the
free FePt2 trimer. A small magnetic moment of 0.02µB is induced on the underlying
graphene. The binding energy of the FePt2 trimer to graphene is 0.21eV.
Fe3Pt
Similar to the case of the free Fe3Co tetramer, two stable Fe3Pt geometries were
found. Again, both of these are distorted tetrahedrons, one being more asymmetric
than the other. In the case of the less symmetric Fe3Pt tetramer, the Fe-Fe short and
long bond lengths are 2.24Å and 2.68Å respectively, and the Fe-Pt short and long bond
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Figure 5.17: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Fe3Pt (2+2
configuration), (b) Free Fe3Pt (3+1 ori-
entation), (c) Adsorbed Fe3Pt (configu-
ration 4.3)
lengths are 2.34Å and 3.71Å (distance between atoms 2 and 4 in Figure 5.17(a)) re-
spectively. There are two types of Fe atoms in this free tetramer. Two of the three Fe
atoms each have projected magnetic moments of 3.82µB and the remaining Fe atom has
a projected magnetic moment of 3.42µB. The Pt atom in this free tetramer has a pro-
jected magnetic moment of 0.91µB. The difference in the magnetic moments between
the two types of Fe atoms can be accounted for by the difference of charge on the Fe
atoms: the Fe atoms that are more positively charged have lower β-spin populations in
both the d- and s-states. The Pt atom, being negatively charged, would have a large
proportion of its electrons paired, thus resulting in a low projected magnetic moment.
The atomization energy of the less symmetric free Fe3Pt tetramer is 9.84eV. In the case
of the more symmetric free Fe3Pt tetramer, each Fe-Fe bond length is 2.29Å and each
Fe-Pt bond length is 2.46Å. Each Fe atom has a projected magnetic moment of 3.62µB
and the projected magnetic moment on the Pt atom is 1.08µB. The atomization energy
of the more symmetric free Fe3Pt tetramer is 9.68eV and is 0.26eV less stable than
the less symmetric tetramer. Although the projected magnetic moments on each atom
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may differ when comparing the two stable geometries, the total magnetic moment of
both structures is the same. Fe3Pt binds as a more symmetrical tetrahedron, though still
distorted, to graphene. Compared to the projected magnetic moments on the atoms in
the more stable free tetramer, the projected magnetic moments of one of the Fe atoms
decrease by 0.58µB and by 0.98µB on each of the other two Fe atoms, and by 0.55µB
on the Pt atom. The average Fe-Fe bond length in the adsorbed Fe3Pt is lower than the
average Fe-Fe bond length in the free tetramer (less symmetric) by 0.1Å. A small mag-
netic moment of 0.06µB is induced on the underlying graphene. The binding energy of




Figure 5.18: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free FePt3 (2+2
configuration), (b) Free FePt3 (3+1 ori-
entation), (c) Adsorbed FePt3 (configu-
ration 4.4)
Two stable FePt3 geometries were found. In the case of the tetramer with lower
symmetry, the short and long Pt-Pt bonds lengths are 2.59Å and 4.13Å respectively, and
the short and long Fe-Pt bonds lengths are 2.31Å and 2.38Å (between atoms 2 and 4 in
Figure 5.18(a)) respectively. The Pt atoms have an average projected magnetic moment
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of 0.81µB and the Fe atom has a projected magnetic moment of 3.55µB. The atomization
energy of the free tetramer with lower symmetry is 11.55eV. In the case of the tetramer
with higher symmetry, the Pt-Pt bond lengths are all 2.74Å and the Fe-Pt bond lengths
are all 2.31Å. The projected magnetic moment on each of the Pt atoms is 1.48µB,
and 3.50µB on the Fe atom. The atomization energy of the free tetramer with higher
symmetry is 10.82eV, indicating that it is 0.73eV less stable than the tetramer with lower
symmetry. Though less stable, the former has a total magnetic moment that is 1.96µB
higher than the latter. When adsorbed on graphene, the FePt3 tetramer has a geometry
that is quite unlike the tetramers discussed thus far. Most of the adsorbed tetramers have
tetrahedral geometries with a D3d symmetry. The adsorbed FePt3 tetramer however has
a lower symmetry. We calculated a total magnetic moment of -3.90µB (-4.00µB if the
spin on graphene is included) for the adsorbed tetramer. This again is unlike other
adsorbed tetramers since the spin is aligned antiferromagnetically with the principle
axis. All but one of the Pt atoms have their spins aligned in this manner. This property
may therefore be of interest especially in context of developing materials with high
magnetic coercivity energies. The binding energy of the FePt3 tetramer to graphene is
0.50eV.
FePt cluster analysis
In general we find that the projected magnetic moments of Fe in the FePt clusters
are higher than, or comparable to the projected magnetic moments of an Fe atom in the
same sized homonuclear Fe cluster. We also find that the binding strength is weaker in
the cases of clusters where the majority species is Pt, and where Pt is closer to graphene,
than in the cases where the majority species is Fe, and where Fe is closer to graphene.
The large anti-ferromagnetic spin alignment that was calculated in the case of the FePt3
tetramer, of which is largely localized on the Fe atom, is an interesting find and might
be a useful stepping stone in the context of developing clusters with large magnetic
anisotropies and high coercivity energies.
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Figure 5.19: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Co2Pt (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free Co2Pt (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed Co2Pt (configura-
tion 3.3)
The free Co2Pt trimer has an isosceles triangle geometry. Although two struc-
tures with different atomization energies were studied (see Figures 5.19(a) and 5.19(b)),
the total magnetic moment for each of these structures is the same. We have pointed out
in the cases of the FeCo and FePt mixed trimers and tetramers that the projected mag-
netic moment is extremely sensitive to the metal-metal bond lengths. Therefore, the
small differences in the projected magnetic moments on the Co and Pt atoms in each of
these structures possibly stems from the different bond lengths, where a decrease in the
Co-Co bond length and an increase in the Co-Pt bond length results a increase in the
projected magnetic moment on each of the Co atoms and a decrease in the projected
moment on the Pt atom. The atomization energy of the two structures are 6.42eV and
6.31eV. When adsorbed on graphene, the Co-Co bond length increases from 2.06Å (in
the case of the more stable free Co2Pt trimer) to 2.52Å. Each Co-Pt bond length on
the other hand decreases by approximately 0.04Å. The projected magnetic moment on
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each Co atom decreases by 0.70µB and by 0.49µB on the Pt atom when adsorbed on
graphene compared to the projected magnetic moments in the more stable free trimer.
The adsorbed trimer induces a small magnetic moment of -0.05µB in the graphene. The




Figure 5.20: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free CoPt2 (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free CoPt2 (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed CoPt2 (configura-
tion 3.3)
The free CoPt2 trimer has an isosceles triangle geometry. The Pt-Pt bond length
is 2.55Å and each Co-Pt bond length is 2.32Å. The atomization energy of the dimer is
7.16eV. The projected magnetic moment on each Pt atom is 0.40µB and 2.19µB on the
Co atom. When adsorbed on graphene, the Pt-Pt bond length increases by 0.26Å and
each Co-Pt bond length increases by 0.07Å. Relative to the free trimer, the adsorbed
CoPt2 trimer has its magnetic moment aligned antiferromagnetically with the princi-
ple axis. For the adsorbed trimer, the projected magnetic moment on each Pt atom is
-0.36µB and -2.23µB on the Co atom. The absolute total magnetic moment of the ad-
sorbed CoPt2 trimer plus that which is induced in graphene is 3.00µB. This value is the
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same as the total magnetic moment of the free trimer. The binding energy of the CoPt2




Figure 5.21: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Co3Pt (2+2 ori-
entation), (b) Free Co3Pt (3+1 orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed Co3Pt (configura-
tion 4.4)
Two stable free Co3Pt structures were found. The more stable free Co3Pt tetramer
(configuration 2+2) has lower symmetry. For this tetramer, the short and long Co-Pt
bond lengths are 2.36Å and 2.68Å (not shown in Figure 5.21(a)) respectively, and the
short and long Co-Co bond lengths are 2.12Å and 2.96Å respectively. The atomization
energy of this tetramer is 9.51eV. The less stable free Co3Pt tetramer has higher sym-
metry, albeit a distorted tetrahedral. For this less stable tetramer, the Co-Co bond length
is 2.20Å and the Co-Pt bond length is 2.45Å. The atomization energy of the less stable
tetramer is 9.45eV. The total magnetic moment of the more stable free Co3Pt tetramer is
8.99µB; the less stable free tetramer has a total magnetic moment of just 7.01µB. When
adsorbed on graphene, the total magnetic moment of the system is 5.04µB, inclusive of
the magnetic moment induced in graphene. Compared to the more stable free tetramer,
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which also has the higher magnetic moment of the two free tetramers calculated here,
the projected magnetic moment on each Co atom is reduced by 0.9µB on average, and
the projected magnetic moment on the Pt atom is reduced by 0.96µB. The binding




Figure 5.22: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free CoPt3 (2+2
configuration), (b) Free CoPt3 (3+1 ori-
entation), (c) Adsorbed CoPt3 (config-
uration 4.4)
Two stable free CoPt3 tetramer geometries were found. These are both distorted
tetrahedrons. In the more stable free tetramer, the short and long Pt-Pt bond lengths are
2.56Å and 4.04Å respectively, and the short and long Co-Pt bond lengths are 2.30Å and
2.43Å (between atoms 2 and 4 in Figure 5.22(a)). There are two types of Pt atoms in
this more stable free tetramer: two of the three Pt atoms each have a projected mag-
netic moment of approximately 0.95µB (0.97µB) and the other Pt atom has a projected
magnetic moment of 0.76µB. The Co atom in this tetramer has a projected magnetic
moment of 2.32µB. In the less stable free tetramer, all bond lengths are different as
shown in Figure 5.22(b). As might be expected, the projected magnetic moment on
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each Pt atom is different: 1.16µB, 1.05µB and 0.60µB. The projected moment on the
Co atom is 2.18µB. Again, we account for these differences in the projected magnetic
moments on the respective atoms in the two structures based on the difference in bond
lengths: in this case, an increase in the average Co-Pt bond length results in a lower pro-
jected magnetic moment on the Co atom. While the projected magnetic moments on the
atoms in each structure differ, the total magnetic moment is the same for each structure.
The two structures have atomization energies of 11.01eV and 10.55eV. When adsorbed
on graphene, the Co3Pt adopts a more symmetrical, albeit distorted, tetrahedral geom-
etry. The projected magnetic moments on each of atoms in the adsorbed tetramer have
negative values. While they might align antiferromagnetically with the principle axis,
the spins on each atom are aligned with one another, as well as with graphene, where a
small magnetic moment of -0.06µB is induced by the adsorbed tetramer. The absolute
total magnetic moment of the adsorbed cluster is 3.00µB. The binding energy of the
CoPt3 tetramer to graphene is 0.23eV.
CoPt cluster analysis
Similar to the FePt clusters, the magnetic moments of the Co atoms in the CoPt
clusters are in general higher than, or comparable to the projected magnetic moments
of a Co atom in the same sized homonuclear Co cluster. Again we find that the binding
strength is weaker in the cases of clusters where the majority species is Pt, and where
Pt is closer to graphene, than in the cases of clusters where the majority species is Co,
and where Co is closer to graphene. The binding strength of a particular CoPt clusters
are, in general, higher than the respective comparable FePt cluster. Again, the large
anti-ferromagnetic spin alignment that was calculated in the case of the CoPt3 tetramer,
of which is largely localized on the Co atom, is an interesting find and might be a useful
stepping stone in the context of developing clusters with large magnetic anisotropies
and high coercivity energies.
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Figure 5.23: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Ni2Pt (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free Ni2Pt (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed Ni2Pt (configura-
tion 3.4)
The free Ni2Pt trimer has an isosceles triangle geometry. As the free trimer,
the Ni-Ni bond length is 2.20Å and each Ni-Pt bond length is 2.35Å. The projected
magnetic moment on each of the Ni atoms is 0.93µB and is 0.16µB on the Pt atom. The
atomization energy of the free Ni2Pt trimer is 6.32eV. When adsorbed on graphene, the
Ni-Ni bond length increases by 0.10Å compared to the free trimer while the Ni-Pt bond
length remains the same. The projected magnetic moment on each of the Ni atoms in
the adsorbed trimer is 0.77µB and is 0.53µB on the Pt atom. Compared to the free Ni2Pt
trimer, the total magnetic moment increases by 0.05µB when adsorbed on graphene,
the main contribution to this increase arising from the large increase in the projected
magnetic moment on the Pt atom, with just a small decrease in the projected magnetic
moments on each of the Ni atoms. A small magnetic moment of -0.04µB is induced in
graphene when the trimer is adsorbed upon it. The binding energy of this trimer when
adsorbed on graphene is 1.62eV.




Figure 5.24: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free NiPt2 (XZ ori-
entation), (b) Free NiPt2 (XY orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed NiPt2 (configura-
tion 3.4)
The free NiPt2 trimer has an isosceles triangle geometry. As the free trimer,
the Pt-Pt bond length is 2.52Å and each Ni-Pt bond length is 2.33Å. The projected
magnetic moment on each of the Pt atoms is 0.45µB and is 1.11µB on the Ni atom.
The atomization energy of the free NiPt2 trimer is 6.93eV. The Pt-Pt bond length in the
adsorbed trimer remains the approximately the same compared to that of the free trimer,
while the Ni-Pt bond length increases by 0.08Å. The projected magnetic moment on
each of the Pt atoms in the adsorbed trimer decreases by 0.17µB compared to the Pt
atoms in the free trimer. The projected magnetic moment on the Ni atom in the case
of the adsorbed trimer is aligned antiferromagnetically with the spins on Pt atoms and
has a value of -0.64µB. The adsorbed trimer induces a magnetic moment of 0.07µB in
graphene. Overall, the magnetic moment of the trimer is quenched (i.e. 0µB) when
adsorbed on graphene. The binding energy of this trimer when adsorbed on graphene is
0.49eV.




Figure 5.25: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free Ni3Pt (2+2 ori-
entation), (b) Free Ni3Pt (3+1 orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed Ni3Pt (configura-
tion 4.4)
The free Ni3Pt tetramer has a distorted tetrahedral geometry with D3d symme-
try. Each Ni-Ni bond length is 2.26Å and each Ni-Pt bond length is 2.43Å in the free
tetramer. Each of the Ni atoms in the free tetramer have an average projected magnetic
moment of 1.03µB and the Pt atom has a projected magnetic moment of 0.90µB. The
atomization energy of this free tetramer is 9.54eV. Similar to the case of the adsorbed
Fe3Pt tetramer, the adsorbed Ni3Pt has a tetrahedral geometry that is of lower symmetry
compared to the symmetry in its free state. In the adsorbed state, there are two Ni-Ni
bond lengths to consider: 2.33Å and 2.38Å, and the average Ni-Pt bond length in the
adsorbed tetramer is 2.43Å. While the Ni-Ni bond lengths have increased by between
0.07Å and 0.12Å when the tetramer is adsorbed on graphene compared to when it is
free, the Ni-Pt bond lengths have remained, on average, constant. Just as there are two
Ni-Ni bond lengths to consider in the case of the adsorbed tetramer, there are two types
of Ni atoms to consider as well: two out of the three Ni atoms each have a projected
magnetic moment of 0.28µB while the third remaining Ni atom has a projected magnetic
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moment of -0.63µB. The projected magnetic moment on the Pt atom in the case of the
adsorbed tetramer is nearly quenched and there is a small moment of 0.06µB induced





Figure 5.26: Atomization energies,
bond lengths and angles, and projected
magnetic moments and electronic con-
figurations for: (a) Free NiPt3 (2+2 ori-
entation), (b) Free NiPt3 (3+1 orienta-
tion), (c) Adsorbed NiPt3 (configura-
tion 4.4)
Two very similar geometries were obtained for the free NiPt3 tetramer when
both the 2+2 and 3+1 configurations were used as the initial starting geometries. In
general, geometry relaxation of both these configurations gave a distorted tetrahedron
with C3V symmetry. In both cases, the Ni-Pt bond length is 2.40Å. The more stable
structure, which was obtained by making use of the 2+2 configuration, has an atomiza-
tion energy that is just 0.11eV higher than the other. The geometric difference between
the two structures lies primarily in the Pt-Pt bond lengths: the Pt-Pt bond lengths in
the more stable structure are longer by between 0.05Å and 0.10Å. This this differ-
ence in geometry results in different projected magnetic moments on the Pt atoms. The
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projected magnetic moments on the Pt atoms in the more stable structure are 0.53µB,
0.19µB and 0.11µB while they are 1.11µB, 1.07µB and 0.64µB for the Pt atoms in the less
stable structure. The projected magnetic moment on the Ni atom is 1.18µB and is the
same in both structures. We again find that the less stable structure has a higher total
magnetic moment. When adsorbed on graphene, the projected magnetic moment on the
Ni atom decreases by 0.21µB, compared to the free state, to 0.97µB. Two of the three Pt
atoms each have a projected magnetic moment of 0.36µB and the remaining Pt atom has
a magnetic moment of 0.22µB. Therefore, compared to the more stable free tetramer,
the total magnetic moment on the Pt atoms in the adsorbed NiPt3 is higher by 0.11µB;
the overall magnetic moment of the adsorbed tetramer is 0.10µB lower than the total
magnetic moment of the more stable free tetramer. The binding energy of this tetramer
when adsorbed on graphene is 0.28eV.
NiPt cluster analysis
Although the NiPt clusters bind strongest compared to the respective comparable
FePt and CoPt clusters, the total absolute magnetic moments of the NiPt clusters are
the lowest. The projected magnetic moments on both the Ni and Pt atoms in the NiPt
clusters are either comparable or lower than their respective same-sized homonuclear
Ni and Pt clusters. This might then point us to consider that the small heteronuclear
NiPt clusters are not the best choice in the context of developing materials with high
magnetization densities.
5.5 Formation energies of themixed clusters on graphene
and changes in the magnetic moments
It is important to question if the mixed clusters that we have studied thus far would
form favorably on graphene. To answer this we have defined two heteronuclear trimer
formation reactions and three heteronuclear tetramer formation reactions, both of which
involve the reaction of two homonuclear clusters to form the heteronuclear cluster of
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interest. The homonuclear clusters that have been used in the calculations of these het-
eronuclear cluster formation energies correspond to those that are adsorbed as the most
stable configuration among the various adsorbed configurations that we have studied in
this work. At the same time, we study the net change in the total absolute magnetic
moments of these cluster systems as a result of these reactions. This is important in
context of determining if the mixing of these clusters on graphene does actually result
in a net increase or decrease in the total magnetic moment of the system. We have not
reported, in this work or in any of our prior studies, the atomization energies of the Pt
dimer, trimer and tetramer. We remind the reader that we have defined the atomization
energy of an adsorbed Pt cluster to be the amount of energy required to atomize the
metal atoms (in this case Pt) alone and does not include the energy required to atom-
ize the carbon atoms of the underlying graphene. We have calculated the atomization
energies of, the adsorbed Pt dimer, with the Pt-Pt bond axis oriented perpendicular to
the graphene plane and with the Pt atom that is closer to the graphene located above a
bridge site, the adsorbed trimer in the same configuration as the most stable Ni trimer
(i.e. configuration 3.4), and the adsorbed tetramer in the same configuration as the most
stable Ni tetramer (i.e. configuration 4.4). We were guided to use these configurations
for two reasons. The first is that we found in our previous study [117] that the Pt adatom
adsorbs more favorably when bound above a bridge site rather than above the hole or
atom site and the second is that of the similarity between Ni and Pt in context of their
chemistry. The atomization energies of the adsorbed Pt dimer, trimer and tetramer that
we have calculated are -4.34eV, -8.26eV and -11.67eV respectively. The following are
the reactions that we have considered:
X3/C + Y3/C → X2Y/C + XY2/C (5.5)
X2/C + Y/C → X2Y/C +C (5.6)
X4/C + Y4/C → X3Y/C + Y3X/C (5.7)
X3/C + Y/C → X3Y/C +C (5.8)
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where X and Y represent the different metals that are involved in forming the heteronu-
clear cluster. The formation of a heteronuclear trimer can be described by Equations 5.5
and 5.6, and the formation of a heteronuclear tetramer can be described by Equations
5.7 and 5.8. The reaction formation energies for each of the above reactions and the net
change in the total magnetic moment as a result of these reactions are given in Table
5.9.
X Y Eqn. 5.5 Eqn. 5.6 Eqn. 5.7 Eqn. 5.8
Fe Co -0.39 (0.00) -2.42 (+0.13) -0.23 (-0.18) -2.39 (0.00)
Co Fe -0.39 (0.00) -2.43 (0.00) -0.23 (-0.18) -2.41 (0.00)
Fe Pt -1.45 (+2.04) -3.58 (+0.13) -1.32 (+0.44) -3.53 (+0.19)
Pt Fe -1.45 (+2.04) -2.68 (+0.12) -1.32 (+0.44) -2.20 (+1.98)
Co Pt -0.75 (+1.98) -3.14 (0.00) -0.68 (+0.42) -3.21 (0.00)
Pt Co -0.75 (+1.98) -2.24 (+0.06) -0.68 (+0.42) -1.56 (+1.97)
Ni Pt -0.36 (-0.02) -2.94 (0.00) -0.62 (-1.67) -3.24 (-2.00)
Pt Ni -0.36 (-0.02) -1.72 (-1.94) -0.62 (-1.67) -1.24 (+1.95)
Table 5.9: Formation energies (in eV) and change in the total absolute magnetic mo-
ments, given in brackets (in µB), for the respective heteronuclear trimer (Equations 5.5
and 5.6) and tetramer (Equations 5.7 and 5.8) formation reactions.
In general, most of the heteronuclear trimers and tetramers form favorably on graphene
as a result of mixing particular homonuclear clusters. For the mixed FeCo trimers and
tetramers, mixing the homonuclear clusters generally results in a decrease in the total
absolute magnetic moment. On the other hand, mixing Fe and Pt homonuclear clusters,
and Co and Pt homonuclear clusters, results in an increase in the total absolute magnetic
moment for the respective heteronuclear clusters formed. The largest changes in the to-
tal absolute magnetic moment as a result of mixing comes about from the mixing of the
homonuclear Ni and Pt clusters. In these cases, the general trend is that of a reduction
in the magnetic moment of the heteronuclear NiPt clusters compared to the sum of their
respective homonuclear clusters.
5.6 Conclusion
We have carried out DFT calculations to study the atomization energies, cluster geome-
tries, and projected electronic and magnetic moments of both the free and adsorbed, (1)
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homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni trimers and tetramers, and (2) heteronuclear Fe2Co, FeCo2,
Fe2Pt, FePt2, Co2Pt, CoPt2, Ni2Pt and NiPt2 trimers, and Fe3Co, FeCo3, Fe3Pt, FePt3,
Co3Pt, CoPt3, Ni3Pt and NiPt3 tetramers, on graphene. We studied the adsorption site
binding energies for the homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni trimers and tetramers and found
that the most stable trimer adsorption sites correspond to configuration 3.3 for the Fe
and Co trimers, and configuration 3.4 for the Ni trimer, and the most stable tetramer
adsorption sites correspond to configuration 4.3 for the Fe and Co tetramers, and con-
figuration 4.4 for the Ni tetramer. The stability of each configuration is dependent on
the geometry of the adsorbed cluster (particularly if the cluster is constrained to adopt
an unfavorable geometry due to the symmetry of the underlying graphene), the amount
of energy required for an interconfigurational change in order for the adsorbed cluster
to revert its respective projected electronic configurations to the projected electronic
configurations in the free cluster and the amount of cluster-to-graphene charge transfer.
We found that the free homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni trimers have total magnetic moments
of 10µB, 7µB and 2µB respectively. When adsorbed on graphene, the Fe and Co trimers
have their magnetic moments reduced by between 1-2µB. The total magnetic moment
of the Ni trimer when adsorbed on graphene is still 2µB. We point out that these values
include the magnetic moment induced in graphene as a result of the presence of the
metal cluster. We found that the free homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni tetramers have total
magnetic moments of 14µB, 10µB and 4µB respectively. We also point out that a less
stable (by 0.20eV) Ni tetramer was also found and the total magnetic moment for this
Ni tetramer is 2µB. When adsorbed on graphene, the total magnetic moment of the Fe,
Co and Ni tetramers decrease by between 1.9µB and 3.2µB, 3.5µB to 4.0µB, and 1.7µB
and 2.1µB respectively, depending on the adsorption site configuration.
We made use of the results of the most stable adsorption site configurations for the
homonuclear Fe, Co and Ni trimers and tetramers, to study just a single adsorption
site for each of the heteronuclear trimers and tetramers mentioned above. The majority
species for each mixed cluster determined the adsorption site configuration and corre-
sponded to the most stable adsorption site configuration of the homonuclear cluster of
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that species. In general, we find that all the mixed trimers and tetramers form favorably.
Certain reactions do not favor the formation of some trimers and tetramers. For exam-
ple, the formation of CoPt2 from the reaction between Pt4 and Co2 is not energetically
favorable but the same CoPt2 trimer can be formed from the reaction between Pt2 and
Co. In general, we find that mixing the Fe and Co clusters to form mixed FeCo clusters
and mixing Ni and Pt clusters to form mixed NiPt clusters, results in an overall decrease
in the total absolute magnetic moment. However, the mixing of either Fe or Co clusters
with Pt results in an overall increase in the total absolute magnetic moment.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have carried out plane-wave DFT calculations to investigate the binding, mag-
netic and electronic properties of the free and adsorbed homonuclear and heteronuclear
Fe, Co, Ni and Pt adatoms, dimers, trimers and tetramers on graphene. There are two
main aims in this work. The first aim involves investigating the suitability of using
graphene as a support material for the small Fe, Co and Ni clusters. This suitabil-
ity depends on how strongly these clusters bind to graphene and the extent to which the
interaction of these clusters with graphene changes the magnetic moments of these clus-
ters compared to their respective free state magnetic moments. The second aim involves
investigating if enhanced binding and projected magnetic moments can be achieved by
adsorbing heteronuclear, particularly binary, clusters of these metals on graphene. In
that respect, investigating mixing these ferromagnetic metals with a metal that is non-
magnetic in the bulk phase would prove interesting.
In Chapter 3, the Fe, Co and Ni adatoms and dimers adsorbed on graphene was stud-
ied. Our DFT calculations showed that, contrary to previous work, these bind relatively
weakly to graphene and that the estimated values of these binding energies depends on
how well the exchange-correlation functional treats the interconfigurational change that
accompanies the adsorption of these clusters on graphene. The most stable adatom con-
figuration is one where the metal atom is adsorbed above a hole site (see configuration
1.1). In this configuration, the magnetic moment of the adsorbed atom is 2µB lower than
that of the free atom as a result of the raising of the projected s-states of these adatoms
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above the Fermi level; this is consistent with previous work [36, 35]. When bound as
dimers, there is little change in the total magnetic moments and dimer bond lengths rel-
ative to their respective free states. Four adsorbed dimer configurations were studied in
this work, including two that have not been investigated in previous studies. We found
that the two new dimer configurations studied here are in fact more stable than those
studied previously. These correspond to dimers adsorbed with their dimer bond axes
perpendicular to the graphene plane, one with the atoms bound directly above a hole
site and the other with the atoms bound directly above an atom site, where the former
is more stable. Further to this we found that the projected magnetic moment of the
atom farther from the graphene is enhanced while that of the atom closer to graphene
is reduced; the total magnetic moment of the adsorbed cluster is however still quite
close to the total magnetic moment of the free dimer. This is an important find since
it would allow one to design a cluster such that the atom(s) closer to graphene would
bind strongly while the atom(s) farther from graphene would have enhanced projected
magnetic moments that could possibly result in an increase in the magnetization den-
sity of the material. For both the adatoms and the dimers, we found that the strength of
binding increases as Fe < Co < Ni while the total magnetic moment increases as Ni <
Co < Fe.
In Chapter 4, we continued from where we left off in Chapter 3 to find out if en-
hanced binding and projected magnetic moments can be achieved with adsorbed het-
eronuclear clusters. As a starting point, the mixed dimers, FeCo, FeNi and CoNi were
first investigated. Further to this, it is interesting to investigate the effect of a metal,
which is non-magnetic in the bulk phase, when mixed with the ferromagnetic metals
Fe, Co and Ni. Therefore, the FePt, CoPt and NiPt dimers were also studied. Just like
the homonuclear dimers adsorbed on graphene, we found that the most stable adsorbed
heteronuclear dimer is one where the dimer bond axis is oriented nearly perpendicular
to the graphene plane. The most stable adsorbed FeCo, FeNi and CoNi dimer config-
uration corresponds to one where the dimer bond axis is oriented nearly perpendicular
to the graphene plane, with the atoms above a hole site and the species with the higher
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interconfigurational energy located farther from graphene. For the adsorbed FePt, CoPt
and NiPt dimers on graphene, we found that any hole site configuration is unstable is
most likely due to the fact that the Pt adatom is unstable above the hole site and migrates
to the bridge site. The most stable FePt configuration is one where the Fe-Pt bond axis
is perpendicular to the graphene plane, with the Pt atoms closer to graphene and bound
above the bridge site. For the adsorbed CoPt and NiPt dimers, we found that unlike the
adsorbed FePt dimer, the Co and Ni atoms are bound closer to graphene and above the
hole site. In the cases of the adsorbed CoPt and NiPt dimers, we found that the amount
of charge transfer to the graphene is more significant than the stabilization provided by
the interconfigurational change required for the desorption of these dimers. By consid-
ering that the adatom binding energies increase as Fe<Co<Ni<Pt, and that the Fe, Co
and Ni adatoms bind strongest at the hole site than at the atom site while the Pt adatom
binds strongest at the bridge site than at the atom site and is unstable above the hole site,
the results of our mixed dimer calculations suggest that the stability of a particular ad-
sorbed mixed dimer configuration is largely determined by the stability of the individual
adatoms in those particular configurations. In the cases of the CoPt and NiPt dimers,
although the Pt adatom binds strongest, and at the bridge rather than hole or atom site,
the Co and Ni adatoms bind sufficiently strongly such that the most stable adsorbed
CoPt and NiPt configurations correspond to the case where the Co and Ni adatoms are
above hole sites. In the case of the adsorbed FePt dimer, the fact that the most stable
configuration corresponds to the case where the Pt atom is closer to graphene and is
adsorbed at a bridge site suggests that the Fe adatom binds too weakly (compared to Co
and Ni) to graphene which therefore results in the adsorbed FePt configuration where
the Fe adatom is closer to graphene and adsorbed at a hole site to be less stable than
the former. In the context of the magnetic moments of these adsorbed heteronuclear
dimers, we found that the magnetic moment of the atom farther from graphene is en-
hanced while that closer to graphene is reduced, just like the adsorbed homonuclear
dimers. The total magnetic moment of the adsorbed heteronuclear dimer is still very
close to the magnetic moment of the free heteronuclear dimer. When adsorbed, the
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magnetic moments of Fe, Ni and Pt are most enhanced when bonded to Co and corre-
spond to the most stable dimer configurations that have been studied in this work. These
results and conclusions bode well in context of investigating if the larger homonuclear
and heteronuclear clusters might bind strongly to graphene and if enhanced magnetic
moments might be attained. Further to that, the larger clusters might give further insight
to other factors that contribute to the strength of binding to graphene.
In Chapter 5, we investigated the homonuclear and selected heteronuclear Fe, Co, Ni
and Pt trimers and tetramers adsorbed on graphene. We found that the most stable trimer
configuration is one where the trimer plane is oriented perpendicular to the graphene
plane. For the homonuclear Fe and Co trimers, the two atoms closer to graphene are
adsorbed above hole sites while for the Ni trimer, the two atoms closer to graphene are
adsorbed above bridge sites. We used the most stable adsorbed Ni trimer configuration
and found that the adsorbed Pt trimer system has a small magnetic moment of 0.02µB.
The most stable adsorbed Fe and Co tetramers correspond to a 3+1 type configuration
where the three atoms closer to graphene are adsorbed above hole sites and the atom
farther from graphene is located directly above a carbon atom in the graphene. For the
adsorbed Ni tetramer, a 3+1 type configuration was also found to be most stable but in
this case, the three atoms closer to graphene, just like the most stable trimer, are ad-
sorbed above bridge sites. We used the most stable adsorbed Ni tetramer configuration
and found that the adsorbed Pt tetramer system has a total magnetic moment of 1.57µB.
For the homonuclear trimers, we found that the magnetic moments of the adsorbed Fe
and Co trimers are lower than their respective free state trimers by 1-2µB and the Ni
trimers have their magnetic moments reduced by approximately 2µB. For the homonu-
clear tetramers, the magnetic moment of the Fe, Co and Ni tetramers decrease by 1.9-
3.2µB, 3.5-4.0µB and 1.7-2.1µB respectively, depending on the adsorption site configu-
ration. For both the trimers and tetramers, we found that the binding energy depends
on an intricate balance between the geometry, constrained or otherwise, of the adsorbed
clusters, the amount of energy required for any interconfigurational change that might
be necessary for the adsorbed cluster to revert its projected electronic configurations to
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that of the free cluster, and the amount of cluster-to-graphene charge transfer. The free
and adsorbed, Fe2Co, FeCo2, Fe2Pt, FePt2, Co2Pt, CoPt2 Ni2Pt and NiPt2 heteronuclear
trimers, and Fe3Co, FeCo3, Fe3Pt, FePt3, Co3Pt, CoPt3, Ni3Pt and NiPt3 heteronuclear
tetramers were studied. The large phase space associated with exploring the various
adsorption site stabilities and configurations was limited by considering the most stable
adsorbed homonuclear configuration of the majority species in the heteronuclear trimer
or tetramer. The enthalpy of formation of these clusters as a result of a reaction be-
tween homonuclear clusters on graphene itself was found to be favorable in all cases.
However, not all such homonuclear cluster-homonuclear cluster reactions resulted in
an increase in the total magnetic moment of the resulting heteronuclear cluster. Mixing
the homonuclear Fe clusters with the homonuclear Co clusters gave heteronuclear FeCo
clusters with magnetic moments that are in general lower than the sum of the former.
This was found to be the case for mixing the homonuclear Ni clusters with the homonu-
clear Pt clusters. A net increase in the total absolute magnetic moment results when the
homonuclear Fe or Co clusters are mixed with the homonuclear Pt clusters.
The results of our calculations show that the total absolute magnetic moments of
the adsorbed mixed dimers are very close to that of their respective free states but that
the adsorbed mixed trimers and tetramers have total absolute magnetic moments that
are lower than their respective free states. In the case of the free mixed dimers, both
enhanced and reduced projected magnetic moments result, compared to the respective
projected magnetic moments of the homonuclear dimers of the species involved. There
is therefore no net increase in the total magnetic moment of the heteronuclear dimer
compared to the sum of the homonuclear dimers of the species involved. The projected
magnetic moments are further enhanced (reduced) for the species farther (closer) from
(to) graphene when these heteronuclear dimers are adsorbed. Further to this, the pro-
jected magnetic moments of Fe, Ni and Pt are most enhanced when bonded to Co, and
with Co adsorbed closer to graphene than either of the former. Mixing the homonuclear
trimers and tetramers does not always result in a net increase in the total absolute mag-
netic moment of the resulting heteronuclear trimers and tetramers. An increase in the
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net total absolute magnetic moment of the heteronuclear trimers and tetramers results
when the homonuclear Fe or Co clusters react with the homonuclear Pt clusters. Mix-
ing Fe with Co, and Ni with Pt is, on the other hand, not desired in context of obtaining
higher magnetic moments.
There are four aspects within this work that can be used as starting points for future
work. The first, and perhaps most important, aspect involves improving the exchange-
correlation functional. This is of course a problem that is continuously dealt with by
the theoretical physics and chemistry community but one that deserves particular at-
tention in the context of determining accurate binding energies. One particular aspect
associated with this functional would be how well it estimates the electronic state of the
free atomic species as well as the electronic interconfigurational energy, particularly for
states that are close in energy, as is the case for the transition metals. The second and
third aspects would involve the study of the barrier associated with a cluster in a local
minimum relaxing to its global minimum and the barrier associated with small clusters
diffusing and reacting to form larger clusters while adsorbed on graphene. These kinetic
phenomena will give a handle on the size distribution of these clusters on graphene at
various temperatures and might be key in context of comparing the theoretical data with
experimental work. Finally, the fourth aspect would be to make use of a rougher method
such as tight-binding molecular dynamics to carry out a more comprehensive study to
probe larger clusters as well as a greater variety in terms of the species involved.
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